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Dear AACU Members:
More than 50 years ago, the AACU became the first national organization
solely dedicated to advocacy on behalf of clinical urologists’ interests. At the
time, Medicare was a new program and the federal government’s role in
healthcare quickly grew by leaps and bounds. Today, the AACU continues
to steadfastly advance health policies that protect our patients, practices,
and profession through initiatives such as UROPAC, the AACU State
Advocacy Network, and our recent partnership with Urology Times.
This strategic alliance gives us the opportunity to share news of our work,
and the work of AACU members, on a national stage, including showcasing
members in Urology Times publications and on the website at
www.urologytimes.com/sap-partner/aacu.
In addition to opportunities to publish, the partnership brings AACU
members access to case-based roundtable sessions and discounted
educational programs. We are pleased to be able to provide these valuable
resources and hope that you and your colleagues find them informative. If
you would like additional copies of this publication sent to your office,
please email info@aacuweb.org.
We are excited about the partnership and look forward to highlighting
AACU and its members through our collaboration with Urology Times.
Best regards,

Damara L. Kaplan, PhD, MD
President
American Association of Clinical Urologists
www.aacuweb.org

Proud Sponsor of
Protecting the political and professional interests of Urology since 1968
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As soon as you diagnose
mCSPC or nmCRPC...
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The following TITAN primary
analysis results are included in the
ERLEADA® Prescribing Information:
Median OS: NE vs NE; HR=0.67;
95% CI: 0.51, 0.89; P=0.0053.1
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INDICATIONS
ERLEADA® (apalutamide) is an androgen receptor inhibitor
indicated for the treatment of patients with:
• Metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer (mCSPC)
• Non-metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer
(nmCRPC)

Monitor for signs and symptoms of ischemic heart disease and
cerebrovascular disorders. Optimize management of cardiovascular
risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, or dyslipidemia.
Consider discontinuation of ERLEADA® for Grade 3 and 4 events.
Fractures — In a randomized study (SPARTAN) of patients
with nmCRPC, fractures occurred in 12% of patients treated
with ERLEADA® and in 7% of patients treated with placebo. In
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
a randomized study (TITAN) of patients with mCSPC, fractures
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
occurred in 9% of patients treated with ERLEADA® and in 6%
of patients treated with placebo. Evaluate patients for fracture
Cerebrovascular and Ischemic Cardiovascular
risk. Monitor and manage patients at risk for fractures according
Events — In a randomized study (SPARTAN) of patients with
to established treatment guidelines and consider use of bonenmCRPC, ischemic cardiovascular events occurred in 3.7% of
targeted agents.
patients treated with ERLEADA® and 2% of patients treated with
placebo. In a randomized study (TITAN) in patients with mCSPC,
Falls — In a randomized study (SPARTAN), falls occurred in
ischemic cardiovascular events occurred in 4.4% of patients treated 16% of patients treated with ERLEADA® compared with 9% of
®
with ERLEADA and 1.5% of patients treated with placebo. Across patients treated with placebo. Falls were not associated with loss
the SPARTAN and TITAN studies, 4 patients (0.3%) treated with
of consciousness or seizure. Falls occurred in patients receiving
ERLEADA® and 2 patients (0.2%) treated with placebo died from
ERLEADA® with increased frequency in the elderly. Evaluate
an ischemic cardiovascular event. Patients with history of unstable patients for fall risk.
angina, myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, stroke, or
Seizure — In two randomized studies (SPARTAN and TITAN),
transient ischemic attack within 6 months of randomization were
5 patients (0.4%) treated with ERLEADA® and 1 patient treated
excluded from the SPARTAN and TITAN studies.
with placebo (0.1%) experienced a seizure. Permanently
In the SPARTAN study, cerebrovascular events occurred in 2.5%
discontinue ERLEADA® in patients who develop a seizure during
of patients treated with ERLEADA® and 1% of patients treated
treatment. It is unknown whether anti-epileptic medications will
with placebo. In the TITAN study, cerebrovascular events occurred prevent seizures with ERLEADA®. Advise patients of the risk of
®
in 1.9% of patients treated with ERLEADA and 2.1% of patients
developing a seizure while receiving ERLEADA® and of engaging
treated with placebo. Across the SPARTAN and TITAN studies, 3
in any activity where sudden loss of consciousness could cause
patients (0.2%) treated with ERLEADA® , and 2 patients (0.2%)
harm to themselves or others.
treated with placebo died from a cerebrovascular event.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity — The safety and efficacy of
Cerebrovascular and ischemic cardiovascular events, including
ERLEADA® have not been established in females. Based on
events leading to death, occurred in patients receiving ERLEADA®.

findings from animals and its mechanism of action, ERLEADA®
can cause fetal harm and loss of pregnancy when administered
to a pregnant female. Advise males with female partners of
reproductive potential to use effective contraception during
treatment and for 3 months after the last dose of ERLEADA®
[see Use in Specific Populations (8.1, 8.3)].
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The most common adverse reactions (≥10%) that occurred more
frequently in the ERLEADA®-treated patients (≥2% over placebo)
from the randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials (TITAN
and SPARTAN) were fatigue, arthralgia, rash, decreased appetite,
fall, weight decreased, hypertension, hot flush, diarrhea, and
fracture.
Laboratory Abnormalities — All Grades (Grade 3-4)
• Hematology — In the TITAN study: white blood cell
decreased ERLEADA® 27% (0.4%), placebo 19% (0.6%). In the
SPARTAN study: anemia ERLEADA® 70% (0.4%), placebo 64%
(0.5%); leukopenia ERLEADA® 47% (0.3%), placebo 29% (0%);
lymphopenia ERLEADA® 41% (1.8%), placebo 21% (1.6%)
• Chemistry — In the TITAN study: hypertriglyceridemia
ERLEADA® 17% (2.5%), placebo 12% (2.3%). In the SPARTAN
study: hypercholesterolemia ERLEADA® 76% (0.1%),
placebo 46% (0%); hyperglycemia ERLEADA® 70% (2%),
placebo 59% (1.0%); hypertriglyceridemia ERLEADA® 67%
(1.6%), placebo 49% (0.8%); hyperkalemia ERLEADA® 32%
(1.9%), placebo 22% (0.5%)
Rash — In 2 randomized studies (SPARTAN and TITAN), rash
was most commonly described as macular or maculopapular.
Adverse reactions of rash were 26% with ERLEADA® vs 8%
with placebo.
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TO PUSH BACK ON PROGRESSION

UPDATED RESULTS: OVERALL SURVIVAL FOR TITAN FINAL ANALYSIS
TITAN study*:

FIRST AND ONLY
therapy to achieve a

35% reduction in

the risk of death in FDAapproved labeling for mCSPC
(ERLEADA® + ADT vs placebo + ADT;
median OS: NR vs 52.0 months; HR=0.65;
95% CI: 0.53, 0.79)†1,2

SPARTAN study‡:

FIRST AND ONLY
AR inhibitor to
improve median

MFS by 2 YEARS
in nmCRPC
(ERLEADA® + ADT vs placebo + ADT 40.5
months vs 16.2 months; HR=0.28;
95% CI: 0.23, 0.35; P<0.0001)1

Grade 3 rashes (defined as covering >30% body surface area
[BSA]) were reported with ERLEADA® treatment (6%) vs placebo
(0.5%).
The onset of rash occurred at a median of 83 days. Rash
resolved in 78% of patients within a median of 78 days
from onset of rash. Rash was commonly managed with oral
antihistamines, topical corticosteroids, and 19% of patients
received systemic corticosteroids. Dose reduction or dose
interruption occurred in 14% and 28% of patients, respectively.
Of the patients who had dose interruption, 59% experienced
recurrence of rash upon reintroduction of ERLEADA®.
Hypothyroidism — In 2 randomized studies (SPARTAN and
TITAN), hypothyroidism was reported for 8% of patients treated
with ERLEADA® and 1.5% of patients treated with placebo based
on assessments of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) every 4
months. Elevated TSH occurred in 25% of patients treated with
ERLEADA® and 7% of patients treated with placebo. The median
onset was at the first scheduled assessment. There were no
Grade 3 or 4 adverse reactions. Thyroid replacement therapy,
when clinically indicated, should be initiated or dose-adjusted.
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Effect of Other Drugs on ERLEADA® —
Co-administration of a strong CYP2C8 or CYP3A4 inhibitor is
predicted to increase the steady-state exposure of the active
moieties. No initial dose adjustment is necessary; however,
reduce the ERLEADA® dose based on tolerability [see Dosage
and Administration (2.2)].

SPARTAN study‡:

FIRST AND ONLY
therapy to improve
median OS by

14 MONTHS
in nmCRPC

(ERLEADA® + ADT vs placebo + ADT 73.9
months [6.2 years] vs 59.9 months [5 years]
HR=0.78; 95% CI: 0.64, 0.96; P=0.0161)§1

Effect of ERLEADA® on Other Drugs
CYP3A4, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, and UGT Substrates—
ERLEADA® is a strong inducer of CYP3A4 and CYP2C19, and
a weak inducer of CYP2C9 in humans. Concomitant use of
ERLEADA® with medications that are primarily metabolized
by CYP3A4, CYP2C19, or CYP2C9 can result in lower exposure
to these medications. Substitution for these medications is
recommended when possible or evaluate for loss of activity
if medication is continued. Concomitant administration of
ERLEADA® with medications that are substrates of
UDP-glucuronosyl transferase (UGT) can result in decreased
exposure. Use caution if substrates of UGT must be
co-administered with ERLEADA® and evaluate for loss of activity.
P-gp, BCRP, or OATP1B1 Substrates — Apalutamide is a weak
inducer of P-glycoprotein (P-gp), breast cancer resistance
protein (BCRP), and organic anion transporting polypeptide
1B1 (OATP1B1) clinically. Concomitant use of ERLEADA® with
medications that are substrates of P-gp, vBCRP, or OATP1B1
can result in lower exposure of these medications. Use caution if
substrates of P-gp, BCRP, or OATP1B1 must be co-administered
with ERLEADA® and evaluate for loss of activity if medication is
continued.
ADT = androgen deprivation therapy; AR = androgen receptor; CI = confidence
interval; CT = computed tomography; GnRH = gonadotropin-releasing hormone;
HR = hazard ratio; mCSPC = metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer;
MFS = metastasis-free survival; NE = non-estimable; nmCRPC = non-metastatic
castration-resistant prostate cancer; NR = not reached; OS = overall survival;
PSA = prostate-specific antigen; rPFS = radiographic progression-free survival;
SPARTAN = Selective Prostate Androgen Receptor Targeting with ARN-509;

TITAN = Targeted Investigational Treatment Analysis of Novel Antiandrogen.
*
Study Design: TITAN was a phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial of patients with mCSPC (N=1052). Patients had newly
diagnosed mCSPC or relapsed metastatic disease after an initial diagnosis of
localized disease. Patients with visceral (ie, liver or lung) metastases as the only
sites of metastases were excluded. Patients were randomized 1:1 to receive
ERLEADA® 240 mg orally once daily or placebo orally once daily. All patients
in the TITAN trial received a concomitant GnRH analog or had a prior bilateral
orchiectomy. The dual primary endpoints were overall survival and rPFS. 1,4
†
All patients who enrolled in the TITAN study started ADT for mCSPC ≤6 months
prior to randomization.4
‡
Study Design: SPARTAN was a phase 3, multicenter, randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled trial of patients with nmCRPC (N=1207). Patients had a PSA
doubling time ≤10 months and serum testosterone levels <50 ng/dL. All patients
enrolled were confirmed to be non-metastatic by blinded central imaging review.
Patients with a history of seizure, predisposing factors for seizure, or receiving
drugs known to decrease the seizure threshold or to induce seizure were
excluded. Patients were randomized 2:1 to receive ERLEADA® 240 mg orally once
daily or placebo orally once daily. All patients in the SPARTAN trial received a
concomitant GnRH analog or had a bilateral orchiectomy. The primary endpoint
was metastasis-free survival (MFS), defined as the time from randomization to the
time of first evidence of blinded independent central review-confirmed distant
metastasis, defined as new bone or soft tissue lesions or enlarged lymph nodes
above the iliac bifurcation, or death due to any cause, whichever occurred first.
Secondary endpoints were time to metastasis, progression-free survival, time
to symptomatic progression, overall survival, and time to initiation of cytotoxic
chemotherapy.1,3
§
In the SPARTAN study, conventional imaging (technetium-99m bone scans and
CT scans) was used to confirm that patients were non-metastatic at screening for
inclusion. Patients with pelvic lymph nodes <2 cm in short axis (N1) located below
the iliac bifurcation at screening were allowed in the study. All patients in SPARTAN
had a PSA doubling time ≤10 months at study entry.1,3
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START EARLY ®
WITH ERLEADA

Please see Brief Summary of full Prescribing Information for ERLEADA® on subsequent pages.
References: 1. ERLEADA® [Prescribing Information]. Horsham, PA: Janssen Biotech, Inc. 2. Chi KN, Chowdhury S, Bjartell A, et al. Apalutamide in patients with
metastatic, castration-sensitive prostate cancer: final survival analysis of the randomized, double-blind, phase III TITAN study [published online April 29, 2021]. J Clin Oncol.
doi.org/10.1200/JCO.20.03488 3. Smith MR, Saad F, Chowdhury S, et al; for the SPARTAN Investigators. Apalutamide treatment and metastasis-free survival in prostate
cancer. N Engl J Med. 2018;378(15):1408-1418. 4. Chi KN, Agarwal N, Bjartell A, et al; for the TITAN Investigators. Apalutamide for metastatic, castration-sensitive prostate
cancer. N Engl J Med. 2019;381(1):13-24.
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Brief Summary of Prescribing Information for ERLEADA® (apalutamide)
ERLEADA® (apalutamide) tablets, for oral use
See package insert for Full Prescribing Information
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
ERLEADA is indicated for the treatment of patients with
• Metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer (mCSPC)
• Non-metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (nmCRPC)
CONTRAINDICATIONS
None.
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Cerebrovascular and Ischemic Cardiovascular Events
Cerebrovascular and ischemic cardiovascular events, including events leading
to death, occurred in patients receiving ERLEADA. Monitor for signs and
symptoms of ischemic heart disease and cerebrovascular disorders. Optimize
management of cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, or
dyslipidemia. Consider discontinuation of ERLEADA for Grade 3 and 4 events.
In a randomized study (SPARTAN) of patients with nmCRPC, ischemic
cardiovascular events occurred in 3.7% of patients treated with ERLEADA
and 2% of patients treated with placebo. In a randomized study (TITAN) in
patients with mCSPC, ischemic cardiovascular events occurred in 4.4% of
patients treated with ERLEADA and 1.5% of patients treated with placebo.
Across the SPARTAN and TITAN studies, 4 patients (0.3%) treated with
ERLEADA, and 2 patients (0.2%) treated with placebo died from an ischemic
cardiovascular event.
In the SPARTAN study, cerebrovascular events occurred in 2.5% of patients
treated with ERLEADA and 1% of patients treated with placebo [see
Adverse Reactions]. In the TITAN study, cerebrovascular events occurred
in 1.9% of patients treated with ERLEADA and 2.1% of patients treated with
placebo. Across the SPARTAN and TITAN studies, 3 patients (0.2%) treated
with ERLEADA, and 2 patients (0.2%) treated with placebo died from a
cerebrovascular event.
Patients with history of unstable angina, myocardial infarction, congestive
heart failure, stroke, or transient ischemic attack within six months of
randomization were excluded from the SPARTAN and TITAN studies.
Fractures
Fractures occurred in patients receiving ERLEADA. Evaluate patients for
fracture risk. Monitor and manage patients at risk for fractures according to
established treatment guidelines and consider use of bone-targeted agents.
In a randomized study (SPARTAN) of patients with non-metastatic castrationresistant prostate cancer, fractures occurred in 12% of patients treated with
ERLEADA and in 7% of patients treated with placebo. Grade 3-4 fractures
occurred in 2.7% of patients treated with ERLEADA and in 0.8% of patients
treated with placebo. The median time to onset of fracture was 314 days
(range: 20 to 953 days) for patients treated with ERLEADA. Routine bone
density assessment and treatment of osteoporosis with bone-targeted agents
were not performed in the SPARTAN study.
In a randomized study (TITAN) of patients with metastatic castrationsensitive prostate cancer, fractures occurred in 9% of patients treated with
ERLEADA and in 6% of patients treated with placebo. Grade 3-4 fractures
were similar in both arms at 1.5%. The median time to onset of fracture was
56 days (range: 2 to 111 days) for patients treated with ERLEADA. Routine
bone density assessment and treatment of osteoporosis with bone-targeted
agents were not performed in the TITAN study.
Falls
Falls occurred in patients receiving ERLEADA with increased frequency in
the elderly [see Use in Specific Populations]. Evaluate patients for fall risk.
In a randomized study (SPARTAN), falls occurred in 16% of patients treated
with ERLEADA compared to 9% of patients treated with placebo. Falls were
not associated with loss of consciousness or seizure.
Seizure
Seizure occurred in patients receiving ERLEADA. Permanently discontinue
ERLEADA in patients who develop a seizure during treatment. It is unknown
whether anti-epileptic medications will prevent seizures with ERLEADA.
Advise patients of the risk of developing a seizure while receiving ERLEADA
and of engaging in any activity where sudden loss of consciousness could
cause harm to themselves or others.
In two randomized studies (SPARTAN and TITAN), five patients (0.4%) treated
with ERLEADA and one patient treated with placebo (0.1%) experienced a
seizure. Seizure occurred from 159 to 650 days after initiation of ERLEADA.
Patients with a history of seizure, predisposing factors for seizure, or receiving
drugs known to decrease the seizure threshold or to induce seizure were
excluded. There is no clinical experience in re-administering ERLEADA to
patients who experienced a seizure.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
The safety and efficacy of ERLEADA have not been established in females.
Based on findings from animals and its mechanism of action, ERLEADA can
cause fetal harm and loss of pregnancy when administered to a pregnant
female. In an animal reproduction study, oral administration of apalutamide to
pregnant rats during and after organogenesis resulted in fetal abnormalities
and embryo-fetal lethality at maternal exposures ≥ 2 times the human clinical
exposure (AUC) at the recommended dose. Advise males with female partners
of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment and
for 3 months after the last dose of ERLEADA [see Use in Specific Populations
and Clinical Pharmacology (12.1) in Full Prescribing Information].
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ERLEADA® (apalutamide) tablets
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The following are discussed in more detail in other sections of the labeling:
• Cerebrovascular and Ischemic Cardiovascular Events [see Warnings
and Precautions].
• Fractures [see Warnings and Precautions].
• Falls [see Warnings and Precautions].
• Seizure [see Warnings and Precautions].
Clinical Trial Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions,
adverse reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be
directly compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not
reflect the rates observed in practice.
The most common adverse reactions (≥ 10%) that occurred more frequently
in the ERLEADA-treated patients (≥ 2% over placebo) from the randomized
placebo-controlled clinical trials (TITAN and SPARTAN) were fatigue, arthralgia,
rash, decreased appetite, fall, weight decreased, hypertension, hot flush,
diarrhea, and fracture.
Metastatic Castration-sensitive Prostate Cancer (mCSPC)
TITAN, a randomized (1:1), double-blind, placebo-controlled, multi-center
clinical study, enrolled patients who had mCSPC. In this study, patients received
either ERLEADA at a dose of 240 mg daily or placebo. All patients in the TITAN
study received a concomitant gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) analog
or had prior bilateral orchiectomy. The median duration of exposure was
20 months (range: 0 to 34 months) in patients who received ERLEADA and
18 months (range: 0.1 to 34 months) in patients who received placebo.
Ten patients (1.9%) who were treated with ERLEADA died from adverse
reactions. The reasons for death were ischemic cardiovascular events (n=3),
acute kidney injury (n=2), cardio-respiratory arrest (n=1), sudden cardiac
death (n=1), respiratory failure (n=1), cerebrovascular accident (n=1), and
large intestinal ulcer perforation (n=1). ERLEADA was discontinued due
to adverse reactions in 8% of patients, most commonly from rash (2.3%).
Adverse reactions leading to dose interruption or reduction of ERLEADA
occurred in 23% of patients; the most frequent (>1%) were rash, fatigue,
and hypertension. Serious adverse reactions occurred in 20% of ERLEADAtreated patients and 20% in patients receiving placebo.
Table 1 shows adverse reactions occurring in ≥10% on the ERLEADA arm in
TITAN that occurred with a ≥2% absolute increase in frequency compared
to placebo. Table 2 shows laboratory abnormalities that occurred in ≥15% of
patients, and more frequently (>5%) in the ERLEADA arm compared to placebo.
Table 1: Adverse Reactions in TITAN (mCSPC)
ERLEADA
Placebo
N=524
N=527
All Grades Grade 3-4 All Grades Grade 3-4
%
%
%
%

System/Organ Class
Adverse reaction
Musculoskeletal and connective
tissue disorders
Arthralgiaa
Skin and subcutaneous
tissue disorders
Rashb
Pruritus
Vascular disorders
Hot flush
Hypertension

17

0.4

15

0.9

28
11

6
0.2

9
4.6

0.6
0.2

23
18

0
8

16
16

0
9

Per the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Reactions (CTCAE), the
highest severity for these events is Grade 3
b Includes rash, rash maculo-papular, rash generalized, urticaria, rash
pruritic, rash macular, conjunctivitis, erythema multiforme, rash papular,
skin exfoliation, genital rash, rash erythematous, stomatitis, drug eruption,
mouth ulceration, rash pustular, blister, papule, pemphigoid, skin erosion,
dermatitis, and rash vesicular
a

Additional adverse reactions of interest occurring in 2%, but less than 10% of
patients treated with ERLEADA included diarrhea (9% versus 6% on placebo),
muscle spasm (3.1% versus 1.9% on placebo), dysgeusia (3.2% versus 0.6%
on placebo), and hypothyroidism (3.6% versus 0.6% on placebo).
Table 2: Laboratory Abnormalities Occurring in ≥ 15% of ERLEADA-Treated
Patients and at a Higher Incidence than Placebo (Between Arm
Difference > 5% All Grades) in TITAN (mCSPC)
ERLEADA
N=524
Laboratory Abnormality

All Grades
%

Grade 3-4
%

All Grades
%

Grade 3-4
%

27

0.4

19

0.6

17

2.5

12

2.3

Hematology
White blood cell decreased
Chemistry
Hypertriglyceridemiaa
a

Placebo
N=527

Does not reflect fasting values
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ERLEADA® (apalutamide) tablets

ERLEADA® (apalutamide) tablets

Non-metastatic Castration-resistant Prostate Cancer (nmCRPC)
SPARTAN, a randomized (2:1), double-blind, placebo-controlled, multi-center
clinical study, enrolled patients who had nmCRPC. In this study, patients
received either ERLEADA at a dose of 240 mg daily or a placebo. All patients in
the SPARTAN study received a concomitant gonadotropin-releasing hormone
(GnRH) analog or had a bilateral orchiectomy. The median duration of exposure
was 33 months (range: 0.1 to 75 months) in patients who received ERLEADA and
11 months (range: 0.1 to 37 months) in patients who received placebo.
Twenty-four patients (3%) who were treated with ERLEADA died from
adverse reactions. The reasons for death with ≥ 2 patients included infection
(n=7), myocardial infarction (n=3), cerebrovascular event (n=2), and unknown
reason (n=3). ERLEADA was discontinued due to adverse reactions in 11% of
patients, most commonly from rash (3.2%). Adverse reactions leading to dose
interruption or reduction of ERLEADA occurred in 33% of patients; the most
common (>1%) were rash, diarrhea, fatigue, nausea, vomiting, hypertension,
and hematuria. Serious adverse reactions occurred in 25% of ERLEADAtreated patients and 23% in patients receiving placebo. The most frequent
serious adverse reactions (>2%) were fracture (3.4%) in the ERLEADA arm
and urinary retention (3.8%) in the placebo arm.
Table 3 shows adverse reactions occurring in ≥10% on the ERLEADA arm in
SPARTAN that occurred with a ≥2% absolute increase in frequency compared
to placebo. Table 4 shows laboratory abnormalities that occurred in ≥15% of
patients, and more frequently (>5%) in the ERLEADA arm compared to placebo.
Table 3: Adverse Reactions in SPARTAN (nmCRPC)

Table 4: Laboratory Abnormalities Occurring in ≥ 15% of ERLEADA-Treated
Patients and at a Higher Incidence than Placebo (Between Arm
Difference > 5% All Grades) in SPARTAN (nmCRPC)

System/Organ Class
Adverse reaction
General disorders and
administration site conditions
Fatiguea,b
Musculoskeletal and connective
tissue disorders
Arthralgiab
Skin and subcutaneous
tissue disorders
Rashc
Metabolism and nutrition disorders
Decreased appetited
Peripheral edemae
Injury, poisoning and procedural
complications
Fallb
Fracturef
Investigations
Weight decreasedb
Vascular disorders
Hypertension
Hot flush
Gastrointestinal disorders
Diarrhea
Nausea

ERLEADA
N=803
All Grades Grade 3-4
%
%

Placebo
N=398
All Grades Grade 3-4
%
%

39

1.4

28

0.3

16

0

8

0

25

5.2

6

0.3

12
11

0.1
0

9
9

0
0

16
12

1.7
2.7

9
7

0.8
0.8

16

1.1

6

0.3

25
14

14
0

20
9

12
0

20
18

1.1
0

15
16

0.5
0

Includes fatigue and asthenia
Per the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Reactions (CTCAE), the
highest severity for these events is Grade 3
c Includes rash, rash maculo-papular, rash generalized, urticaria, rash
pruritic, rash macular, conjunctivitis, erythema multiforme, rash papular,
skin exfoliation, genital rash, rash erythematous, stomatitis, drug eruption,
mouth ulceration, rash pustular, blister, papule, pemphigoid, skin erosion,
dermatitis, and rash vesicular
d Includes appetite disorder, decreased appetite, early satiety, and hypophagia
e Includes peripheral edema, generalized edema, edema, edema genital,
penile edema, peripheral swelling, scrotal edema, lymphedema, swelling, and
localized edema
f Includes rib fracture, lumbar vertebral fracture, spinal compression
fracture, spinal fracture, foot fracture, hip fracture, humerus fracture,
thoracic vertebral fracture, upper limb fracture, fractured sacrum, hand
fracture, pubis fracture, acetabulum fracture, ankle fracture, compression
fracture, costal cartilage fracture, facial bones fracture, lower limb
fracture, osteoporotic fracture, wrist fracture, avulsion fracture, fibula
fracture, fractured coccyx, pelvic fracture, radius fracture, sternal fracture,
stress fracture, traumatic fracture, cervical vertebral fracture, femoral
neck fracture, and tibia fracture
a
b

Additional clinically significant adverse reactions occurring in 2% or more of
patients treated with ERLEADA included hypothyroidism (8% versus 2% on
placebo), pruritus (6% versus 1.5% on placebo), and heart failure (2.2% versus
1% on placebo).
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ERLEADA
N=803
Laboratory Abnormality
Hematology
Anemia
Leukopenia
Lymphopenia
Chemistry
Hypercholesterolemiaa
Hyperglycemiaa
Hypertriglyceridemiaa
Hyperkalemia
a
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N=398
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%
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%
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0.5
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0.1
2
1.6
1.9

46
59
49
22

0
1.0
0.8
0.5

Does not reflect fasting values

Rash
In the combined data of two randomized, placebo-controlled clinical studies,
SPARTAN and TITAN, rash associated with ERLEADA was most commonly
described as macular or maculo-papular. Adverse reactions of rash were
reported for 26% of patients treated with ERLEADA versus 8% of patients
treated with placebo. Grade 3 rashes (defined as covering > 30% body
surface area [BSA]) were reported with ERLEADA treatment (6%) versus
placebo (0.5%).
The onset of rash occurred at a median of 83 days of ERLEADA treatment.
Rash resolved in 78% of patients within a median of 78 days from onset
of rash. Rash was commonly managed with oral antihistamines, topical
corticosteroids, and 19% of patients received systemic corticosteroids.
Dose reduction or dose interruption occurred in 14% and 28% of patients,
respectively. Of the patients who had dose interruption, 59% experienced
recurrence of rash upon reintroduction of ERLEADA.
Hypothyroidism
In the combined data of two randomized, placebo-controlled clinical studies,
SPARTAN and TITAN, hypothyroidism was reported for 8% of patients
treated with ERLEADA and 1.5% of patients treated with placebo based
on assessments of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) every 4 months.
Elevated TSH occurred in 25% of patients treated with ERLEADA and 7% of
patients treated with placebo. The median onset was at the first scheduled
assessment. There were no Grade 3 or 4 adverse reactions. Thyroid
replacement therapy was initiated in 4.9% of patients treated with ERLEADA.
Thyroid replacement therapy, when clinically indicated, should be initiated or
dose-adjusted [see Drug Interactions].
Post-Marketing Experience
The following additional adverse reactions have been identified during postapproval use of ERLEADA. Because these reactions are reported voluntarily
from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to reliably
estimate the frequency or establish a causal relationship to drug exposure.
Respiratory, Thoracic and Mediastinal Disorders: interstitial lung disease
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue Disorders: Stevens-Johnson syndrome/toxic
epidermal necrolysis
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Effect of Other Drugs on ERLEADA
Strong CYP2C8 or CYP3A4 Inhibitors
Co-administration of a strong CYP2C8 or CYP3A4 inhibitor is predicted to
increase the steady-state exposure of the active moieties (sum of unbound
apalutamide plus the potency-adjusted unbound N-desmethyl-apalutamide).
No initial dose adjustment is necessary however, reduce the ERLEADA dose
based on tolerability [see Dosage and Administration (2.2) in Full Prescribing
Information]. Mild or moderate inhibitors of CYP2C8 or CYP3A4 are not
expected to affect the exposure of apalutamide.
Effect of ERLEADA on Other Drugs
CYP3A4, CYP2C9, CYP2C19 and UGT Substrates
ERLEADA is a strong inducer of CYP3A4 and CYP2C19, and a weak inducer
of CYP2C9 in humans. Concomitant use of ERLEADA with medications that
are primarily metabolized by CYP3A4, CYP2C19, or CYP2C9 can result in
lower exposure to these medications. Substitution for these medications is
recommended when possible or evaluate for loss of activity if medication is
continued. Concomitant administration of ERLEADA with medications that are
substrates of UDP-glucuronosyl transferase (UGT) can result in decreased
exposure. Use caution if substrates of UGT must be co-administered with
ERLEADA and evaluate for loss of activity [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3)
in Full Prescribing Information].
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P-gp, BCRP or OATP1B1 Substrates
Apalutamide was shown to be a weak inducer of P-glycoprotein (P-gp), breast
cancer resistance protein (BCRP), and organic anion transporting polypeptide
1B1 (OATP1B1) clinically. At steady-state, apalutamide reduced the plasma
exposure to fexofenadine (a P-gp substrate) and rosuvastatin (a BCRP/
OATP1B1 substrate). Concomitant use of ERLEADA with medications that are
substrates of P-gp, BCRP, or OATP1B1 can result in lower exposure of these
medications. Use caution if substrates of P-gp, BCRP or OATP1B1 must be
co-administered with ERLEADA and evaluate for loss of activity if medication
is continued [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
The safety and efficacy of ERLEADA have not been established in females.
Based on findings from animals and its mechanism of action, ERLEADA can
cause fetal harm and loss of pregnancy when administered to a pregnant
female [see Clinical Pharmacology (12.1) in Full Prescribing Information].
There are no available data on ERLEADA use in pregnant women to inform a
drug-associated risk. In an animal reproduction study, oral administration of
apalutamide to pregnant rats during and after organogenesis resulted in fetal
abnormalities and embryo-fetal lethality at maternal exposures ≥ 2 times the
human clinical exposure (AUC) at the recommended dose (see Data).
Data
Animal Data
In a pilot embryo-fetal developmental toxicity study in rats, apalutamide
caused developmental toxicity when administered at oral doses of 25, 50 or
100 mg/kg/day throughout and after the period of organogenesis (gestational
days 6-20). Findings included embryo-fetal lethality (resorptions) at doses
≥50 mg/kg/day, decreased fetal anogenital distance, misshapen pituitary
gland, and skeletal variations (unossified phalanges, supernumerary short
thoracolumbar rib(s), and small, incomplete ossification, and/or misshapen
hyoid bone) at ≥25 mg/kg/day. A dose of 100 mg/kg/day caused maternal
toxicity. The doses tested in rats resulted in systemic exposures (AUC)
approximately 2, 4 and 6 times, respectively, the AUC in patients.
Lactation
Risk Summary
The safety and efficacy of ERLEADA have not been established in females.
There are no data on the presence of apalutamide or its metabolites in
human milk, the effect on the breastfed child, or the effect on milk production.
Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Contraception
Males
Based on the mechanism of action and findings in an animal reproduction
study, advise male patients with female partners of reproductive potential to
use effective contraception during treatment and for 3 months after the last
dose of ERLEADA. [see Use in Specific Populations].
Infertility
Males
Based on animal studies, ERLEADA may impair fertility in males of reproductive
potential [see Nonclinical Toxicology (13.1) in Full Prescribing Information].
Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness of ERLEADA in pediatric patients have not
been established.
Geriatric Use
Of the 1327 patients who received ERLEADA in clinical studies, 19% of
patients were less than 65 years, 41% of patients were 65 years to 74 years,
and 40% were 75 years and over.
No overall differences in effectiveness were observed between older and
younger patients.
Of patients treated with ERLEADA (n=1073), Grade 3-4 adverse reactions
occurred in 39% of patients younger than 65 years, 41% of patients 65-74 years,
and 49% of patients 75 years or older. Falls in patients receiving ERLEADA
with androgen deprivation therapy was elevated in the elderly, occurring in
8% of patients younger than 65 years, 10% of patients 65-74 years, and 19% of
patients 75 years or older.
OVERDOSAGE
There is no known specific antidote for apalutamide overdose. In the event
of an overdose, stop ERLEADA, undertake general supportive measures until
clinical toxicity has been diminished or resolved.
PATIENT COUNSELING INFORMATION
Advise the patient to read the FDA-approved patient labeling (Patient Information).
Cerebrovascular and Ischemic Cardiovascular Events
• Inform patients that ERLEADA has been associated with cerebrovascular
and ischemic cardiovascular events. Advise patients to seek immediate
medical attention if any symptoms suggestive of a cardiovascular or a
cerebrovascular event occur [see Warnings and Precautions].
Falls and Fractures
• Inform patients that ERLEADA is associated with an increased incidence
of falls and fractures [see Warnings and Precautions].

Seizures
• Inform patients that ERLEADA has been associated with an increased
risk of seizure. Discuss conditions that may predispose to seizures and
medications that may lower the seizure threshold. Advise patients of the
risk of engaging in any activity where sudden loss of consciousness could
cause serious harm to themselves or others. Inform patients to contact
their healthcare provider right away if they experience a seizure [see
Warnings and Precautions].
Rash
• Inform patients that ERLEADA is associated with rashes and to inform
their healthcare provider if they develop a rash [see Adverse Reactions].
Dosage and Administration
• Inform patients receiving concomitant gonadotropin-releasing hormone
(GnRH) analog therapy that they need to maintain this treatment during the
course of treatment with ERLEADA.
• Instruct patients to take their dose at the same time each day (once
daily). ERLEADA can be taken with or without food. Each tablet should be
swallowed whole.
• Inform patients that in the event of a missed daily dose of ERLEADA,
they should take their normal dose as soon as possible on the same day
with a return to the normal schedule on the following day. The patient
should not take extra tablets to make up the missed dose [see Dosage and
Administration (2.1) in Full Prescribing Information].
• Instruct patients who have difficulty swallowing tablets whole to mix the
recommended dose of ERLEADA tablets with applesauce. Do not crush
tablets [see Dosage and Administration (2.3) in Full Prescribing Information].
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
• Inform patients that ERLEADA can be harmful to a developing fetus.
Advise male patients with female partners of reproductive potential to use
effective contraception during treatment and for 3 months after the last
dose of ERLEADA. Advise male patients to use a condom if having sex with
a pregnant woman [see Warnings and Precautions].
Infertility
• Advise male patients that ERLEADA may impair fertility and not to donate
sperm during therapy and for 3 months following the last dose of ERLEADA
[see Use in Specific Populations].
Manufactured by:
Janssen Ortho LLC
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Manufactured for:
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Celebrating 50 years
of Urology Times®

D

uring this past fall’s Urology
Times® editorial advisory board
meeting, this group of urologists
delivered a great example of why
they are so important to our publication.
It was brought up that, as part of Urology
Times®’ 50th anniversary in 2022, we would
be launching a yearlong content initiative
meant to highlight 50 innovations in the
specialty during that 50-year period. Not
long after this meeting concluded, one of the
board members had sent us a list containing
over 30 suggestions. Before long, with the
help of the rest of the board, we had our list
(with a few extra suggestions to spare).
That’s right: Urology Times® is turning 50.
We’ll be marking the occasion throughout the
entire year with exclusive videos and articles
examining 50 of the top innovations and developments that have transformed the field of
urology over the past 50 years. A new installment will be posted on www.urologytimes.
com each week, and we’ll recap the innovations in these pages as well. For this month,
Co–Editor in Chief Michael S. Cookson, MD,
MMHC, looks back on 5 decades of progress
in cancer care. In addition, we examine the
revolution (and controversy) of prostatespecific antigen–based prostate cancer screening, with terrific insights from William J.
Catalona, MD. Other clinical content this
month includes our usual array of prostate,
bladder, and kidney cancer coverage, along
with benign prostatic hyperplasia, overactive
bladder/incontinence, and sexual dysfunction.
This issue’s Coding Q&A column has
Jonathan Rubenstein, MD, and Mark Painter
tackling questions regarding removal of
a ureter stent and how to handle records
requests from Medicare Advantage plans.
In Practice Matters, Robert A. Dowling,
MD, provides practical advice on dealing
with patient requests for medical records.
“Compliance with these rules is straightforward but requires a shift from the traditional
concept of medical record ownership and
a physician audience to the contemporary
concept of shared access with the patient and
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others they designate,” Dowling writes.
Also, in Money Matters, Jeff Witz, CFP,
gives a timely overview of student loan repayment strategies.
For Speak Out, Karen Nash asked 3 urologists whether pandemic-related worker
shortages are affecting their practices. The
responses are fascinating. “We’re definitely
seeing health care worker shortages—
certainly in ORs [operating rooms]....We
haven’t had many nurses leave our clinic, but
it’s a big issue within the hospital ORs. Where
we generally did 10 cases a day, now we do
maybe 8 or 9, so patients must wait a little
longer,” said one urologist.
The issue concludes with Malpractice
Consult, in which Acacia Brush Perko, Esq,
details a case involving a transurethral resection of the prostate procedure that allegedly
resulted in brain damage and death.
I led off this article with a mention of our
fantastic editorial advisory board. I am thrilled
to announce that we are augmenting our board
with 14 new members who represent a variety
of subspecialties and experience levels:
• Nitya E. Abraham, MD
• Denise Asafu-Adjei, MD, MPH
• Dean Elterman, MD, MSc, FRCSC
• Ekene Enemchukwu, MD, MPH
• Efe Chantal Ghanney Simons, MD
• Michael Herzog, MD
• Melissa Kaufman, MD, PhD, FACS
• Amy E. Krambeck, MD
• Nicole L. Miller, MD, FACS
• Amy M. Pearlman, MD
• Mary K. Samplaski, MD
• Kelly L. Stratton, MD
• Kara L. Watts, MD
• Jacqueline Zillioux, MD
These urologists have already made multiple contributions to the publication since
coming on board, and we look forward to
working with them.

+
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In Memoriam

Michael J. Hennessy Sr

F

or many of our readers, this letter will be
different from most. It is with deep sorrow
we write this after the loss of the chairman
and founder of MJH Life Sciences™, Michael J.
Hennessy Sr. Mike died on Sunday, November
21, 2021, in Marco Island, Florida. The son of
John J. Hennessy and Vincent Ann (Lamenza)
Hennessy, Mike was born in New Brunswick,
New Jersey, and resided in Marco Island, Florida.
He was preceded in death by his college sweetheart and beloved wife of 36 years, Patrice Lynn
“Patti” Hennessy of Millstone, New Jersey.
Mike is survived by his children and their
spouses, Shannon Hennessy Pulaski and her
husband, Matthew; Ashley Hennessy Talamo
and her husband, Philip; Michael J. Hennessy Jr
and his wife, Rachel; and Christopher Hennessy
Sr and his wife, Jordan. He is also survived by
the loves of his life, his grandchildren Brooke,
Riley, Luke, Philip, Hailey, Harper, MJ, Maggie,
Christopher Jr, and Eric.
Those who knew him personally, professionally,
or even in passing know that Mike had a passion
for winning. This passion fueled not only his
accomplishments in business—as exemplified by
the successes, growth, and longevity of MJH Life
Sciences™—but also in life.
Mike’s role as patriarch of the Hennessy family
extended beyond blood: The words leader, creator,
inspiration, visionary, and more speak not only to
what our company is today, but also to the drive felt
by many of its associates.
Mike’s passion for building successful ventures
and businesses began after his graduation from
Rider College, now Rider University, in Lawrence,
New Jersey, in 1982.
Mike had a passion and was active in politics
and for a period of time published the trade journal Campaigns & Elections. He had a long record of
service at the local level with a focus on veteran and
environmental issues and coaching Little League.
After starting a career in medical publishing,
Mike went from being a sales trainee to, eventually,
chief operating officer of Medical World Business
Press. Guided by the principles of innovation and
entrepreneurial spirit, Mike launched, developed,
and led many successful ventures that are dedicated
to improving quality of life through health care
communications, education, and research.
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In 1993, Mike launched Multimedia
Healthcare, LLC, building a portfolio of
award-winning clinical journals. His endeavors
led him to a new approach to print and digital
publishing with Intellisphere®, LLC (now part of
MJH Life Sciences™).
Over the years—and inspired by his wife, Patti,
and her ovarian cancer diagnosis in 2011—Mike
dedicated himself to improving the lives of patients
with cancer, a dedication deeply rooted within
the halls of MJH Life Sciences™. As a complement to the industry-leading OncLive® platform,
he developed the Giants of Cancer Care® awards
to recognize the leaders and pioneers who often go
unrecognized for their contributions to advancing oncology care. He further strengthened his
commitment to education by acquiring CURE
Media Group in 2014, followed by the purchase
of the Chemotherapy Foundation Symposium, in
his quest to provide oncology professionals with
focused education on innovative cancer therapy. Urology Times® became part of the MJH Life
Sciences™ portfolio in 2019.
Mike’s counsel and insight had been sought
by several organizations, including his alma
mater, Rider University, where he served on its
Board of Trustees and was elected to the executive committee. He was a champion of Rider
programs and established the Hennessy Fund
for the Rebovich Institute for the New Jersey
Politics. In recognition of his dedication and
service, the University awarded Mike with
the Gordon E. Prichard Award for Volunteer
Service. To further that legacy and in remembrance of Mike’s beloved wife, the Mike & Patti
Hennessy Foundation recently provided generous support toward the development of a new
wing of Rider’s Science and Technology Center
to encourage future generations to collaborate in
the areas of health, science, and technology.
Mike’s legacy and “family first” mantra
will live on through his family and MJH Life
Sciences™. At Urology Times® and the MJH
Life Sciences™ family, we mourn the loss of a
man with true entrepreneurial spirit, as well as
passion and desire to help the health care field
move the needle forward. Through his legacy,
we will continue to collaborate, inspire, and offer
hope to many in the future.
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UroPipeline

UPDATES ON DRUGS, DEVICES, AND TESTS

BY JASON M. BRODERICK

FDA approves tadalafil/finasteride combination capsule for benign prostatic hyperplasia
The FDA has approved a daily capsule (Entadfi) that combines tadalafil and
finasteride for the treatment of urinary tract symptoms related to benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH).1
Entadfi combines 5 mg of the phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitor tadalafil
(Cialis; Eli Lilly and Company) with 5 mg of the 5-α-reductase inhibitor finasteride
(Proscar; Merck) into 1 capsule formulation. The FDA-approved indication is to
"initiate treatment of the signs and symptoms of benign prostatic hyperplasia
in men with an enlarged prostate for up to 26 weeks."
The efficacy and safety of the coadministration of tadalafil and finasteride has
been well established over the past decade. An international, randomized, double-blinded study of approximately 700 men with BPH published in 2014 concluded, “The coadministration of tadalafil/finasteride provides early improvement in lower urinary tract symptoms in men with benign prostatic hyperplasia
and prostatic enlargement. Tadalafil/finasteride coadministration also improves

erectile function in men who have comorbid erectile dysfunction."2
“FDA approval of Entadfi, a new treatment for BPH, is a significant execution
milestone for Veru and an important step in expanding revenues from our commercial Sexual Health Division. We use these revenues to invest and advance
our late clinical stage oncology drug pipeline portfolio as well as our global
phase 3 [COVID-19] clinical study,” Mitchell Steiner, MD, FACS, chairman,
president, and CEO of Veru, the developer of Entadfi, said in a news release.
REFERENCES
1. Veru announces FDA approval of Entadfi, a new treatment for benign prostatic hyperplasia. News release. Veru Inc. December 13, 2021. Accessed December 13, 2021.
https://bit.ly/3dRR77S
2. Casabé A, Roehrborn CG, Da Pozzo LF, et al. Efficacy and safety of the coadministration
of tadalafil once daily with finasteride for 6 months in men with lower urinary tract symptoms and prostatic enlargement secondary to benign prostatic hyperplasia. J Urol.
2014;191(3):727-733. doi: 10.1016/j.juro.2013.09.059

Trial of novel PSMA-PET imaging agent in prostate cancer hits enrollment milestone
Half of the enrollment goal has been met for the phase 1 PROPELLER trial
(NCT04839367) exploring the novel prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)-PET imaging product 64 Cu-SAR-bisPSMA in patients with
treatment-naïve, histologically confirmed prostate cancer who are scheduled
for radical prostatectomy.1
The study has enrolled 15 patients of the targeted enrollment goal
of 30 patients. To enroll in the trial, patients must have at least 1 of these
intermediate- to high-risk features: a prostate-specific antigen level of 10.0
ng/mL or higher within 12 weeks prior to enrolling, a Gleason score of 7 (4+3)
or higher, and/or a clinical stage of T2b or higher.2
The study aims to assess the safety, tolerability, and efficacy of
64
Cu-SAR-bisPSMA. Patients will receive imaging with 64Cu-SAR-bisPSMA,
which will subsequently be sent to blinded central readers who will determine
the capability of the agent to detect primary prostate cancer and identify
secondary prostate cancer. The study will also assess the image quality across
various doses of 64Cu-SAR-bisPSMA.The estimated completion date of the
study is March 2022.

"The preliminary data from the patients imaged in the PROPELLER trial to
date [look] very promising, as [they support] the evidence of higher uptake
of 64Cu-SAR-bisPSMA in the tumors that has been shown in the preclinical
studies. Higher uptake in the tumors means they are more visible on the PET
scans and hence have a higher chance of being detected. These initial results
are encouraging for further development of this product as a diagnostic, and
the higher uptake and retention also make it an exciting therapeutic target
with 67Cu,” Louise Emmett, MD, MBChB, BSc, of St Vincent's Hospital Sydney,
principal investigator of the PROPELLER trial, said in a news release.
REFERENCES
1. Fifty percent recruitment milestone for PROPELLER prostate cancer trial. News
release. Clarity Pharmaceuticals. December 1, 2021. Accessed December 9, 2021.
https://prn.to/3oHlmFa
2. Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging of participants with confirmed prostate
cancer using 64Cu-SAR-bisPSMA (PROPELLER) (PROPELLER). ClinicalTrials.gov. Updated
August 18, 2021. Accessed December 9, 2021. https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/
NCT04839367

FDA grants clearance to Exablate MR-guided focused ultrasound for prostate cancer
The FDA has granted the Exablate Prostate system 510(k) clearance for treating
prostate tissue with high-intensity magnetic resonance (MR)–guided focused
ultrasound (MRgFUS).1
"Exablate ultrasound has been shown to provide effective control of
locally confined prostate cancer in select patients based on 2-year biopsy
outcomes," Behfar Ehdaie, MD, MPH, a urologic surgeon at Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center in New York, New York, and Exablate trial principal
investigator, said in a news release. "Precision ablation with MR imaging and
thermal feedback may enable men to consider a tissue-preserving approach
and defer or avoid radical therapy."
The FDA’s 510(k) clearance designation allows a company to market a medical device in the United States if the company can prove its device is “substantially equivalent” to a device already being legally marketed.2
Ehdaie shared data at the 2021 American Urological Association Annual
Meeting from a phase 2b study (NCT01657942) of Exablate MRgFUS in men
with intermediate-risk prostate cancer.3 Overall, the study included 101 men
who were treated at 7 academic centers and 1 private practice.
The average patient age was 63 years and 86% of the cohort was White.
The median prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level was 5.7 ng/mL. Eightyfour patients had at least clinical stage T1c disease. Seventy-eight percent of
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patients were in grade group 2, and 22% were in grade group 3.
At 24 months, 88% of men had no evidence of grade group 2 or 3 prostate
cancer in the treatment area, according to a targeted prostate biopsy. Additionally, 60% of men had no evidence of grade group 2 or 3 disease anywhere
in the prostate gland, including outside the treatment area. Serum PSA levels
decreased by almost 50% after treatment and stabilized after 6 months.
Erectile function scores were slightly worse at 24 months compared with
baseline (HR, –3.5; 95% CI, –5.4 to –1.6). Ten (13%) reported no sexual activity, and 81% of patients achieved erections adequate for intercourse. Lower
urinary tract symptoms were similar at baseline and 24 months (mean score
difference, 1.1; 95% CI, 0.33-1.8).
REFERENCES
1. Insightec announces FDA clearance for Exablate Prostate to treat prostate tissue. News
release. Insightec. December 1, 2021. Accessed December 6, 2021.
https://prn.to/31yk3iv
2. 510(k) clearances. FDA. Accessed August 27, 2021. https://bit.ly/3kWN4L1
3. Ehdaie B, Tempany C, Holland F, et al. MRI-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS) focal
therapy for intermediate-risk prostate cancer: final results of a phase IIb multicenter study.
Presented at: 2021 American Urological Association Annual Meeting; September 10-13,
2021; virtual.
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s we celebrate 50 years since the inception of Urology
Times®, it is important to also commemorate the
5 decades of progress in cancer care, including prostate cancer, that have occurred in parallel. In December
1971, the National Cancer Act was signed into law.1 This
legislation granted sweeping authority to the director of the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) and to develop a national
cancer program. Importantly, that provided funding for the
NCI and other research institutes with federal and nonfederal programs, funding to establish 15 new cancer research
centers and local control programs, and an international
cancer research data bank.2 At the time, the increased funding for the NCI amounted to nearly $700 million during the
first 7 years following implementation of the law.2 Today, the
NCI budget stands at $6.56 billion.
The National Cancer Act also established the first
NCI-designated cancer centers, which today number 71,
located across 36 states and the District of Columbia.3
Importantly, the National Clinical Trials Network allows
clinicians and scientists to focus scientific efforts on the
understanding, prevention, detection, and treatment of a
wide variety of cancers, including those affecting patients
with urologic cancers.4 Because of this network, most of our
patients today have access to important clinical trials that
hold the hope for improvements in cancer outcomes tomorrow. Many of the trials that have advanced the care of men
with prostate cancer were developed and/or administered
via these mechanisms. These include advances in androgen
deprivation therapy, the development of first and now second
antiandrogens, androgen synthesis inhibitors, chemotherapy,
radionuclides, and immunotherapy. In addition, we have seen
impressive advancements in robotic surgery, radiation therapy,
genetic testing, and imaging, all of which have contributed to
the improved outcomes of men with prostate cancer.
The nation’s investment in the war against cancer that was
initiated by this legislation 50 years ago has been well worth it.
The death rate from cancer in the US declined by 29% from
1991 to 2017, including a 2.2% drop from 2016 to 2017, the largest
single-year drop ever recorded, according to an annual statistics reporting from the American Cancer Society.5 Although the
largest declines were appreciated in patients with lung cancer,
prostate cancer death rates in men declined 52% from 1993 to
2017, and the impact was impressive. Additionally, consider the
sheer number of cancer survivors that has grown over the years.
The number of people who have received a diagnosis of and are
living with cancer has increased from

3 million in 1971 to over 16.9 million today, and the number of
cancer survivors is expected to increase to 26.1 million by 2040.
Approximately 67% of today’s cancer survivors were given a diagnosis 5 or more years ago, and about 17% of all cancer survivors
received a diagnosis 20 or more years ago. Nearly half (47%) of
survivors are 70 years or older. Among those, 21% of these survivors are men with prostate cancer, and more than a quarter of all
cancer survivors have been treated for urologic cancers.
Despite these shining examples of reductions in cancer
death rates and improvements in survivors, the harsh reality
remains that cancer is still the second leading cause of death
in the US behind heart disease. Among our urology patients,
prostate cancer remains the second leading cause of cancer
deaths in men with 34,130 in 2021 alone. So as we celebrate
the tremendous victories against cancer and commemorate 5
decades of progress, we are also reminded of the harsh reality that we have a war still to be won. Treatment for many
patients with advanced-stage cancer continues to often be
ineffective, results in significant adverse effects, is too expensive, and may be unavailable for many patients. We will look
forward to the progress in cancer as we strive for a cure. And
for urologists and those patients’ urologic cancers, we will
harness the collective power of the modern NCI-sponsored
cancer resources set in motion by the National Cancer Act 5
decades ago. As we move forward, Urology Times® will be there
to cover progress over the next 50 years.

•
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Prostate cancer screening rates rise
following USPSTF update
Increases are also seen in age groups for whom screening is not recommended
JANELLE HART
Assistant Editor, Urology Times®

R

ates of prostate-specific antigen
(PSA) testing for prostate cancer have
increased following a 2017 decision
by the US Preventive Services Task
Force (USPSTF) to no longer recommend
against screening for the entire US population, according to a study from the Yale Cancer
Center in New Haven, Connecticut.1
The recommendation against all screening
was made by the USPSTF in 2012. The 2017
update somewhat reversed course and recommended that men aged 55 to 69 years make an
individualized decision on PSA screening based
on a risk-benefit discussion with their physician.
However, for men aged 70 years or older, the
USPSTF policy remained a blanket recommendation against PSA screening.

“These findings underscore
the importance of screening
guidelines from the task
force and the rapid
responsiveness of
clinicians and
patients.”
MICHAEL S. LEAPMAN, MD

The Yale study found that the mean rate of
PSA testing for men aged 40 to 89 years from
before to after the new USPSTF guideline was
drafted and published (2016-2019) increased
from 32.5 to 36.5 tests per 100 person years.
This translates to a relative increase of 12.5%.
“The findings from our study are intriguing. Increases in PSA testing were expected
based on renewed support [of] the consideration
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of screening from the USPSTF. These findings underscore the importance of screening
guidelines from the task force and the rapid
responsiveness of clinicians and patients,” lead
study author Michael S. Leapman, MD, said in a
recent news release.2
“However, increases in all age groups,
including those for whom screening is not
recommended, also highlight challenges to
achieving a nuanced, evidence-based national
approach to screening,” said Leapman, assistant
professor of urology and clinical program leader
of the Prostate and Urologic Cancers Program at
Smilow Cancer Hospital.
For the large, retrospective cohort study at
Yale Cancer Center, deidentified claims data
from Blue Cross Blue Shield beneficiaries were
examined. The claims were from January 1, 2013,
to December 31, 2019. Age-adjusted rates of PSA
testing were estimated using bimonthly periods
and compared from years before the USPSTF
guideline change with years after.
Additionally, interrupted time series analyses were used to associate PSA testing rates to the
initial April 2017 draft of the USPSTF guideline and the final May 2018 published guideline.
Further analyses evaluated the differences in rates
among various age groups, including men aged
40 to 54 years, 55 to 69 years, and 70 to 89 years.
Results showed that the median number of
eligible beneficiaries for each bimonthly period
was 8,087,565 (range, 6,407,602-8,747,308), and
the median age of these beneficiaries was
53 years (interquartile range, 47-59).
In the 40 to 54 years group, mean rates
increased from 20.6 to 22.7 tests per 100 person
years (10.1% relative increase). In the 55 to 69
years group, the rate increased from 49.8 to
55.8 (12.1% relative increase). In the 70 to 89
years group, the rate increased from 38.0 to 44.2
(16.2% relative increase).
Using the interrupted time series analysis,
investigators also found there was a significantly

“The consequences of
increased PSA testing
remain to be appreciated.
Further study is needed to
better understand patient
perspectives and potential
quality-of-life implications
for both younger
and older men.”
XIAOMEI MA, PHD

increased trend of all PSA testing after April 2017
among all beneficiaries (0.30 tests per 100 personyears for each bimonthly period; P < .001).
“The consequences of increased PSA testing remain to be appreciated. Further study is
needed to better understand patient perspectives and potential quality-of-life implications
for both younger and older men,” senior study
author Xiaomei Ma, PhD, professor of epidemiology and coleader of the Cancer Prevention
and Control Research Program at Yale Cancer
Center, said in the news release.

•
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Yoga improves QOL in men
with prostate cancer
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Enhanced immune response is also observed
JANELLE HART
Assistant Editor, Urology Times®

T

he first study to investigate the association
between preoperative yoga and quality of life
(QOL) showed promising outcomes for men
with newly diagnosed localized prostate cancer,
according to investigators from UT Health San
Antonio MD Anderson Cancer Center.1
The group who performed perioperative yoga
demonstrated higher numbers of circulating CD4+
and CD8+ T cells, more production of interferon-γ
by natural killer cells, and increased Fc receptor III expression in natural killer cells. “What we
found was very interesting,” lead author Dharam
Kaushik, MD, said in a recent news release.2
“Yoga improved quality of life in men compared
[with] the standard of care, specifically on the
fatigue scale, meaning they were less tired; on
sexual function; and on their functional, physical, and social well-being,”
said Kaushik, associate professor of urology at UT Health
San Antonio’s Joe R. and Teresa
Lozano Long School of Medicine
and cancer surgeon with the Mays
KAUSHIK
Cancer Center, which is the home
of UT Health San Antonio.
In this pilot study, 29 men with new diagnoses were randomized to either yoga for 6 weeks
(n = 14) or standard of care (n = 15) prior to radical prostatectomy. The yoga regimen consisted of
60 minutes of yoga exercise twice a week before
surgery and resumed 3 to 6 weeks after surgery for
another 6 weeks.
Investigators used the Expanded Prostate
Cancer Index Composite (EPIC), Functional
Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Prostate (FACTP), Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness
Therapy-Fatigue (FACIT-F), and the Functional
Assessment of Cancer Therapy-General
(FACT-G), both preoperatively and 6 weeks
postoperatively, to measure QOL. Secondary
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outcomes included changes in immune cell status
and cytokine levels in the yoga group.
Of the men in the yoga group, 12 completed
the regimen, 1 did not participate in the regimen,
and 1 withdrew from the study. Of the men in the
standard-of-care group, 1 was lost to follow-up. In
total, 26 individuals were examined.
Analysis of the self-reported questionnaires
found that the mean difference between the yoga
group and the standard-of-care group was 8.5
points for EPIC-sexual, 6.3 points for FACIT-F,
8.6 for FACT-Functional well-being, 5.5 points
for FACT-physical well-being, and 14.6 points for
FACT-social well-being.
In addition, the yoga group exhibited lower
numbers of regulatory T cells and myeloid-derived
suppressor cells, indicating antitumor activity.
Inflammatory cytokine levels, monocyte chemoattractant proteins, and FMS-like tyrosine kinase-3
ligands were also reduced.
Overall, the study’s authors found yoga to be a
feasible activity for patients with newly diagnosed
localized prostate cancer, as it improved QOL,
enhanced an immune response, and lowered inflammation in this cohort. “These are positive data, and
further large-scale studies are needed, for which this
pilot study can be a model,” Kaushik said. “If we are
able to encourage patients to do a small, inexpensive,
and easy-to-implement intervention that can have a
big impact, then why not?”

•
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Olaparib plus high-dose
testosterone shows promise
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Bipolar androgen therapy (BAT) is a promising treatment for patients with metastatic castration-resistant
prostate cancer (mCRPC). Investigators continue to
experiment with this underinvestigated testosterone
therapy to find the most efficacious ways to implement
it and the safest settings in which to do so.
Michael Schweizer, MD, and coauthors examined the
efficacy and safety of using BAT with the PARP inhibitor
olaparib (Lynparza) to treat patients with mCRPC. Study
results were presented at the 2021 European Society for
Medical Oncology Annual Meeting in September 2021.1

Q. Could you discuss the background for this study?
A. I’ve been involved in a series of studies, both preclini-

cal and clinical trials, that have looked at developing high
doses of testosterone as a treatment for prostate cancer. This
paradoxical approach is really based on a lot of work that
came well before my time, showing that in certain prostate cancer models high doses of androgens can lead to
prostate cancer cell death. A number of different mechanisms have been proposed explaining why this might be the
case. One of them was that high-dose testosterone can actually lead to the induction of double-strand DNA damage.
And so that formed the basis for this clinical trial where we
wanted to see if combining high doses of testosterone with
the PARP inhibitor olaparib would lead to better therapeutic
outcomes by enhancing DNA damage. In our prior studies,
we’ve shown that [approximately] one-third of patients have
a favorable response to high-dose testosterone when it’s used
in the castrate-resistant setting. We were looking to improve
upon that with this clinical trial.

Q. What were some of the notable findings? Were any
of them surprising to you and your coauthors?
A. I think we were pleasantly surprised that this combo
appeared to have really good efficacy, at least based on this
relatively small 30-patient study. Overall, we saw that 14 of
30 patients had a favorable response in terms of their [prostate-specific antigen (PSA level)] falling at least 50% or
more, which is, in some ways, surprising given that we’re
giving these men testosterone, which you’d expect should
cause the PSA level to rise, if anything. The other thing
that was interesting to us was that [although] this study was
designed to evaluate efficacy in all comers, we saw similar outcomes in those with vs without alterations in DNA
damage repair genes. We mandated that half of the patients
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enrolled have a mutation in a gene involved in homologous
recombination repair (HRR)—one of the genes that would
qualify someone for standard-of-care olaparib—and we
found similar efficacy in the 15 patients who had a mutation
in an HRR gene compared with those who did not have one
of these mutations. So there really didn’t appear to be any
enrichment in terms of clinical activity in those who would
have qualified for olaparib monotherapy. That was surprising
to us because we expected that responses would be higher
in men with an HRR mutation because olaparib clearly has
activity in this population.

“I think we were pleasantly
surprised that this combo appeared
to have really good efficacy, at least
based on this relatively small
30-patient study.”
MICHAEL SCHWEIZER, MD

Q. What is the take-home message for the practicing
urologist?
A. [Although] this small study won’t change standard of
care, I do think it appears very promising. Additional studies
are justified and, if positive, these could establish BAT plus
olaparib as a standard treatment option for patients.

Q. Is there anything else we should know about the
findings?

A. Overall, this combination was well tolerated and the
patients did well clinically. This treatment approach is something we’re looking to test in larger follow-up studies, which
will hopefully pave the way toward this becoming a standard
of care at some point in the future.

•
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Urology Times® is celebrating its 50th anniversary in 2022. To mark the occasion, we
are highlighting 50 of the top innovations
and developments that have transformed
the field of urology over the past 50 years.
We will be featuring a different innovation
each week on our website, www.urologytimes.com, along with selected highlights
in each monthly issue of the magazine. This
month, William J. Catalona, MD, explains
how prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing
revolutionized screening and treatment of
prostate cancer. Catalona is a professor of
urology at Northwestern University Feinberg
School of Medicine in Chicago, Illinois.

Q.

How did PSA testing revolutionize how
prostate cancer is detected and diagnosed?
A. From the 1930s to the 1990s, the prostate cancer death rate in the United States
increased steadily, as fewer and fewer men
died of cardiovascular causes and more men
lived long enough to become victims of prostate cancer. Up until the late 1980s, the only
way [to diagnose] prostate cancer early was
via a digital rectal examination (DRE) of the
prostate. Men were reluctant to undergo these
examinations, so [many] of the prostate cancer
cases were advanced and incurable at the time
of diagnosis.
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The PSA blood test was first approved by the
FDA as a test to aid the management of patients
with prostate cancer, but it was not believed to be
useful as a first-line tool for early detection, largely
because of false-positive and false-negative results.
In 1968, the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
held a meeting in Prouts Neck, Maine, with the
goal of improving the early detection of prostate cancer by the year 2000, which seemed
long into the future [at that time]. The 3 candidate methods discussed were the then-accepted
DREs, the then newly introduced prostate transrectal ultrasound scan, and the PSA blood test.
I had been collecting data from my patients with
each of these methods for several years before
the meeting. During the meeting, [in my head],
I calculated rough estimates of the sensitivity,
specificity, and positive and negative predictive value of each. It became apparent to me that
the PSA test was the best of the 3 by far. When
I stated this to the attendees, I was howled down
because, as the attendees agreed, “We all know
PSA cannot be a screening test because it can be
elevated in men who have benign enlargement of
the prostate and in those who have inflammation
of the prostate.” They were looking for something like a pregnancy test that, when it was
positive, there would always be cancer, and when
it was negative, there never would be cancer.
However, considering the statistics, it became

apparent to me that using certain cutoffs, PSA
testing could improve early detection over DRE.
After that meeting, I approached Hybritech,
Inc, [which] then owned the patent for the
best PSA test available at that time, and [I]
told them I believed PSA could be used as a
first-line screening test for prostate cancer. I
requested funding for a screening study to test
this hypothesis. They invited me to San Diego,
but when I arrived, I found them unconvinced. I
presented my data to their lawyers, their marketing group, and their scientists. They remained
skeptical but finally agreed to provide funds
for me to run a study of [approximately] 1000
patients using PSA as a screening test.
The early results were promising, and after
the first 1600 patients, my research group
published a paper in the New England Journal of
Medicine (NEJM) in April 1991, showing that
the PSA test used as a first-line [screening test]
provided a better method of detecting prostate
cancer than the gold-standard DRE. 1 The fact
that it was a simple blood test and was objective and noninvasive, except for having the blood
drawn, made it very attractive. The NEJM
enjoys great credibility, so my paper received
widespread media publicity in the New York
Times, Time magazine, network television, etc.
I believe this study launched the PSA screening
era, as PSA screening was more or less widely
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discusses the advent of
prostate-specific
antigen–based screening for prostate cancer.

until other [investigators] reported this flaw in
the trial in the NEJM. Later, the NCI’s statistical task force reanalyzed the PLCO data and
found a 27% to 32% lower prostate cancer
mortality risk in the screening arm.
The US Preventive Services Task Force
(USPSTF) weighted heavily the early negative PLCO trial, and in 2010, they issued a
grade D recommendation against PSA screening for men over age 70, followed [by] a grade D
recommendation against screening for all men,
all ages, and all risk groups [in 2012]. Up until
the [USPSTF’s] recommendation, the prostate
cancer death rate had decreased by more than
50% from the beginning of my 1991 NEJM
publication until 2010.

Q.

adopted throughout the US and later throughout the world. There followed soon afterward,
the launching of 2 large prospective, randomized clinical trials of PSA screening in the
US—called the Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and
Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial, or PLCO
[NCT00002540]—and Europe—called the
European Randomized study of Screening for
Prostate Cancer, or ERSPC—to quantify the
long-term benefits for patients.
To gain FDA approval for PSA as an early
detection test, I led a large multi-institutional
study that achieved FDA approval in 1994.
Subsequently, I led similar large-scale studies of
the free PSA test (FDA approved in 2007), and
the Prostate Health Index test (FDA approved
in 2012) as improvements on the accuracy of the
PSA test for early detection.
The early results of ERSPC and the erroneous, disparate results of PLCO were published
in tandem in the NEJM in 2009. ERSPC
reported that after 13 years of follow-up, the
prostate cancer death rate was 21% lower among
men in the screening arm, whereas the PLCO
trial reported there was no benefit in the screening arm. However, the PLCO trial did not
accurately report that nearly 90% of the men
in their control [nonscreening] trial arm had at
least 1 PSA test during the trial. This contamination of PLCO was not widely appreciated
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The use of PSA as a screening tool has
been said to result in overdetection and overtreatment of prostate cancer. What is your
opinion on this?
A. I think it’s true. Before the PSA test came
along, we almost always diagnosed prostate
cancer when it was too late. Through PSA testing, we can discover life-threatening tumors
in time to cure them, but we also detect possible harmless cancers in some patients whose
PSA level was elevated because of other benign
conditions. In those times, most men underwent
treatment, and some had unnecessary [adverse]
effects that reduced their quality of life. Of
course, this was a big concern, even though PSA
screening reduced the prostate cancer death rate
by more than half.

Q.

How did the USPSTF’s recommendations
regarding PSA-based prostate cancer screening affect its use and public perception?
A. It had a very profound effect. It greatly
decreased PSA screenings, biopsies, and curative
interventions for prostate cancer. Perhaps worse,
it misinformed a generation of family practitioners and internists that PSA testing was a bad
thing that should not be done.
The task force was throwing away the baby
with the bathwater. The NCI’s statistical task
force predicted that if the task force’s recommendation were followed, by the year 2025, we
would lose all the gains in early prostate cancer
detection that we had made up to that time, and
their models proved true. We began to see in the
national statistics that the number of advanced
cases increased, especially those with metastatic

Prostate Cancer

disease at diagnosis, and the number of early
cases decreased. The prostate cancer death rate
that had been decreasing steadily began to take
a turn back up. In 2018, perhaps pressured upon
this emerging worrisome data and the good
news about an increasing adoption of active
surveillance for patients with low-risk disease,
the [USPSTF] revised its screening recommendation that clinicians could inform men aged 55
[to] 69 about the potential benefits and harms
of screening, but it continued to recommend
against screening for men 70 [years] or more.
They made no special recommendation for highrisk populations, such as men with a strong
family history of prostate cancer or Black men.
Nevertheless, even today, we frequently
encounter patients who had undergone PSA
testing up until the [USPSTF’s] negative
recommendation, then stopped testing. Now,
after resuming testing, they receive a diangosis of advanced, incurable prostate cancer. So
the [USPSTF’s] ban continues to haunt us. It is
encouraging that a 2020 NEJM study reported
that evidence from the randomized trials shows
that PSA screening prevents metastatic disease
and reduces prostate cancer mortality and, with
long-term follow-up, suggests that the balance
of benefits and harms of screening is more favorable than generally appreciated.

Q.

As further prostate cancer tests and
biomarkers are developed and refined, what
would you say is PSA’s legacy in the history of
prostate cancer detection and diagnosis?
A. I believe the PSA test is the best early cancer
detection in all of medicine. It’s not perfect, but
it’s better than anything out there, because it is a
simple blood test and very objective. It would be
great if we had a PSA-like test for breast, lung,
colorectal, and pancreatic cancer. There will
be other biomarkers that will add to PSA testing in the future, such as blood, saliva, urine,
and tissue-based tests, and new and better imaging tests that can be added into an algorithm
that will help us identify men who have prostate
cancer and stratify their risk. But, at least for the
foreseeable future, PSA is going to be the mainstay for early prostate cancer detection.
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Consider Illuccix® when evaluating patients with suspected prostate cancer metastasis, who are candidates for
initial definitive therapy, or suspected recurrence based on elevated serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level.1

GUIDED BY ILLUMINATION
Ga-PSMA-11 (also known as gallium Ga 68 gozetotide) is a widely
accessible radioisotope for PSMA PET imaging with:

68

• Nationwide distribution network of generators and cyclotrons, including those within
major academic centers and community health systems2
• Capability for either high-volume production or on-site, on-demand production2,3
• Flexibility to image patients throughout the day, even on short notice3

Illuccix® for the preparation of 68Ga-PSMA-11 is poised to expand
the potential of PSMA PET imaging and help guide more informed
management decisions in prostate cancer.1-4

Illuccix® is a trademark of Telix Pharmaceuticals (US) Inc.
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Introducing Illuccix® in your practice
Speak with a live representative to get all your questions answered
and prep work completed ahead of time so you receive reimbursement
upon delivery of your first dose of Illuccix®. Schedule your one-on-one
onboarding appointment by:
• Calling 1-(844) 45-TELIX (1-844-455-8638)
• Going to https://illuccixhcp.com/booking
This service is available Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM ET.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE
Illuccix®, after radiolabeling with Ga 68, is a radioactive diagnostic agent indicated for positron
emission tomography (PET) of prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) positive lesions in
men with prostate cancer:
• with suspected metastasis who are candidates for initial definitive therapy
• with suspected recurrence based on elevated serum prostate-specific antigen
(PSA) level
Important Safety Information
CONTRAINDICATIONS
None
Risk for Misdiagnosis: Image interpretation errors can occur with gallium Ga 68 gozetotide
PET. A negative image does not rule out the presence of prostate cancer and a positive image
does not confirm the presence of prostate cancer. The performance of gallium Ga 68
gozetotide for imaging of biochemically recurrent prostate cancer seems to be affected by
serum PSA levels and by site of disease. The performance of gallium Ga 68 gozetotide for
imaging of metastatic pelvic lymph nodes prior to initial definitive therapy seems to be affected
by Gleason score. Gallium Ga 68 gozetotide uptake is not specific for prostate cancer and may
occur with other types of cancer as well as non-malignant processes such as Paget’s disease,
fibrous dysplasia, and osteophytosis. Clinical correlation, which may include histopathological
evaluation of the suspected prostate cancer site, is recommended.
Radiation Risks: Gallium Ga 68 gozetotide contributes to a patient’s overall long-term
cumulative radiation exposure. Long-term cumulative radiation exposure is associated with an
increased risk for cancer. Ensure safe handling to minimize radiation exposure to the patient
and health care workers. Advise patients to hydrate before and after administration and to
void frequently after administration.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
The most commonly reported adverse reactions were nausea, diarrhea, and dizziness,
occurring at a rate of < 1%.
DRUG INTERACTIONS
Androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) and other therapies targeting the androgen pathway,
such as androgen receptor antagonists, can result in changes in uptake of gallium Ga 68
gozetotide in prostate cancer. The effect of these therapies on performance of
gallium Ga 68 gozetotide PET has not been established.
OVERDOSAGE
In the event of an overdose of gallium Ga 68 gozetotide, reduce the radiation absorbed dose
to the patient where possible by increasing the elimination of the drug from the body using
hydration and frequent bladder voiding. A diuretic might also be considered. If possible, an
estimate of the radiation effective dose given to the patient should be made.
Adequate Hydration: Instruct patients to drink a sufficient amount of water to ensure
adequate hydration before their PET study and urge them to drink and urinate as often as
possible during the first hours following the administration of Gallium Ga 68 Gozetotide
Injection, in order to reduce radiation exposure.
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit
MedWatch at www.fda.gov/medwatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088. You may also report adverse
reactions to Telix by calling 1-844-455-8638 or emailing pharmacovigilance@telixpharma.com.
For important risk and use information about ILLUCCIX® Injection, please see full
Prescribing Information.
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Bladder Cancer

QUESTION & ANSWER

BlaTUR app helps to risk-stratify
patients with NMIBC

CHAD R. RITCH, MD, MBA

Ritch is an associate
professor of urology
and associate director of
UHealth International.

Risk stratification has always been an issue in the world of
bladder cancer, and one that continues to be studied so
urologists can practice better. Although there has been a
huge acknowledgment of the overtreatment and undertreatment of patients, there still isn’t a clear solution.
BlaTUR is a free app that was cocreated in 2021 by
Chad R. Ritch, MD, MBA, FACS; and Jonathan E. Katz,
MD, in an effort to help clinicians manage and risk-stratify patients with bladder cancer. By answering a short
questionnaire about a patient’s disease, both clinicians
and patients can learn what treatments are recommended by the American Urological Association (AUA)
guidelines in a short amount of time.

Q. Please describe the process of creating this app.

Katz. When we [looked] at the [AUA] guidelines, there’s

JONATHAN E. KATZ, MD

Katz is a PGY5 resident
at the Miller School of
Medicine, University of
Miami in Florida.

a nice algorithm, [where] if you go stepwise through it,
you [can] map out at each stage what the next step would
be based on the risk factors of a given patient. We went
through, between the algorithm and the actual guidelines
on the AUA non–muscle-invasive bladder cancer [NMIBC]
web page, stepwise—what happens if a patient is this? Then,
what would the algorithm—or our version [of the] the application—display for the end user?

Ritch. One of the things Dr Katz has been very humble
about is the fact that the process for designing the app took
quite a few months. It’s a very iterative process. So although
the algorithm is very straightforward and it shows you [the
next step] if you have 1 particular risk group, mapping all
these things into a real-time app that you can change and
revise takes a serious amount of time. Dr Katz was there,
[going] back and forth with my clinical input as a guideline panel member showing him for each step what the next
procedure would be. Then we kept on constantly testing it to
make sure it made sense. [For] each version, we found a little
kink, fi x it, then go back and forth. He was pretty much a
genius when it came to coding and getting this in app form.

Q. How does the app work?

Katz. Anyone can go on to the application and put in
patient information, and [based on the current AUA guidelines, it will give you the risk stratification and what the next
step in treatment and surveillance would be for each patient.

this app downloaded on your phone—because you can put
a shortcut on your phone—instead of having to go online,
fi nd the guideline, and see where you are, you can [click on]
this app and open it up. You risk-stratify patients on there,
then put in the clinical parameters, the grade, and the stage
of NMIBC, and then it will tell you what the next steps are.
It’s meant to be very user-friendly. It’s not a replacement
for clinical judgment, but at the end of the day, the idea is
that it shows you what your next steps are based on what the
AUA and [Society of Urologic Oncology (SUO)] guidelines
are for NMIBC.

Q. Why should urologists who treat bladder cancer
know about and download this app?
Ritch. It comes down to user-friendliness. The idea is that,
instead of having to look at several pages of guidelines or
running through texts and trying to fi nd it, it’s [more] userfriendly. [Again], you go straight to your phone or [the]
website—the website is www.blaTUR.com—then you access
it. [From there], you can put in the clinical parameters, and
it will [quickly] give you the next step in management. Any
urologist who is treating bladder cancer [and] needs quick
access to the guidelines but doesn’t want to go through reading all the different things, they can download this app and
use it right there in clinic.

Q. What do you think this app says about the future of
health care in terms of becoming more mobile-friendly
and accessible to users?
Katz. When coming up with guidelines, it is helpful to
immediately, when a panel makes a set of guidelines, develop
an interface for people to interact with those guidelines—
sort of the way MDCalc has done for many things. But some
guidelines are more complicated than just putting it into a
medical calculator online, and people should pay attention to
that. The next step is to be able to collect data like this and
to try to use artificial intelligence in the future to predict
treatment responses and to potentially better risk stratify patients [by] using some of the data that [are] collected.
I want to be clear: We’re not collecting any data. We’re not
doing any of that, but in the future, I do think that will be
possible and beneficial for patients.

Ritch. I agree. To follow-up on that, one of the key things
here is [that], in medicine, we are so reliant on electronic

Ritch. The general idea is if you’re in clinic and you have
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Bladder Cancer

Novel genomic test helps optimize
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in MIBC
Assay identifies tumors that are more likely to respond to treatment
JANELLE HART
Assistant Editor, Urology Times®

T

he Decipher Bladder genomic classifier showed the ability to identify tumors
that are more likely to respond to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) in patients with
muscle-invasive bladder cancer (MIBC),
according to fi ndings from a retrospective
multicenter study published in the Journal of
Urology.1
Although patients with luminal tumors identified by the genomic classifier were found to
receive minimal benefit from NAC vs non-NAC
(overall survival [OS]: 63% vs 65%, respectively),
patients with nonluminal classifier-identified
tumors received a significant survival benefit with a rate that was 10% higher from NAC vs
non-NAC (OS: 71% vs 61%, respectively).
“Our findings are among the first to show
the clinical utility of implementing molecular
subtyping in order to identify patients for whom
NAC is most likely to confer significant benefit,” lead author Yair Lotan, MD, professor of
urology and chief of urologic oncology at UT
Southwestern Medical Center in Dallas, Texas,
said in a news release.2
The study included 601 patients with MIBC.
Of these patients, 247 had been treated with

 QUESTION & ANSWER, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

medical records [EMRs]. Things like an app
for guidelines can be easily integrated into an
EMR. For example, Epic. If you want to know
what the next steps are, and let’s say it was integrated into this app—in particular, you have
a patient with NMIBC—if you had a link in
your Epic, you could go ahead and use it, then
copy and paste the care plan from that app.
Something like that will be the future. There
[are] a lot of ways you can integrate medical
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NAC and radical cystectomy (RC) and 354 had
underwent RC without NAC. Investigators
collected specimens from the patients and
used the Decipher Bladder genomic classifier to determine molecular subtypes (luminal
and nonluminal). Inverse probability treatment
weighting was also performed to better compare
baseline clinical characteristics between patients
treated with NAC vs nontreated patients.
The NAC group had a median age of
65.0 years, tumors were stage cT2 in 76% of this
population, and the median follow-up was
2.5 years. The non-NAC group had a median
age of 70.2 years, tumors were stage cT2 in 66%
of this population, with 31 cT1 tumors included,
and the median follow-up was 2.9 years. Both
groups had similar demographics.
The primary and secondary end points were
OS and cancer-specific survival (CSS), respectively. These outcomes were measured using
Kaplan-Meier curves and Cox proportional-hazard models.
Results showed that the overall net benefit to OS and CSS was 7% for the NAC group
and 5% for the non-NAC group after 3 years.
Investigators also found the NAC group exhibited more pathological downstaging (ypT0 rates of
21.7% vs pT0 rates of 10% in non-NAC group).
Again, patients with luminal tumors had no

apps into EMRs for use that will help improve
management and make us more efficient.

Q. Is there anything else you feel a urologist should know about this app?

Ritch. One of the first things you already
should know about the app is that it is based on
the AUA and SUO guidelines for the management of NMIBC. It is not a replacement for the
guidelines, and it’s not a replacement for clinical judgment. We’re basically just putting this

significant survival benefit with
NAC. On weighted univariable models, luminal tumors
showed no benefit vs nonluminal tumors (HR, 0.9, P = 0.7 vs
LOTAN
HR, 0.62, P = .02, respectively).
Similar outcomes were found
on multivariable models (HR, 0.91, P = .03 vs
HR, 0.66, P = .04, respectively).
“This study represents meaningful progress in
clinically validating biomarkers associated with
chemotherapy response in patients with MIBC,
and it offers hope that we will be able to better
manage these patients in the future by accurately
selecting those most likely to benefit from additional treatment,” Lotan said.

•
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into a user-friendly format. The second thing
is that it’s free online, so there’s no cost to you
to download or use the app. [Finally], we came
up with this name, blaTUR, which is a play on
words. It’s both bladder and the TUR, which is
the procedure used to diagnose and treat bladder cancer—transurethral resection. That
URL—www.blaTUR.com—is where you’ll
fi nd the app. And you can pronounce it either
way, bladder or blaTUR.
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Sexual Dysfunction

CLINICAL UPDATES

What is the effect of nutraceuticals
on erectile function?
JANELLE HART
Assistant Editor, Urology Times®

A

ccording to results from a recent study
comparing nutraceuticals and placebo,
increases in erectile function subjective measures were found with both. However,
nutraceuticals appeared to have a more
pronounced effect than placebo.1
Notably, the International Index of Erectile
Function–Erectile Function (IIEF-EF) score
increased from 16.6 to 20.6 (P = .0008) in patients
receiving nutraceuticals, compared with an
increase from 17.0 to 18.4 in patients receiving
placebo (P = .0021).
“Nutraceuticals are pharmacological alternatives to conventional medications that have been
used to treat a variety of ailments or conditions;
however, frequently these compounds are used
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considering outcomes to be statistically significant if the P value was less than .05.
In total, 602 patients had received nutraceuticals, 559 patients had received a placebo, and a
variety of different compounds were included in
the studies.
“The mechanism of response to placebo for
erectile function is unclear; however, the increases
in both nutraceutical and placebo group points
toward a contributory psychological effect of the
medications,” the authors concluded.

without rigorous assessment of safety and efficacy,” explained first author Mark Arthur, MD, of
Albany Medical College in New York and coauthors. They presented their findings at the 2021
Annual Fall Scientific Meeting of the Sexual
Medicine Society of North America (SMSNA).
To assess nutraceuticals’ effect on erectile
function, the investigators searched for studies in
PubMed using the terms “(erectile dysfunction
OR erectile function OR sexual dysfunction) and
(placebo OR sham).”
Twelve studies were chosen for analysis, all of
them blinded and placebo controlled (“nutraceutical” group vs “placebo” group). All studies had
to have used the IIEF-EF to measure outcomes.
Studies were excluded if data were missing, if
articles could not be retrieved, or if the protocol
was ambiguous or unblinded. The investigators performed a meta-analysis using the data,
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Kidney Cancer

Batiraxcept plus cabozantinib shows
promise in kidney cancer
Forty-four percent of 16 evaluable patients achieve a partial response with treatment
JANELLE HART
Assistant Editor, Urology Times®

C

ombination therapy with investigational
agent batiraxcept plus cabozantinib
(Cabometyx) was safe and showed promising clinical activity in patients with clear
cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC), according to fi ndings from a phase 1b/2 trial that was
presented during the 36th Annual Society for
Immunotherapy of Cancer Meeting.1,2
In this preliminary open-label trial,
44% (n = 7) of 16 evaluable patients achieved a
partial response across the 2 batiraxcept dose
levels explored in the trial (15 mg and 20 mg).
The other 9 (56%) patients had a best overall response of stable disease. There were no
reports of progressive disease.
“We are encouraged by batiraxcept’s early
profile in patients with clear cell renal cell
carcinoma,” Gail McIntyre, PhD, CEO of
Aravive and developer of the GAS6/AXL pathway inhibitor, batiraxcept, said in a recent news
release.2 “The current response rate of batiraxcept in combination with cabozantinib is
encouraging. Cabozantinib alone produces
response rates between 17% and 28% in a similar population. In heavily pretreated patients,
batiraxcept demonstrates clinical activity across
the 15-mg/kg and 20-mg/kg doses with a tolerable safety profile.”
Additional data showed that, among patients
with a minimum of 16 weeks’ follow-up (at least
2 postbaseline radiological exams), 5 (71%) of
7 patients had confirmed partial responses,
and the remaining patients (2 of 7; 29%) had
confirmed stable disease.
Overall, 14 (88%) of 16 patients had a
decrease in tumor size from baseline. Four
patients had 1 or more target lesions disappear
completely. Of those patients, 3 were treated
with 15 mg/kg of batiraxcept plus cabozantinib,
and 1 was treated with 20 mg/kg of batiraxcept
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plus cabozantinib. Two other patients were
observed to have a 76% decrease in target
lesions from baseline. Of those patients, 1 each
received the 15-mg/kg and 20-mg/kg doses of
batiraxcept, respectively.
The safety data revealed there were no
reports of serious adverse events (AEs; grade
4/5) related to batiraxcept.
Three patients experienced
grade 3 AEs, including hypertension, thrombocytopenia,
bowel obstruction, abdominal
pain, and vomiting. However,
JONASCH
the authors noted these are
all common events associated with the use of
cabozantinib.
“The initial phase 1b data of batiraxcept in
combination with cabozantinib are impressive and point toward the role of dual AXL
and VEGF inhibition in the treatment of clear
cell renal cell carcinoma,” said Eric Jonasch,
MD, professor of medicine at The University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center in
Houston. “These early signs of clinical activity
coupled with a manageable safety profile introduce a potential new therapeutic approach for
patients with advanced kidney cancer.”

•
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Adjuvant Pembro
Approaches European
Approval For RCC
Jason M. Broderick
The European Medicines Agency’s Committee
for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP)
has recommended approval of pembrolizumab (Keytruda) for the adjuvant treatment of
adults with renal cell carcinoma (RCC) at
increased risk of recurrence following
nephrectomy, or following nephrectomy and
resection of metastatic lesions, according to
Merck, the developer of the PD-1 inhibitor.1
The CHMP based its opinion on the phase 3
KEYNOTE-564 trial (NCT03142334), which
showed that at a median follow-up of approximately 24 months, the median disease-free
survival (DFS) was not reached with either
adjuvant pembrolizumab (n = 496) or placebo
(n = 498) as per investigator assessment; however, the HR for DFS showed that pembrolizumab induced a 32% reduction in the risk of
disease recurrence or death compared with
placebo (HR, 0.68; P = .0010).2 The European
Commission will now review the opinion and
make a final decision on approval.
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for certain patients with renal cell carcinoma following surgery. News release. Merck. December
17, 2021. Accessed December 17, 2021. https://
bit.ly/3F8zQDt
2. Choueiri TK, Tomczak P, Park SH, et al. Pembrolizumab vs placebo as post-nephrectomy
adjuvant therapy for patients with renal cell carcinoma: randomized, double-blind, phase 3 KEYNOTE-564 study.
J Clin Oncol. 2021;39(suppl 15):LBA5.
doi:10.1200/JCO.2021.39.15_suppl.LBA5
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Overactive Bladder/Incontinence

CLINICAL UPDATES

Investigators evaluate 30-year outcomes
of artificial urinary sphincter implantation
Investigators report long-term continence rates are “acceptable”
JANELLE HART
Assistant Editor, Urology Times®

I

nvestigators reported 30-year outcomes of
artificial urinary sphincter (AUS) implantation in male patients with nonneurogenic
incontinence at the 2021 International
Continence Society Annual Meeting.1
“The artificial urinary sphincter has been used
since 1972 and has proven to be a reliable clinical option for male nonneurogenic incontinence,
but robust scientific data about its exact efficacy, complication profile, and long-term patient
satisfaction rates are still lacking,” said presenter
Elodie Beels, MD, a urologist at University
Hospital in Leuven, Belgium.
To resolve this data absence, Beels and coauthors sought to examine implant survival and
revision-free survival of Boston Scientific’s AMS
800 AUS implant through a retrospective study
of outcomes at a tertiary center. Other goals of
this study were to assess long-term functional
outcomes, patient satisfaction, and potential risk
factors for failure. All implants were performed
by 2 experienced surgeons, and all patients
had AUS implanted for nonneurogenic stress
urinary incontinence (both primary and secondary were included).
Over the course of 30 years (June 1989 to
January 2020), 263 patients were implanted with
AUS via a perineal approach with a bulbar cuff
and 61-70 cmH20 reservoir, followed by the
deactivation of the sphincter. Patients were then
given antibiotic prophylaxis, and a follow-up was
performed after 6 weeks to activate the device.
An additional office evaluation was performed
after 2 to 3 months, but after that, follow-up was
on an as-needed basis.
To analyze patient characteristics, perioperative data, complication, and revision rate,
patients completed Patient Global Impression of
Improvement and telephone questionnaires at
the end of this study. Logistic regression models
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were also used to determine the risk factors
of revision surgery, persistence, recurrence of
incontinence, and patient dissatisfaction.
“The median patient age was 69 years, 86.7%
of the patients became incontinent due to radical prostatectomy, and 83.4% of patients had
comorbidities, including prior pelvic irradiation, diabetes, anticoagulation therapy, previous
surgery for incontinence, or treatment for stricture disease,” Beels said.
In the population of 263 patients, 294 sphincters were implanted—249 of those patients
received 1 implant, 40 of those patients received
a second implant, and 5 of those patients received
a third. Of note, 71 (24.2%) of these implants
were explanted again, mainly due to urethral
erosion (50%) or infection (40%). The 5-year
results found that 75.3% were still in situ, and
the median time to explant was 16.2 years.
More outcomes showed that 73 patients
(24.8%) underwent revision or maintenance
surgery. At 5 years, the overall revision-free
implant survival rate was 62.10%, and at 10 years,
it was 49.43%. The median revision-free implant
survival rate was 10 years.
Although anticoagulation therapy, previous AUS implants, and treatment for urethral
stricture disease were all significant risk factors
for explant, “controversy remains regarding
the impact of previous pelvic radiation. In our
cohort, almost half of the patients received prior
pelvic radiotherapy, which is a very high proportion of patients compared [with] other similar
studies,” Beels said. “In univariate analysis…
prior pelvic radiation therapy was a risk factor for
AUS explant and not achieving social continence,
although it must be noted that patients with
prior radiation therapy are often more comorbid, which may also influence AUS survival and
outcomes rates.”
Overall, 35.9% of patients who underwent
anticoagulation therapy were at a higher risk for
AUS explant (HR, 1.7; P = .04), and this therapy

also proved to be an independent risk factor for
social incontinence (HR, 0.6; P < .01) and patient
satisfaction (HR, 3.9; P = .03). “To our knowledge, no other previous studies report this
association, although its exact underlying mechanism remains elusive,” Beels said.
Additional results showed that 60.3% of
patients implanted with AUS demonstrated
social continence (needing ≤ 1 pad/day) after
5 years and 37.9% demonstrated social continence after 10 years. The median time to
becoming socially incontinent was 7 years.
In April 2020, 142 patients (54% of total
population) completed quality-of-life and incontinence questionnaires. The 52% socially dry
rate for this population was similar to that of the
overall population (51.4%), and at 5 years, the
patient satisfaction rate was 97.9%. At 10 years,
the patient satisfaction rate was 87.5%. Those
who had higher bladder capacity (HR, 0.6;
P = .02) and those who were completely incontinent prior to AUS implantation (HR, 0.1; P = .02)
were associated with higher rates of satisfaction.
“In this large caseload series with extended
follow-up and specific focus on long-term functional outcomes and patient satisfaction, a
significant proportion of AUS implants needed
revision or explant surgery. Long-term continence rates are acceptable but tend to decrease
by time. Nonetheless, if patients can maintain a
functional AUS in-situ, long-term patient satisfaction rates remain high. AUS patients should
be appropriately counselled in light of these findings,” Beels said.

•
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QUESTION & ANSWER

Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia

Campbell discusses finasterideassociated adverse drug reactions
In a recent study presented at the 2021 Sexual Medicine
Society of North America Fall Scientific Meeting, Kevin
J. Campbell, MD, MS, and a team of investigators examined the correlations between finasteride and drugs
used to treat hypogonadism and sexual dysfunction to
understand how best to prescribe this medication in
terms of lowering adverse drug reactions.1
KEVIN J. CAMPBELL, MD, MS

Campbell is an assistant
professor of urology at the
University of Florida
in Gainesville.

Q. Please discuss the background of this study.

A. We based [our study] on recent investigations that have
been looking into the use of fi nasteride in the management
of alopecia and BPH. This is in response to an increased
reporting of attempted or completed suicide as well as
depression in fi nasteride-associated adverse outcomes.
The studies we have seen had previously been done
through utilization of VigiBase, the World Health
Organization’s global database of individual case safety
reports. These were performed to explore the association of these adverse outcomes, comparing fi nasteride with
other treatments—say, tamsulosin [Flomax] or minoxidil
[Rogaine]—for BPH and alopecia.
What’s been reported previously are increased odds
ratios for completed or attempted suicide upward of 1.5%.
Psychological and adverse events have also been increased
in fi nasteride reports up to an increased odds ratio of over
4.0%. We wanted to substantiate any difference between
BPH and alopecia with fi nasteride and people who are
concomitantly taking testosterone for hypogonadism
or sexual dysfunction with PDE5 inhibitors. These are
common things we’re seeing in urology clinics and men’s
health clinics. We want to make sure we are doing the right
thing with this treatment and also control for any confounding variables, such as people who were not treated for
hypogonadism or sexual dysfunction.
In our study, we investigated the same database—
VigiBase—and collected data based on 3 types of adverse
drug reactions with fi nasteride: suicidal and self-injurious
behaviors, depressed mood disorders and disturbances, and
anxiety disorders and symptoms. We stratified those reports
by fi nasteride use alone, testosterone, and PDE5 inhibitors.

Q. What were some of the notable findings of this
study? Were any of them surprising to you or your
coauthors?
A. When we looked at VigiBase, it contained multiple
reports of suicidality, anxiety, and depression. The highest
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were the anxiety disorders at 2352, then depression at 2392,
and, most importantly, suicidality at 611. When we looked
at the odds ratio, there was a significant disproportionality signal toward suicidality in fi nasteride alone at 1.8, but
the signal was not increased when we looked at a combination of fi nasteride and testosterone at 0.8. When we looked
at it with PDE5 inhibitors, it was almost protective at 0.2, so
that was certainly something that was interesting and plays a
heavy clinical significance with our considerations for doing
this study.

Q. Based on these findings, are you likely to alter your
own clinical practice in any way? Why or why not?

A. One of the recent concerns for men’s health practices
is whether we should continue to prescribe fi nasteride to
men who would be vulnerable to these sexually disruptive
[adverse] effects. Based on our fi ndings, I know that treating men for alopecia or BPH with fi nasteride, who are also
being treated for hypogonadism with testosterone, or sexual
dysfunction with PDE5 inhibitors, will not put them at additional risk. So it also encourages the screening for sexual
dysfunction or erectile dysfunction, as its treatment may be
protective in these populations.

Q. What is the take-home message for the practicing
urologist?
A. Suicidality, depression, and anxiety are not more prevalent in patients with concomitant use of fi nasteride with
testosterone, and the adverse events are decreased in patients
with fi nasteride and PDE5 inhibitor use.

Q. Is there anything else you feel our audience should
know about the findings?

A. With our study, as with most database studies, the data
collected [must] be contextualized. That being said, in our
case, it’s retrospective and it’s not controlled to protect
against multiple confounding variables that we may not
even be aware of. So, certainly, prospective data collection
is highly encouraged, and I’m optimistic that our fi ndings
would be reinforced in such a setting.

•
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Speak Out

INTERVIEWS WITH RANDOMLY SELECTED UROLOGISTS ON HOT-BUTTON ISSUES

COMPILED BY KAREN NASH

Are pandemic-related worker shortages
affecting your practice?
Idaho is in crisis standard-of-care
[mode]. COVID-19 is finally decreasing
in our hospitals, but postanesthesia care units
are still being used for COVID-19 wards, so not
all hospitals are resuming normal operations.
In our practice, we’ve had a nurse position
open since August that nobody’s applied for.
Adult urology has had a position open for a year.
There is a big shortage.
Nurses, medical assistants, and licensed practical nurses left because they didn’t want to
get vaccinated, a requirement now to work in
our hospitals. In Boise, every hospital except 1
requires it. When cases started ramping up in
September, people walked off the job to avoid
vaccinations. They ‘don’t believe in them, don’t
think they’re researched enough, don’t want
government telling them what to do.’ As a result,
traveling nurses were hired to prepare for the
shortage.
Luckily, at Children’s Hospital,
we have a float pool that helps.
Actually, when ORs [operating rooms] shut down, nurses
assigned to the OR floated up to
SAPERSTON
keep our clinics going.
We’ll see what happens when ORs reopen. We
may have to see fewer clinic patients so we don’t
burn our current nurses out.
As deaths increased, there was another push
to get people vaccinated. I’m very outspoken.
When people ask, ‘What can we do to make
sure our child can get surgery?’ I tell them, ‘Get
vaccinated, get your neighbors vaccinated.’ Some
people do; others refuse.
Traveling nurses are great, although they get
paid so much to stay. In a good way, it will probably raise nursing salaries, but it could have an
effect on medical inflation.”
Kara Saperston, MD
Boise, Idaho

Staffing isn’t as much of an issue here as
in other practices. Our hospital doesn’t
have a [COVID-19 vaccination] mandate. A
mandate would cost us a handful of nurses.
We’re pretty isolated, providing care for a
2.5-hour radius. We can’t go down the street and
hire new nurses.
Several of our nurses had [adverse] effects,
including myocarditis, from their first
[COVID-19] shot and hesitate to get another.
Technically, they’re not fully vaccinated.
A mandate could make some walk. Hospital
administrators considered how many they
would lose with the mandate.
The administration looked
at mandates because a potential penalty is through [the
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS)], and we can’t
DECKER
afford a CMS penalty because our
Medicare population is too high.
Like a lot of places in the South, we had a
pretty bad COVID-19 spell earlier this summer.
It slowed us down surgically because we had
major staffing issues. Since then, it hasn’t been a
problem. We don’t want it to happen again.
COVID-19 came through our office early last
year. We had to shut down for a short period
because pretty much everyone in our office had
it. Most of our staff and I feel this is what we
signed up for in medicine. We’re exposed to
things all the time and have to protect ourselves.
Going back to your original question, we’re
OK on staffing because we got hit by COVID19 early, before the vaccine was available. Our
symptoms were fairly mild, and it desensitized us
to the whole thing. Not that we can’t get it again,
but we hope we developed antibodies from the
virus itself. And the people we’re surrounded
by, our elderly, high-risk patient population,
is maybe 80% to 90% vaccinated, providing
further protection.”

We’re definitely seeing health care
worker shortages—certainly in ORs
[operating rooms]. It’s difficult just adding a
case. We haven’t had many nurses leave our
clinic but it’s a big issue within the hospital
ORs. Where we generally did 10 cases a day,
now we do maybe 8 or 9, so patients must wait a
little longer.
In Pittsburgh, people are jumping ship to the other hospital
system in town because everyone’s short-staffed. Hospitals are
offering sign-on bonuses to entice
ALLEN
people to switch. Remaining
staff feel underappreciated because there are no
retention bonuses. So they’re going 10 minutes
across town to another hospital.
It’s interesting. I just did a case with a new
circulator nurse and a new scrub tech recruited
came from another hospital. The case before
that I had a certified registered nurse anesthetist
who’s leaving to go to the other hospital.
With the dependence on traveling nurses,
people where I used to work feel underappreciated. They’ve been there 10 to 20 years.
Travelers come in—they still live locally but had
quit their job and came back as travelers—and
make 3 times what they did when on staff and
what their coworkers make.
We use more medical assistants than nurses
in our clinic. There doesn’t seem to be as much
burnout. They’re well compensated and have a
good [work-life balance].
To cope with the staff shortages, a smaller
hospital here is being innovative, getting more
surgical patients in and out the same day.
Physical therapists are taking patients straight
from PACUs to therapy units.”
Jordan Allen, MD
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Daniel Decker, MD
Mountain Home, Arkansas
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CODING Q&A

Removal of previously placed
ureter stent presents dilemma
Q.

JONATHAN RUBENSTEIN, MD;
MARK PAINTER

Rubenstein is compliance
officer and medical
director of coding and
reimbursement, United
Urology Group and
Chesapeake Urology,
Towson, Maryland.
Painter is CEO of PRS
Urology SC in Denver,
Colorado.
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I was reading an article regarding different
approaches to remove a previously placed ureteral stent
and ran into a coding dilemma. One of our providers
was performing a percutaneous nephrolithotomy for a
large kidney stone on a patient with a previously placed
ureter stent. The provider grasped the upper end of the
stent with a grasper placed through the percutaneous
nephroscope and removed the stent through the percutaneous sheath. Our provider insists on billing Current
Procedural Terminology (CPT) code 52310 in addition to
the percutaneous nephrolithotomy, but I am unsure. Can
you clear this up for us?
A. You are correct in questioning the use of CPT code 52310 for
this approach to remove a previously placed ureter stent. CPT code
52310 (cystourethroscopy, with removal of foreign body, calculus, or ureteral stent from urethra or bladder [separate procedure];
simple) describes removal of a ureteral stent from the urethra or
bladder using a cystoscope to directly visualize and grasp the stent,
foreign body, or calculus. This is not the approach described in
your question above, which states that the provider removed the
stent directly from the kidney from the percutaneous approach.
Therefore, coding CPT 52310 in this situation would not be
correct. CPT 52310 could be coded if the stent was removed by
inserting a cystoscope into the bladder for stent removal, if not
bundled to another service.
Based on this discussion, one may also be tempted to bill CPT
code 50561 (renal endoscopy through established nephrostomy or
pyelostomy, with or without irrigation, instillation, or ureteropyelography, exclusive of radiologic service; with removal of foreign body or
calculus) or CPT code 50580 (renal endoscopy through nephrotomy
or pyelostomy, with or without irrigation, instillation, or ureteropyelography, exclusive of radiologic service; with removal of foreign
body or calculus) which, when used alone, would more accurately
describe the removal of a stent percutaneously through a nephrostomy or nephrotomy using a nephroscope.
However, before electing to report either of these 2 codes, it is
important to check the National Correct Coding Initiative (NCCI)
bundling edits for the other services that were provided during
the surgical session. For example, CPT code 50080 (percutaneous
nephrostolithotomy or pyelostolithotomy, with or without dilation,
endoscopy, lithotripsy, stenting, or basket extraction; up to 2 cm) and
CPT code 50081 (percutaneous nephrostolithotomy or pyelostolithotomy, with or without dilation, endoscopy, lithotripsy, stenting, or
basket extraction; over 2 cm) both include CPT code 50561, so they
cannot be coded together if the procedures are being performed on the
same renal unit. Modifier 50 or XU would be required if these codes

were to be reported on the contralateral renal unit.
One additional consideration for the procedures performed is the
specific policy established for retrograde stent exchange, which only
allows reporting insertion of a stent if a stent is removed during the
same operative session as the insertion.1 Although no such policy is
included to address an antegrade stent exchange, the physician documentation should clearly support the separate effort required to
remove the existing stent, as required for the use of modifier 59 or XS.

Q. I recently received an official request from a Medicare
Advantage Plan we are contracted with to send them over
600 records to review. The letter states we must comply
with this request. Regardless of how we meet this request,
it represents a tremendous amount of work and disruption
to our practice. What can we do?
A. We have been seeing an increasing number of these
requests from Medicare Advantage Plans throughout the country. The record reviews are typically driven by the Medicare
Advantage Plans’ desire to determine whether the patients
covered by the plan will fit into a different risk stratification. A
patient risk adjustment factor (RAF) is used to determine how
much Medicare will reimburse the advantage plan throughout the covered period. Higher RAF scores result in higher
payment per service for the patient to the Medicare Advantage
Plan, but do not change the payment to the physician. (This
explanation is vastly oversimplified.)
Although compliance with the Medicare Advantage Plan
request is likely required, most contracts do not stipulate an associated rate for providing the files or access to those files. Before
complying with the request, we recommend you review your
contract or any requirements or agreed-upon fees. Armed with
this information, we recommend contacting the requesting payer
and relaying your charge per chart to comply with the request.
Remember, this is a cost to your practice in time and resource,
even if you allow the payer access to your electronic health record
data, as it is often that the payer is the one who is trying to benefit at your expense. Obtain an agreed-upon amount and a deposit
or full payment prior to allowing access or providing any data.
Double-check that the method you are going to use to meet the
request is Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
compliant, and contact your legal counsel if you are uncertain
with any document you receive.
One additional note: Make sure you read the request for documents carefully. Medicare has several chart review types—some
governmental and some private—that may require an entirely
different response from your practice.

•
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AUTHOR’S NOTE
In our article in the previous issue,2 we left out those codes
that increased in relative value unit enough to offset the
conversion factor decrease and erroneously published
a decrease in value of some surgical procedures actually
posted a gain. The corrected Table is included here.

TABLE . PERCENTAGE CHANGE TO MEDICARE FEES FOR COMMON UROLOGY CODES FOR
CALENDAR YEAR 2022 COMPARED WITH CALENDAR YEAR 2021

REFERENCES
1. NCCI Policy Manual [1/1/21] Chapter VII surgery: urinary,
male genital, female genital, maternity care, and delivery
systems CPT CODES 50000-59999 for National Correct
Coding Initiative policy manual for Medicare services,
Paragraph c:19
2. Rubenstein J, Painter M. How the 2022 CMS
final rule will affect urologists. Urology Times®.
November 16, 2021. Accessed December 8,
2021. https://www.urologytimes.com/view/
how-the-2022-cms-final-rule-will-affect-urologists
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2.97%
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56420

—
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—
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56441

—
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—
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51785

—

0.79%
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—

1.25%
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1.90%

56605

—

0.09%
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0.69%

57020

—

3.03%

51797

—

3.27%

57061

—

4.07%

51797
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4.64%

57065

—

1.46%
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—

1.86%

57105

—

1.62%

52310

—

0.59%

57130

—

1.83%

53620

—

2.87%

57135

—

1.31%
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—

3.21%

57150

—

0.21%

53860

—

0.50%

57170

—

0.59%

54240

TC

0.51%

57180

—

2.20%

QUESTIONS?
Send coding and reimbursement questions
to Jonathan Rubenstein, MD, and Mark
Painter c/o Urology Times®, at UTeditors@
mjhlifesciences.com.
Questions of general interest will be chosen for
publication. The information in this column is
designed to be authoritative, and every effort
has been made to ensure its accuracy at the
time it was written. However, readers are
encouraged to check with their individual
carrier or private payers for updates and to
confirm that this information conforms to their
specific rules.

Code

Modifier

In-office %
Medicare fee
change

Code

Modifier

In-office %
Medicare fee
change

TC, technical component.

Preference for telehealth over in-person visits starting to fade, survey results show
Jeff Bendix, Senior Editor, Medical Economics®
Nearly 2 years into the COVID-19 pandemic, patients’ initial satisfaction with some forms of telemedicine is starting to wane, a survey finds.1
The survey by Rock Health, a health care advisory, investment, and research firm, is part of an ongoing study of consumers’ use of telemedicine
and attitudes toward it. It found that in 2021 43% of respondents were satisfied with the care they received via live video calls—the most widely used form of telemedicine this year—compared with prior in-person care interactions. In 2020, 53% of respondents said they were satisfied
with live video calls as a form of care.
Satisfaction with health apps/websites and text messaging declined, although by lesser margins than live video calls. On the other hand, satisfaction with live phone calls and picture/video modalities rose, the latter from 41% to 54%. Satisfaction with email was unchanged.
The authors offer 2 possible explanations for declining contentment with live video calls as a form of care delivery. The first is that the sense of
satisfaction patients felt for having any form of health care during much of 2020, when in-person visits weren’t possible, has faded in 2021.
They note that a similar trend has occurred among physicians, 58% of whom view telehealth more positively now than before the pandemic,
compared to 64% of those surveyed in 2020. A second possibility lies in the changing nature of why people used telemedicine. In 2020, the
largest category of users of live video calls among survey respondents—33%—were people with a medical emergency. Among that group,
77% reported higher levels of satisfaction with virtual interactions than with in-person care. In 2021, however, the single biggest use for live
video telemedicine (32% of survey respondents) was for minor illnesses, and only 37% of those users reported greater satisfaction compared
to in-person care. In short, the authors say, “Satisfaction with telemedicine as a convenient alternative may be lower than telemedicine as a
necessary access point.”
REFERENCE
1. Consumer adoption of telemedicine in 2021. RockHealth.org. December 13, 2021. Accessed December 20, 2021. https://bit.ly/33KFIoS
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PRACTICE MATTERS

Is your practice compliant
with patient record access rules?
Be sure to check and refresh your practice’s policies for record requests

O
ROBERT A. DOWLING, MD

Dowling is the president
of Dowling Medical
Director Services, a private
health care consulting
firm specializing in quality
improvement, clinical
informatics, and health
care policy affecting
specialty care. He is the
former medical director
of a large, metropolitan,
single-specialty urology
group in Fort Worth, Texas.

n November 30, 2021, the Office for Civil Rights
(OCR) at the US Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) announced the resolution of its
latest investigations in its Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) Right of Access Initiative.1
Under the HIPAA Privacy Rule (1996), individuals have the
right to timely access to their medical records at a reasonable
cost, and the OCR has settled over 20 such cases/complaints
since September 2019.
Separately, in 2020, the Office of the National Coordinator
for Health Information Technology (ONC) issued a final rule
implementing Section 4004 of the 21st Century Cures Act.
Among other things, this rule implements interoperability
requirements, defines information blocking, and seeks to give
patients “more power in their health care.” Health care providers are affected by both rules, and adherence to a few simple
principles will keep the busy practitioner compliant. Here is
what you need to know.

WHAT IS CONTAINED IN THE PRIVACY RULE
Most urologists are familiar with the basics of HIPAA. The
Privacy Rule gives people the right to see and/or get copies of
their health information from their health care providers and
health plans. After receiving a request, an entity has 30 days to
provide an individual or their representative with their records,
which expressly include medical records, billing records, clinical
case notes, medical image files, insurance and claims records,
and clinical lab results. Specifically excluded from this designated record set are psychotherapy notes, records compiled
for use in an administrative, civil, or criminal proceeding,
and records not used to make health care decisions. Entities
may require that the patient submit a written request and take
reasonable steps to verify the identity of the requestor. Doctors
may not impose unreasonable measures, such as requiring individuals come to the office to make the request or requiring the
individual to mail the request.2
The Privacy Rule also describes how the access to records
should be provided, when it should be provided, and at what cost
it may be provided. In general, the records must be provided
in a form and format requested by the individual if it is readily producible. It is expected that a physician office can readily
produce an electronic or paper copy of an electronic health
record (EHR) if requested. It is also expected that, if requested,
a practice can produce an electronic copy of a paper record (for
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example, from a physician’s office that only has paper records).
Covered entities may not require a patient come to their physical location to pick up the records, and both mail and email
are acceptable delivery methods if agreed to by the patient.
Some entities may be able to deliver electronic copies through a
website or portal.
The rule provides that the access must be provided within
30 calendar days unless a reasonable exception applies (for
example, records archived off-site). Finally, entities may
charge only a reasonable fee that is based on the cost of labor,
supplies, postage, and preparation of a summary if requested.
The entity may charge an individual based on the actual costs
to fulfill the request, an average calculated cost to fulfill similar requests, or a flat fee of $6.50 if they do not want to do the
aforementioned calculations. If your practice is in the habit
of charging a flat fee in excess of $6.50, it would be prudent
to develop proof of the actual or average cost of fulfilling
requests (labor, supplies, and postage).

Note that a claim of information
blocking does not require a
request for access. Information
blocking is any practice that is
likely to interfere with, prevent,
or materially discourage the
access, exchange, or use of EHI.
Patient access to records is also part of the interoperability rule of the Cures Act. In that rule, information blocking
is described as “a practice by a health information technology [IT] developer of certified health IT, health information
network, health information exchange, or health care provider
that, except as required by law or specified by the Secretary
of HHS as a reasonable and necessary activity, is likely to
interfere with access, exchange, or use of electronic health
information (EHI).”3 The information that constitutes EHI
aligns with the designated record set in the HIPAA Privacy
Rule and has the same exclusions. The information blocking
provisions and technicalities relating to which elements of an
EHR must be made available for access, exchange, or use are
most relevant to IT developers. Where physicians need to pay
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attention is how they have configured (or failed to
configure) their particular system and/or policies
to avoid invoking potential information blocking. For example, ONC clearly states, “It would
likely be considered an interference for purposes
of information blocking if a health care provider
established an organizational policy that, for
example, imposed delays on the release of lab
results for any period of time in order to allow an
ordering clinician to review the results or in order
to personally inform the patient of the results
before a patient can electronically access such
results.”4 Progress notes in an EHR are clearly
considered EHI that can be accessed, exchanged,
and used by patients. It would likely be considered information blocking to systematically delay
the availability of those notes to a patient through
a portal, and it would almost certainly be considered information blocking to fail to respond to
a patient request for that access in a timely fashion. Note that a claim of information blocking
does not require a request for access. Information
blocking is any practice that is likely to interfere
with, prevent, or materially discourage the access,
exchange, or use of EHI.

POTENTIAL SCENARIOS TO CONSIDER
Let’s consider a few possible scenarios in a typical urology practice with a contemporary EHR/
patient portal that might invoke 1 or both rules.
Scenario 1: A patient undergoes an uncomplicated
prostate biopsy and is scheduled for follow-up in
1 week. The final pathology report comes back a
day later and shows high-grade prostate cancer.
The patient calls the following day, requesting
an electronic copy of their procedure note and
biopsy results to share with their personal doctor
and possibly get another opinion. A nurse calls
the patient back and explains the doctor hasn’t
yet signed their procedure note or reviewed the
pathology results and encourages the patient to
keep their scheduled appointment. Failure to
make this EHI accessible to the patient would
likely be considered information blocking. Indeed,
this patient may well have seen their pathology results from a commercial lab vendor, who is
subject to the same rules.
Scenario 2: A long-time complicated kidney
stone patient is relocating to another city and
wants their complete records in electronic format
emailed to them, including some you have in
paper format stored off-site. Your office policy
is to require a written request and charge a flat
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rate of $30 plus $0.10/page (for paper records),
which will amount to over $50 for this request.
As defined in the Privacy Rule, the patient is well
within their rights to a copy of their entire medical and billing records in the format they request
if it can be reasonably produced. The practice
is permitted to make a reasonable charge that
is based on labor, supplies, and postage. In this
case, it might be prudent to charge the patient the
actual labor costs to scan the paper records or an
average amount based on well-documented costs
to the practice. The practice must inform the
patient about requirements for written requests
and fees ahead of time. The Privacy Rule also
allows the covered entity to reasonably extend the
time to respond to the request if the records are
not readily accessible, as in this case.

As you create and curate
your clinical notes, phone
messages, letters, and
other information related
to patient care, you should
do so with the full
expectation that the
patient can and will access
this information.
Scenario 3 (nightmare scenario): You are the
leader of a 10-physician single-specialty practice,
and one of the partners is chronically delinquent
with signing notes, returning patient calls, and
reviewing labs. Although widely considered to be
a good clinician with good patient rapport, this
physician has not embraced the workflows that
characterize modern medical record keeping and
encourage patient engagement, such as using a
patient portal. Anecdotal complaints and informal counseling have not led to improvement. A
new complaint has been lodged by an established
patient with gross hematuria, alleging their phone
calls have not been returned, they cannot get
their urine test results or a prescription, and they
have developed a low-grade fever. The patient
tried accessing their information via portal, and
there is nothing there. They want to transfer their
care immediately. You are on call, manage the
crisis, and speak to the physician again the next
day. Unfortunately, the patient becomes septic,

Business

requires hospitalization, receives a diagnosis of an
obstructing stone, and ultimately retains an attorney alleging failure to diagnose a complicated
urinary tract infection. In addition, the patient
files a complaint with the OCR, alleging the practice violated their rights to access their health
information, as well as with the ONC alleging
the physician was engaged in information blocking. The practice pays a $40,000 fine and enters a
3-year settlement agreement with the OCR. The
ONC complaint is still being investigated. This
scenario is fabricated but is not far-fetched.

THE BOTTOM LINE, AND WHY IT MATTERS
Numerous federal laws and regulations empower
patient access to their health information and
impose significant penalties for violations.
Compliance with these rules is straightforward but requires a shift from the traditional
concept of medical record ownership and a physician audience to the contemporary concept of
shared access with the patient and others they
designate. As you create and curate your clinical notes, phone messages, letters, and other
information related to patient care, you should
do so with the full expectation that the patient
can and will access this information. Be sure you
actively encourage or incentivize enrollment in
the portal. Your practice should configure the
EHR to promptly release all information to the
portal unless it meets 1 of the very narrow exceptions. Your policies for record requests should be
refreshed and checked against both HIPAA and
the Cures Act for compliance. Update any fee
structure and rationale you may have had in place
for years. With these building blocks in place, it
is likely you will be compliant with these rules
and provide the same access to records that you
would expect if you were the patient.

•
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In this presentation, Laurence Klotz, MD, FRCSC, of
the University of Toronto considers the underlying
risk factors for cardiovascular disease (CVD) in men
with prostate cancer (PC); discusses the prevention,
management, and risk mitigation of CVD in PC;
examines the proposed mechanisms of androgen
deprivation therapy (ADT)-related CVD; and provides
a review of studies evaluating the association between
ADT and CVD.

P

C, the most common cancer diagnosed in men, is
linked with CVD, Klotz explained.1,2 Moreover, he
said, CVD “is the leading cause of death in all men
and also the leading cause of death in men diagnosed with
PC, particularly those with localized disease.”1,3,4

RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
CVD IN MEN WITH PC
Klotz stated that “the risk factors for CVD and PC are
remarkably similar.”4 Age is a prominent shared risk factor
for PC and CVD, he said. In addition, lifestyle factors, such
as smoking and excessive alcohol intake, impact the risk of
both diseases.4 Lifetime diet “undoubtedly influences both
the risk for CVD and [death], and the risk for PC,” Klotz
noted, adding that “a high-fat diet predisposes [patients] to
both conditions.” Evidence suggests that obesity, visceral
adiposity, and lipoprotein levels may have a causal effect on
the development of atherosclerotic plaque.5 He later highlighted that obesity and dyslipidemia both appear to increase
the risk of aggressive PC.4 “There is recent evidence that
obesity results in modulation and impairment of immune
surveillance in the PC microenvironment [and is] adversely
affecting disease progression,” Klotz added. As such, obesity
also increases the risk of death due to PC.4
Another link between these conditions is metabolic
syndrome, which is associated with CVD and an increased
risk of PC, Klotz stated.4,6 Notably, metabolic syndrome is
also a potential adverse event of ADT.5-7 Insulin resistance
and hyperglycemia are also associated with PC and CVD.4,8
He emphasized that this is likely the case because high
insulin levels tend to be accompanied by high levels of other
insulin-like growth factors (IGFs), especially IGF-1, which is
known to be a mitogen for PC.4,8
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PREVENTION, MANAGEMENT, AND
RISK MITIGATION OF CVD IN PC
According to Klotz, numerous methods are available to
mitigate the impact of CVD associated with ADT; however,
he emphasized that these “are not nearly as widely used as
they should be.” One of the first components of CVD mitigation for patients on ADT is patient and physician awareness of
the signs and symptoms of CVD.9 He underscored the importance of assessing cardiovascular risk before beginning ADT,
including an evaluation of the patient for a history of myocardial infarction, stroke, congestive heart failure, peripheral
vascular disease, hypertension, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, and renal impairment.
Klotz also stressed the importance of monitoring patients
after beginning ADT. He noted that physicians should
monitor blood pressure measurements and blood glucose and
lipid levels, especially because “the treatment we are using
in these patients alters the lipid profile as well as glucose.”9,10
Appropriate targets for lipids include a low-density lipoprotein
(LDL) level less than 100 mg/dL, high-density lipoprotein
(HDL) level greater than 40 mg/dL, triglyceride level less
than 150 mg/dL, and non-HDL cholesterol level less than
130 mg/dL, Klotz explained. He added that glycated hemoglobin levels should be checked at least once per year, and he
recommended referral to an endocrinologist or internist if it
rises above 7%.

Lifestyle Modifications
To reduce CVD risk after beginning ADT, Klotz discussed
the role of diet and exercise. He mentioned that patients
should aim to reduce their intake of animal fat and protein and
increase their consumption of fruits and vegetables.11
In addition to dietary changes, Klotz underscored the
impact of exercise on the mitigation of ADT-associated
CVD risk. “Exercise influence[s the] tumor microenvironment in PC in at least 8 different ways,” including epigenetics,
cytokine and hormone levels, and immune response, he said.
Exercise can also increase muscle mass, reducing the impact of
ADT-associated sarcopenia, he added.
Lifestyle changes can also improve the management of
CVD in patients on ADT. Klotz stressed the importance of
counseling patients on the impact of smoking cessation and
avoidance of excessive alcohol.9
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Medication Management
Following his discussion on lifestyle modifications, Klotz examined the role of medication
intervention. He noted that micronutrients and
vitamins (eg, vitamin D) may positively impact PC
and CVD, but there are no randomized trials to
support specific recommendations.
Regarding pharmacologic therapy, Klotz
stated that “statins act not just to improve the
lipid profile, but they have a direct effect on
androgen levels intracellularly.” He explained
that statins compete for the adrenal androgen dehydroepiandrosterone transporter, which
“reduce[s] the substrate available for PC cells
to generate their own testosterone and dihydrotestosterone.”12 In a secondary analysis of a
study comparing intermittent versus continuous
hormonal therapy using the large PR7 cohort of
approximately 1500 patients, the addition of a
statin was associated with an improvement in the
time to androgen-independent progression and
PC death.12
Considering the role of metformin, Klotz
discussed how the drug is typically used in
patients with type 2 diabetes.13 Two small
randomized studies of metformin in men treated
with ADT demonstrated that compared with
placebo, metformin “reduced waist circumference
and weight gain and lowered insulin and glucose
levels.”4 Although numerous population-based
studies of patients with diabetes have shown
metformin to have a protective effect related to
PC progression, metastasis, and mortality,7 it is
not widely used in PC. However, Klotz urged
physicians to consider its role “as a preventive
agent in men going on ADT.”

PROPOSED MECHANISMS OF
ADT-RELATED CVD
According to Klotz, treatment for advanced PC
has involved ADT for approximately 80 years.
However, “the reduction of testosterone to
castrate levels induces a version of metabolic
syndrome,” which consists of 5 key features:
increased adipose tissue, insulin resistance,
hyperglycemia, dyslipidemia, and hypertension,
he said. The clinical attributes of classic metabolic
syndrome differ from those of ADT-related
metabolic syndrome. He noted that ADT-related
metabolic syndrome is frequently associated
with subcutaneous fat, whereas classic metabolic
syndrome tends to involve visceral fat, which is
linked to greater CVD risk. Classic metabolic
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syndrome is also associated with more serious
dyslipidemia: an increased LDL level and
decreased HDL level. In contrast, metabolic
syndrome induced by ADT tends to involve a
significantly increased HDL level, and the LDL
level typically remains the same.2
In his discussion of follicle-stimulating
hormone (FSH), Klotz noted that “there is
evidence that FSH is involved in almost every
single aspect of the unwanted effects of ADT,”
including osteoporosis, obesity, and CVD.14
He specified that the ratio of testosterone
to FSH is very important in patients with
castrate-level testosterone.

“There’s a clear link
between PC and CVD related
to preexisting factors that
predispose [patients] to
both of these very
common diseases.”

Prostate Cancer

Regarding the differences in results
between observational trials and RCTs, Klotz
emphasized that there may be limitations in
the various study designs, especially selection
bias related to the “healthy cohort effect.”2,5 He
explained that patients enrolled in clinical trials
“tend to be healthier [and] tend to have longer
survival than their unselected cohorts in the
general population.” For example, patients with
severe or unstable CVD are typically excluded
from participation in oncology clinical trials,
he said.2,5
Klotz also discussed results from a retrospective study of men with PC from the CaPSURE
registry who received local therapy, ADT, local
therapy and ADT, or no therapy (watchful
waiting/active surveillance [WW/AS]).15 The
patients in the WW/AS subgroup, who were
managed conservatively, were likely older
and had more comorbidities and risk
factors, he said. “It is those factors, rather than
treatment‑related factors,” Klotz reasoned, “that
led to the increased rate of CVD mortality.”15

CONCLUSIONS

REVIEW OF STUDIES EVALUATING THE
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN ADT AND CVD
The link between CVD and ADT has remained
controversial, owing to disagreement among studies, Klotz explained.2,15 Observational studies have
shown that ADT in patients with PC is associated
with an increased risk for CVD.2 He noted that
a systematic review and meta-analysis of observational studies evaluating the potential link
between CVD and ADT over the past decade
demonstrated a trend toward or a significant
relationship between CV mortality and ADT in
all but 1 of the studies examined (HR, 1.17; 95%
CI, 1.04-1.32; P = .01).16
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs), by
contrast, have failed to show a significant link
between ADT and CVD, Klotz stated.2 A systematic review of RCTs found that none were able to
demonstrate a significant relationship between
CVD mortality and ADT.17 However, Klotz
emphasized that all of these analyses were secondary and not for assessment of a primary end point.
He reviewed results published in 2018 from an
analysis of numerous different studies and noted
that regardless of CVD end point, the effect of
ADT “was conflicting or inconclusive.”2

To conclude his discussion, Klotz stated that
“there’s a clear link between PC and CVD
related to preexisting factors that predispose
[patients] to both of these very common
diseases.” Although there is some uncertainty
regarding the relationship between CVD and
ADT, numerous interventions may mitigate
the unwanted effects of ADT. These include
lifestyle modifications, such as diet, exercise,
and smoking cessation, and medication-based
approaches with statins and metformin. Klotz
underscored the importance of a multidisciplinary approach to care involving primary care
physicians, cardiologists, and cardio-oncologists
to optimize care for patients with PC.

•
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2021 LUGPA Annual Meeting Recap

Health policy and clinical topics abound
at 2021 LUGPA Annual Meeting
BENJAMIN P. SAYLOR AND
JASON M. BRODERICK
Saylor is assistant managing editor and Broderick
is associate editorial director for Urology Times®.

T

here was a palpable excitement about the
return of in-person conferences among
attendees of the 2021 LUGPA Annual
Meeting, held this past November in Chicago,
Illinois. A variety of topics filled the program,
ranging from continuing medical education
offerings to a health policy forum to panel
discussions on topics such as recruiting and
retaining women urologists. To access Urology
Times®’ full coverage of the meeting, go to
https://www.urologytimes.com/conference/
lugpa. Here are some highlights from this
year’s meeting.

PROSTATE-SPECIFIC MEMBRANE ANTIGEN
(PSMA)–TARGETING PRODUCTS
The buzz surrounding PSMA-targeting
products in prostate cancer continued at the
LUGPA Annual Meeting. During an educational session, Steven Rowe, MD, PhD,
discussed the paradigm-shifting emergence of
PSMA-PET imaging in prostate cancer.
In a Q&A session following Rowe’s LUGPA
presentation, discussant Neal Shore, MD,
chief medical officer of surgery and oncology
for GenesisCare USA and director and CPI of
Carolina Urologic Research Center in Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina, said, “[On] May 26 of
this year, Pylarify got full FDA approval across
the country. I think it’s in most markets and I
know [the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services] is reimbursing, and many commercial payers are too. The Gallium PSMA got
approved at [University of California, Los
Angeles] and [University of California, San
Francisco] about a year ago now. Please compare
and contrast Ga 68 PSMA-11 and piflufolastat
F 18.”
In response, Rowe said, “My general sense
about the 2 PSMA-PET imaging agents—and
we’re probably going to wind up with about half
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a dozen PSMA-PET imaging agents approved
at some point—is they’re both great and better
than anything we’ve had before. And to power a
study that would head-to-head compare them in
a prospective way to some oncological outcome
is something that’s going to take hundreds and
hundreds of patients and be so expensive that it’s
probably prohibitive. So, I don’t know that we’re
ever going to have this definitive answer that
piflufolastat F 18 is better than Ga 68 PSMA-11,
or vice versa.
“That said, F 18 as a radionuclide has a
certain image quality and practical images relative to Ga 68. It has a longer half-life and can
be made in generally much larger quantities, so,
centrally producing it and sending it out to sites
is a little more practical than it is with Ga 68.
However, we do have a distribution model for
Ga 68 dotatate PET/CT scan for neuroendocrine tumors that’s been very successful in the
US, Europe, and other places. So, where there’s
a will there’s a way, and I definitely expect Ga
68 PSMA-11 to be available nationwide in the
[near] future.”

EXPERTS SHARE INSIGHTS
As part of its meeting coverage, Urology Times®
filmed several video interviews with key opinion leaders on-site during the meeting. Here are
some excerpts from those discussions.
Urologist Jennifer Miles-Thomas, MD, participant in the panel discussion “Strategies to
recruit and retain female urologists in your
practice”: “The No. 1 thing for retention is to
listen. The experience for a [woman] in urology
is different than a [man] in urology. There are a
lot of microaggressions. There are a lot of inappropriate comments and conduct that happen.
And in the operating room, as surgeons, there’s
a certain personality type, and it’s accepted a
lot more as a [man] to say or do certain things
[for which] you [will] get written up if you’re a
[woman]. It’s blatant. The No. 1 thing we do
to retain our [woman] urologists is to listen to
actually what [happens], and make sure there
isn’t a disparity between others in the practice.”

LUGPA Secretary Scott B. Sellinger, MD, on
telehealth in urology practices going forward:
“I think everybody agrees telehealth is here
to stay. We hope to be able to have a phoneonly version of that, as well, that’s adequately
reimbursed. We think there’s going to be opportunities for artificial intelligence. We think
there’s going to be less involvement between
staff and patients directly in the clinic setting.
And we look for better ways to be more efficient.
We found that we can move many of our staff
off-site; we can go to remote workforce options,
as long as we have ways that we can monitor
their productivity.”
LUGPA Political Affairs Committee Chair
Gary M. Kirsh, MD, on health policy challenges
facing urology practices: “We have a host of
challenges, as we always do. The biggest challenge we have is looming cuts from Medicare
and reimbursement. They come in several buckets. When you add them all up, it’s a 9% or 10%
potential cut in Medicare reimbursement, starting in January 2022. We’re working hard in a
bipartisan way with the Congress, and with
other physician stakeholders as well, to raise
awareness and hopefully get traction to reverse a
significant portion of those cuts.”
Urologist and LUGPA Board of Directors
member Jason M. Hafron, MD, on the atmosphere surrounding the 2021 LUGPA Annual
Meeting: “The buzz around the hall is [that]
people are very happy to be in person. The
challenges and the theme of the meeting
is reimagining urology. As we get through
COVID-19, as we have new challenges we
never even dreamed of, [it’s] how can we take
these challenges and make them successes?
We’ve seen it with telehealth and virtual meetings with our patients, but even beyond that. As
these challenges have come to us, how can we be
better physicians [and] do better than urological care? The buzz is higher than ever. It’s
partially that we’re all back together and talking
again, but also what the future is. The future
in bladder cancer [and] prostate cancer is really
exploding.”

•
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Recent advances in the treatment
of metastatic CNPC
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

A

round the Practice is a urologic virtual
live event featuring case reviews from
multidisciplinary experts, presented
by Urology Times® in partnership with the
LUGPA. On October 27, 2021, a panel
convened to discuss cases of metastatic castration-naïve and castration-resistant prostate
cancer. What follows is an edited portion of
the panel’s conversation regarding a castration-naïve prostate cancer (CNPC) case.
The panelists for this case include moderator
Raoul S. Concepcion, MD, FACS; Leonard G.
Gomella, MD; Jason M. Hafron, MD; Daniel P.
Petrylak, MD; and A. Oliver Sartor, MD.

CONCEPCION: In this case, we have a 69-yearold White man who presents to the emergency
[department] with progressive fatigue, low back
pain, decreased appetite, weight
loss, abnormal [digital rectal
exam] showing bilateral induration, and urinary retention. [A]
Foley catheter is placed, [and]
he is referred to urology for
evaluation. His prostate-specific
CONCEPCION
antigen [PSA] level was 144 ng/
mL. He undergoes biopsy and shows a Gleason
grade group 3, which is 3 [plus] 4 in 8 of 12 cores.
Conventional imaging reveals both nodal and a
single bony metastatic lesion into the pelvis. His
ECOG performance status is 1. Dr Hafron, what
is your thought process here?

HAFRON: Metastatic disease represents a wide
spectrum of disease. Historically, we would look
at the patient’s metastatic disease and just put
them on androgen deprivation therapy [ADT],
but there are a lot of nuances with metastatic
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disease, especially castration-naïve disease.
Specifically, what’s the timing of the metastatic
disease? Is it de novo? Is it metachronous? Is
it a failure of a primary therapy? Most importantly, what’s the number of metastatic lesions?
When you look at these patients, you [must]
really understand that all metastatic disease is not
the same and that there are these small nuances,
whether they’re high volume—4 bone lesions
outside the spinal column, pelvis, or visceral
[metastases]—or low volume, if they’re less than
4 lesions. On top of that, where is the metastatic
disease? Is it bone, lymph node, or visceral? Once
you understand the nuances, you’ll better understand the literature and published clinical trials,
so you can apply the newer therapies and the
combination therapies that are available.

CONCEPCION: Dr Sartor, what are your
thoughts?

SARTOR: This will be low-volume metastatic
disease by the CHAARTED criteria. It’s interesting, if you look at the de novo patients, there
may be some additional benefit from docetaxel,
but it’s probably a little more problematic than
1 of the hormonal therapies. I’ll simply say
that the data with abiraterone acetate [Zytiga],
enzalutamide [Xtandi], and
apalutamide [Erleada] may be a
little better here.
A couple other points I’d like
to add: We should get germline genetics on this patient,
SARTOR
[as] that’s part of the [National
Comprehensive Cancer Network] guideline, [and]
with a single focus of bone metastatic disease, I
may want to know [whether] there [is] more to
this story. I may get a prostate-specific membrane
antigen [PSMA] PET scan on this patient to determine whether he really is oligometastatic. If we
look at the STAMPEDE [NCT00268476] data on
a low-volume patient like this, it should radiate the
prostate and have level 1 evidence to demonstrate
that radiation to the prostate can prolong survival.
I would consider metastasis-directed therapy, even

though that’s a little more controversial. In my
practice, I would try germline genetics. I do not
necessarily need any somatic genetics right now. I’d
get a PSMA PET scan, and I would plan on radiation to the prostate. I would be using ADT plus a
novel hormone, and I would consider the possibility of metastasis-directed radiation.

CONCEPCION: Dr Gomella, what are your
initial thoughts from a urological perspective?

GOMELLA: The problem here is that you have
a whole host of level 1 evidence options to treat
this patient. You have everything from basic
ADT through docetaxel plus ADT, or many of
the novel oral androgen receptor pathway blockers. Then you complicate the treatment decision
further, making Dr Sartor’s point about treating
the primary, then considering treating the oligometastatic lesion.
One of the issues is, [although] this is a low-volume metastatic patient and docetaxel may not be
his best option, very often there’s
what we sometimes call “financial toxicity” associated with
many of the novel oral agents.
The pharma companies can
sometimes help certain patients
GOMELLA
with the cost. [Although] the
data would suggest docetaxel
plus ADT is not a top-line treatment, this may
be [the] best option [for] a man who has limited
resources for $8000 to $10,000 a month for these
oral agents. [Although] there are data for low-volume metastatic disease that ADT plus docetaxel
may not be necessary, there may be individual
considerations to guide the quickest, easiest, and
least financially toxic way to treat this man might
be a chemotherapy regimen.

PETRYLAK: I actually have a case just like this
right now, a castrate-resistant case, where we
found all the lesions regressed, except a new
lesion, and we can’t find anything on conventional imaging in bone. The question is: Would
you deny a patient who is oligometastatic—4
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lesions, for example, and you find 20 on a PSMA
PET—do you then change their management,
because we use the conventional imaging as our
way of determining whether they have extensive
disease? A PSMA PET is a great thing to do, but
at this stage, we need to understand how we are
going to use that in our management.

SARTOR: Dr Petrylak, you’re making a great
point because all our level 1 data are built around
conventional imaging. As we introduce PSMA
PET, it presents a whole new series of questions
to which our level 1 evidence does not apply. I
mentioned metastasis-directed therapy, but I may
get a PSMA PET scan. This patient may not
have 1 lesion to the bone. He may have 14, then
it becomes a whole different scenario. As we gain
new imaging insights, we also [must] ask new
imaging questions and address it with clinical
trials to have the best answers.

CONCEPCION: Dr Hafron, given the fact that
he has low-volume disease on conventional imaging, would you push for molecular imaging?
HAFRON: Yes, I would. We’re getting into a
space that we don’t really have data on. But just
looking at this case, I would give localized therapy to this patient, then probably transition to
novel hormone therapy.
The issue with PSMA and finding more bone
lesions, like Dr Sartor said, it’s up for grabs right
now. It’s hard to apply the old
literature to this new imaging. But with this case, I would
offer localized therapy based on
STAMPEDE. I’d also like to
bring up SW0G 1802. This is a
HAFRON
major [ongoing] US trial [that
is] looking at radiation therapy, or even surgery
for advanced disease. The key is that we’re moving
away from single-modality therapy and clearly
moving into multimodality therapy. How we apply
it with this new imaging—I guess we’ll have to wait
for Dr Sartor and Dr Petrylak to create some great
trials to make that connection to the past.
CONCEPCION: I think your point is well
taken [about] the SWOG trial because we are
finally moving for these patients with high-risk,
high-grade localized prostate cancer, or in this
particular case, which seems to be an oligometastatic disease. To me, that is the way it’s moving,
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given the fact that now we have better systemic
therapies beyond ADT. Dr Sartor’s point [about]
how we incorporate hereditary germline and
somatic testing is also going to be key as we
launch into this era of precision medicine.
Dr Petrylak, when you see these patients with de
novo metastatic castration-naïve disease, does the
volume of disease play a factor for you relative to
your therapeutic options?

PETRYLAK: Yes, the volume of disease, age
of the patient, and comorbidities all play
important roles. Recently, the PEACE1 trial
[NCT01957436] came out, where patients
received standard-of-care docetaxel, then were
randomized to receive observation or abiraterone.
There was a significant improvement in [radiographic progressive-free survival] in those
patients who received docetaxel and abiraterone.
Although there wasn’t an
abiraterone-only arm, which
would have been wonderful for
that study, this is something I’m
obligated to discuss with my
patients. So, I’m going to look
at the age, the aggressiveness,
PETRYLAK
the comorbidities. Abiraterone
may not be an appropriate drug for patients with
preexisting cardiovascular disease because it
can cause hypertension. There have been some
reports out of Dr Gomella’s institution of an
increased rate of cardiovascular morbidity in
patients who are treated with abiraterone who
have preexisting cardiac conditions. So, I’m going
to look at my patient in terms of what the longterm goal is, how long they’re going to be treated,
what their overall performance status is, and their
volume of disease.
SARTOR: Dr Petrylak, that is very well said.
We have data in the castrate-resistant setting
for taking 1 abiraterone with food as compared
[with] 4 without food. There’s also a Canadian
trial that had 2 with food as opposed to 4 without. In each of those trials, both of which were
relatively small, there did not appear to be a
difference between the 1 with food or the 4 without food. There are no data in castrate-sensitive,
but for people whose financial toxicity is substantial, you can basically cut the price of the drug by
75%. If you think abiraterone is appropriate and
financial toxicity comes to the fore, you could
drop down to 1 or 2 abiraterone with food. It’s

not FDA approved and not really proven, but it’s
something I’ve done in practice when faced with
that problem.

CONCEPCION: Dr Sartor, you bring up an
interesting point. Has anybody looked at pharmacokinetic [PK] levels, abiraterone levels,
or enzalutamide levels to see metabolism,
bioavailability, and those types of things with
PSA response?

PETRYLAK: Dr Sartor brings up an interesting point because we know the PK of docetaxel is
different if there’s testosterone on board. Now if
you want to avoid that, perhaps you would wait.
In most of these trials, you administer abiraterone
within 3 months of starting the initial ADT. If
the testosterone is down to castrate levels within
a month, I don’t think the PK will make much of
a difference. It’s probably going to be about the
same, so you probably can get away with it. If you
want to formally evaluate that, you’d have to do
that right at the time you’re castrating the patient,
but it’s probably not going to be any different.
[However], Dr Sartor raises a very interesting and
important point.
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advanced prostate cancer,
ARE YOU SEEING

the risks, such as cardiovascular?

Patients with advanced prostate cancer are at risk for
other serious conditions, such as cardiovascular
disease, diabetes, and osteoporosis—risks that may
increase with androgen deprivation therapy.1-5

LEARN
MORE AT
APCRisks.com
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Management of advanced prostate cancer:
Update on androgen receptor inhibitors

U

rology Times®’ Viewpoints program
brings together expert panels for
in-depth discussions on key clinical topics. In this discussion, 4 urologists
discuss the incidence and prevalence of
advanced prostate cancer, including metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer
and nonmetastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCSPC and nmCRPC), review
data and study results from the phase 3
TITAN (NCT024893180) and ARCHES
(NCT02677896) trials in mCSPC, discuss
the phase 3 SPARTAN trial (NCT01946204)
in nmCRPC, and discuss the importance of
assessing health-related quality of life. What
follows is an edited excerpt of the panel discussion. The panelists included moderator Neal
D. Shore, MD, FACS; Bobby Liaw, MD;
Vivek K. Narayan, MD, MS; and Ashley E.
Ross, MD, PhD.

SHORE: Dr Liaw, what does it mean to you
when we talk about advanced-stage prostate
cancer? What’s happened merely in the [past] 10
years in terms of the number of patients you see
who have mCSPC and nmCRPC?

more cases of probably more low-grade prostate
cancers that would have otherwise been clinically silent.
Now, changes in PSA screening guidelines
have certainly affected and caused some declines
in the incidence in more recent years. The
USPSTF [United States Preventive Services
Task Force] famously came out with recommendations back in 2012 against PSA screening in
the general male population. That position has
since changed; it’s more a shared decision-making model now between men and primary care
doctors, with incidence levels again starting to
stabilize if not slightly increasing over the past

“I’d say the incidence of
newly diagnosed de novo
metastatic disease varies
widely across the globe. In
Western countries, here in
the United States, the figure
usually runs somewhere in
the 5% to 7% range.”
BOBBY LIAW, MD

looks like. I’d say the incidence of newly diagnosed de novo metastatic disease varies widely
across the globe. In Western countries, here in
the United States, the figure usually runs somewhere in the 5% to 7% range. Incidence for
nonmetastatic CRPC is even less accurately
established, but if you think about it this way, it’s
a relatively small proportion of the total prostate cancer population. Depending on where
you look, I’ve seen it reported anywhere from as
low as 2% to as high as 8%. Another way that I
look at it is approximately 10% to 20% of prostate cancer cases will be castrate-resistant, and
roughly 10% to 15% of those cases will be in
this nonmetastatic CRPC category. But again, it
would be nice to have much more clear data on
this, and as our imaging modalities change, it’ll
also change how we characterize nonmetastatic
vs metastatic.

SHORE: Dr Ross, could you review TITAN and
ARCHES, and how they’ve given us the level 1
evidence for combining ADT [androgen deprivation therapy] with apalutamide [Erleada] as well
as with enzalutamide [Xtandi]?

ROSS: Just to reiterate to the urologists readLIAW: Prostate cancer is a very common diagnosis, the second most common malignancy in the
United States, and unfortunately, is the second
leading cause of cancer mortality among men in
the United States. When we look at statistics,
in the year 2021 we’re talking close to 250,000
new cases of prostate cancer, it represents about
13% of all new cancer diagnoses, and it translates to about 1 in 8 men receiving a diagnosis
of disease in their lifetime. As it comes to prostate cancer incidence rates, we all know that
in the late 1980s/early ’90s, with the introduction of PSA [prostate specific antigen] screening
and increased utilization, there was this initial
dramatic surge. But after that initial peak, incidence rates fell. But compared with the pre-PSA
testing era, I’d say we’re looking at something
like roughly twice what was recorded in the
pre-PSA era, and this is because we’re picking up
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few years.
Something worth considering is how the
pandemic is affecting things. Access to health
care and preventive medicines has certainly been
affected with the COVID-19 pandemic. I don’t
know that I have all the numbers to back me up
on this yet, but with lesser access to primary
care, I’m sure we’re going to see trends of less
prostate cancer diagnosis being made in this
time. But the concern here is that we’re going to
start to see more delayed diagnosis and a trend
toward finding newly diagnosed disease at more
advanced stages.
In terms of specifically thinking about metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer,
nonmetastatic CRPC, we have perhaps more
limited data to tell us exactly what the prevalence

ing this, we are often the ones making the initial
diagnosis of metastatic disease. It’s important to
tell the patient that it’s going to be multimodal
therapy up front. It’s going to be androgen
deprivation therapy plus something else. Both
[TITAN and ARCHES] are using androgen receptor [AR] inhibitors.
Both inhibitors—TITAN,
apalutamide; ARCHES,
enzalutamide—have a trimodal
action with a blocking receptor, blocking their entry into
the nucleus, and blocking the
ROSS
transcription of androgen-derived genes.
These were both nice designs. They’re phase
3 trials. I’ll start with the TITAN trial, which
used apalutamide. It was meant to capture all
comers. It was randomizing them to androgen
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deprivation therapy or androgen deprivation
therapy plus apalutamide. They had coprimary
end points of overall survival and metastasis-free
survival. It included patients with low-volume and high-volume disease and those who
were previously treated with docetaxel as well,
although they were in the minority. Essentially,
it showed an overall survival benefit. There was
some thought early on that if you would treat
with this drug, you’d improve the first progression-free survival. You’d improve metastasis-free
survival for new metastases, but then the patient
would develop highly resistant disease very
quickly. That did not seem to be the case. More
therapy up front attacking those previous early
resistant clones or already existing resistant
clones was better for the patients. It improved
their overall survival, and it did that without
decreasing the quality of life of the patients. The
combined therapy did not fit quality of life. In
fact, as you look down the road for those trials,
you see that if anything, they trend better for
the people on the combination therapy because
they’re avoiding cytotoxic chemotherapy and
getting less fractures.

“[The TITAN and ARCHES
trials] were powerful. They
show that combination
therapy improves overall
survival outcome.”
ASHLEY E. ROSS, MD, PHD

It was a well-tolerated drug for apalutamide,
and it has just reported that it has a longerterm outcome. There are no new treatment
adverse effects. ARCHES is a trial in a similar
setting using enzalutamide. ARCHES, originally, reported out for progression-free survival.
It allowed people to have previous docetaxel,
although most men did not have that. And it
showed a radiographic progression-free survival
benefit for adding on enzalutamide to androgen deprivation–resilient patients alone. At
the last ESMO [European Society for Medical
Oncology Annual Meeting], they first showed
their overall survival outcomes, and they saw an
overall survival benefit as well. Hazard ratio was
about 0.66% for overall survival. If we add on
these androgen receptor inhibitors to androgen
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deprivation therapy, you’re improving overall
survival.
You don’t see this stratification—high volume,
low volume—when you look at the forest plots
and all the different categories. No matter what
disease state you were—low volume or high
volume—the low volume is where the controversy
is. Those guys are benefiting from a multimodal
approach up front. It makes that decision easier to
save a person with low-volume disease. I still think
we should be intensifying therapy in most cases.
With the TITAN trial, there are some real-world
data. Even though it’s already a couple of years old
or so, the data for abiraterone are even older, but
the utilization is just starting to go about 50% in
the community. It’s an important message. These
trials were powerful. They show that combination
therapy improves overall survival outcome.

importance of health-related quality of life in
this particular setting, which was also seen in the
SPARTAN study, where the men had relatively
preserved quality of life metrics over the course
of study treatment. Whereas,
in the placebo arm, it appeared
to decline over time, probably
largely related to the manifestations of progressing prostate
cancer. In this clinical setting,
where the treatment intent is
SHORE
palliative and men are asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic by virtue of
nonmetastatic disease, the importance of mitigating treatment-related adverse events as much
as possible is critical. It was very reassuring to
see preserved quality of life metrics with longerterm follow-up.

SHORE: Dr Narayan, could you please give us a

SHORE: Super important. First, do no harm.

review of the SPARTAN trial?

And you have a typically older man. The median
age of SPARTAN, PROSPER, [and] ARAMIS
was 74. And they’ve already been on chronic
ADT [androgen deprivation therapy]. They have
no obvious disease on conventional imaging.
We’re treating them because of all those studies had a PSA doubling time of less than or equal
to 10 months. The labels don’t include that,
but that was the study. And now, you’re going
to add another drug. And you’ve got to talk to
the patients. They’re going to say, “Well, what
about adverse effects? Is my father, grandfather,
husband going to have a problem here?”

NARAYAN: SPARTAN was a randomized phase
3 placebo-controlled study of apalutamide in
the setting of nonmetastatic CRPC. Patients
were randomized 2:1 to either apalutamide or
placebo. The primary end point was [metastasis-free survival (MFS)], and it was clearly met in
favor of the apalutamide treatment arm. There
was a median 2-year improvement in MFS relative to placebo, a very meaningful improvement
in that primary outcome. In addition, similar to
other studies of novel antiandrogens for nonmetastatic CRPC, with a longer follow-up time of
a median of approximately
3.5 years, there was a demonstrated improvement in overall
survival with a hazard ratio of
about 0.75.
One important point about
the
overall survival data that
NARAYAN
is worth highlighting is that at
the time of unblinding for these studies, including the SPARTAN study, there was crossover in
the placebo arm to active therapy for nonmetastatic CRPC. Despite that crossover to active
therapy in those men who were initially on
placebo, there was still demonstrated benefit in
overall survival even after accounting for this
crossover. That is an important point and drives
home the survival benefit that was observed in
these studies.
The other point I would underscore is the
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XTANDI is indicated for the treatment of patients with castration-resistant prostate
cancer (CRPC) or metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer (mCSPC).1

When your patients present with mCSPC* or CRPC†1...

No need to wait.
START XTANDI.

The first and only novel hormone therapy approved by the FDA in 3 advanced
prostate cancer patient types–mCSPC, nmCRPC, and mCRPC¹

CI, confidence interval; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; HR, hazard ratio; LHRH, luteinizing hormonereleasing hormone; mCRPC, metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer; nmCRPC, nonmetastatic castration-resistant
prostate cancer.
*Metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer is defined as metastatic disease in patients who have not yet
received, or who have received and can still respond to, androgen deprivation therapy (LHRH therapy or prior
bilateral orchiectomy).3
†Castration-resistant prostate cancer is defined as disease progression on androgen deprivation therapy (LHRH therapy
or prior bilateral orchiectomy) despite castrate levels of testosterone.5

Important Safety Information
Warnings and Precautions
Seizure occurred in 0.5% of patients receiving XTANDI in seven randomized clinical trials. In a study of
patients with predisposing factors for seizure, 2.2% of XTANDI-treated patients experienced a seizure. It
is unknown whether anti-epileptic medications will prevent seizures with XTANDI. Patients in the study
had one or more of the following predisposing factors: use of medications that may lower the seizure
threshold, history of traumatic brain or head injury, history of cerebrovascular accident or transient ischemic
attack, and Alzheimer’s disease, meningioma, or leptomeningeal disease from prostate cancer, unexplained
loss of consciousness within the last 12 months, history of seizure, presence of a space occupying lesion
of the brain, history of arteriovenous malformation, or history of brain infection. Advise patients of the
risk of developing a seizure while taking XTANDI and of engaging in any activity where sudden loss
of consciousness could cause serious harm to themselves or others. Permanently discontinue XTANDI in
patients who develop a seizure during treatment.
Posterior Reversible Encephalopathy Syndrome (PRES) There have been reports of PRES in
patients receiving XTANDI. PRES is a neurological disorder that can present with rapidly evolving symptoms
including seizure, headache, lethargy, confusion, blindness, and other visual and neurological disturbances,
with or without associated hypertension. A diagnosis of PRES requires confirmation by brain imaging,
preferably MRI. Discontinue XTANDI in patients who develop PRES.
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Hypersensitivity reactions, including edema of the face (0.5%), tongue (0.1%), or lip (0.1%) have
been observed with XTANDI in seven randomized clinical trials. Pharyngeal edema has been reported in
post-marketing cases. Advise patients who experience any symptoms of hypersensitivity to temporarily
discontinue XTANDI and promptly seek medical care. Permanently discontinue XTANDI for serious
hypersensitivity reactions.
Ischemic Heart Disease In the combined data of four randomized, placebo-controlled clinical studies,
ischemic heart disease occurred more commonly in patients on the XTANDI arm compared to patients on
the placebo arm (2.9% vs 1.3%). Grade 3-4 ischemic events occurred in 1.4% of patients on XTANDI
versus 0.7% on placebo. Ischemic events led to death in 0.4% of patients on XTANDI compared to
0.1% on placebo. Monitor for signs and symptoms of ischemic heart disease. Optimize management of
cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, or dyslipidemia. Discontinue XTANDI for Grade
3-4 ischemic heart disease.
Falls and Fractures occurred in patients receiving XTANDI. Evaluate patients for fracture and fall risk.
Monitor and manage patients at risk for fractures according to established treatment guidelines and
consider use of bone-targeted agents. In the combined data of four randomized, placebo-controlled
clinical studies, falls occurred in 11% of patients treated with XTANDI compared to 4% of patients
treated with placebo. Fractures occurred in 10% of patients treated with XTANDI and in 4% of patients
treated with placebo.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity The safety and efficacy of XTANDI have not been established in females. XTANDI
can cause fetal harm and loss of pregnancy when administered to a pregnant female. Advise males with
female partners of reproductive potential to use effective contraception during treatment with XTANDI and
for 3 months after the last dose of XTANDI.

Adverse Reactions (ARs)
In the data from the four randomized placebo-controlled trials, the most common ARs (≥ 10%) that
occurred more frequently (≥ 2% over placebo) in XTANDI-treated patients were asthenia/fatigue, back pain,
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#1 PRESCRIBED BRANDED NOVEL HORMONE THERAPY IN mCSPC AND CRPC‡2
‡Based on IQVIA NBRx rolling 4-week data, April 2020–March 26, 2021.2 THIS INFORMATION DOES
NOT IMPLY SAFETY OR EFFICACY OF ANY PRODUCT; NO COMPARISONS SHOULD BE MADE.

mCSPC

PROVEN EFFICACY: XTANDI significantly extended radiographic
progression-free survival§ in patients with mCSPC1

PRIMARY ENDPOINT

Reduction in the risk of radiographic
disease progression or death1
(HR = 0.39 [95% Cl, 0.30-0.50]; P < 0.0001)

ARCHES was a multinational, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial of XTANDI + LHRH
therapy || vs placebo + LHRH therapy|| in 1150 patients with mCSPC, stratified by volume of disease (low
vs high¶) and prior docetaxel therapy for prostate cancer (none, 1 to 5, or 6 cycles)1,3

Eligibility criteria included mCSPC, ECOG Performance Status of 0 or 1.1
Exclusion criteria included predisposing factors for seizure and clinically significant cardiovascular disease.4
§Radiographic progression-free survival was defined as the time from randomization to radiographic disease progression at any time
or death within 24 weeks after study drug discontinuation.1
||Or after bilateral orchiectomy.1
¶Defined as metastases involving the viscera or, in the absence of visceral lesions, ≥ 4 bone lesions, ≥ 1 of which must be in a bony
structure beyond the vertebral column and pelvic bone.1
#At the time of analysis, the median follow-up was 14.4 months.3

hot flush, constipation, arthralgia, decreased appetite, diarrhea, and hypertension. In the bicalutamidecontrolled study, the most common ARs (≥ 10%) reported in XTANDI-treated patients were asthenia/
fatigue, back pain, musculoskeletal pain, hot flush, hypertension, nausea, constipation, diarrhea, upper
respiratory tract infection, and weight loss.
In AFFIRM, the placebo-controlled study of metastatic CRPC (mCRPC) patients who previously received
docetaxel, Grade 3 and higher ARs were reported among 47% of XTANDI-treated patients. Discontinuations
due to adverse events (AEs) were reported for 16% of XTANDI-treated patients. In PREVAIL, the placebocontrolled study of chemotherapy-naive mCRPC patients, Grade 3-4 ARs were reported in 44% of
XTANDI patients and 37% of placebo patients. Discontinuations due to AEs were reported for 6% of
XTANDI-treated patients. In TERRAIN, the bicalutamide-controlled study of chemotherapy-naive mCRPC
patients, Grade 3-4 ARs were reported in 39% of XTANDI patients and 38% of bicalutamide patients.
Discontinuations with an AE as the primary reason were reported for 8% of XTANDI patients and 6% of
bicalutamide patients.
In PROSPER, the placebo-controlled study of non-metastatic CRPC (nmCRPC) patients, Grade 3 or higher
ARs were reported in 31% of XTANDI patients and 23% of placebo patients. Discontinuations with an AE
as the primary reason were reported for 9% of XTANDI patients and 6% of placebo patients.
In ARCHES, the placebo-controlled study of metastatic CSPC (mCSPC) patients, Grade 3 or higher AEs were
reported in 24% of XTANDI-treated patients. Permanent discontinuation due to AEs as the primary reason
was reported in 5% of XTANDI patients and 4% of placebo patients.

Drug Interactions
Effect of Other Drugs on XTANDI Avoid strong CYP2C8 inhibitors, as they can increase the plasma
exposure to XTANDI. If co-administration is necessary, reduce the dose of XTANDI.
Avoid strong CYP3A4 inducers as they can decrease the plasma exposure to XTANDI. If co-administration
is necessary, increase the dose of XTANDI.
Effect of XTANDI on Other Drugs Avoid CYP3A4, CYP2C9, and CYP2C19 substrates with a
narrow therapeutic index, as XTANDI may decrease the plasma exposures of these drugs. If XTANDI is
co-administered with warfarin (CYP2C9 substrate), conduct additional INR monitoring.
Please see adjacent pages for Brief Summary of Full Prescribing Information.
References: 1. XTANDI [package insert]. Northbrook, IL: Astellas Pharma US, Inc. 2. Astellas. XTANDI. Data on File. 3. Armstrong AJ,
Szmulewitz RZ, Petrylak DP, et al. ARCHES: a randomized, phase III study of androgen deprivation therapy with enzalutamide or placebo
in men with metastatic hormone-sensitive prostate cancer. J Clin Oncol 2019;37(32):2974-86. 4. Pfizer. XTANDI. Data on File.
5. Eisenberger MA, Saad F. Introduction—castration resistant prostate cancer: a rapidly expanding clinical state and a model for
new therapeutic opportunities. In: Saad F, Eisenberger MA, eds. Management of Castration Resistant Prostate Cancer. 1st ed.
New York, NY: Springer, 2014:3-8.

For more information, please visit XtandiHCP.com

Lab Abnormalities: Lab abnormalities that occurred in ≥ 5% of patients, and more frequently (> 2%) in the
XTANDI arm compared to placebo in the pooled, randomized, placebo-controlled studies are neutrophil count
decreased, white blood cell decreased, hyperglycemia, hypermagnesemia, hyponatremia, and hypercalcemia.
Hypertension: In the combined data from four randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials, hypertension
was reported in 12% of XTANDI patients and 5% of placebo patients. Hypertension led to study
discontinuation in < 1% of patients in each arm.
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Overall survival data were not mature at the time of radiographic progression-free
survival analysis (7.3% of deaths in the intent-to-treat population had been reported)#1
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AFFIRM (NCT00974311): XTANDI versus Placebo in Metastatic CRPC
Following Chemotherapy
AFFIRM enrolled 1199 patients with metastatic CRPC who had previously
received docetaxel. The median duration of treatment was 8.3 months with
XTANDI and 3.0 months with placebo. During the trial, 48% of patients on the
XTANDI arm and 46% of patients on the placebo arm received glucocorticoids.
Grade 3 and higher adverse reactions were reported among 47% of XTANDItreated patients. Discontinuations due to adverse events were reported for 16%
of XTANDI-treated patients. The most common adverse reaction leading to
treatment discontinuation was seizure, which occurred in 0.9% of the
XTANDI-treated patients compared to none (0%) of the placebo-treated
patients. Table 1 shows adverse reactions reported in AFFIRM that occurred at
a ≥ 2% higher frequency in the XTANDI arm compared to the placebo arm.
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ADVERSE REACTIONS
Clinical Trial Experience
Because clinical trials are conducted under widely varying conditions, adverse
reaction rates observed in the clinical trials of a drug cannot be directly
compared to rates in the clinical trials of another drug and may not reflect the
rates observed in practice.
The data in WARNINGS and PRECAUTIONS reflect seven randomized,
controlled trials [AFFIRM, PREVAIL, TERRAIN, PROSPER, ARCHES, Asian
PREVAIL (NCT02294461), and STRIVE (NCT01664923)] that were pooled to
conduct safety analyses in patients with CRPC (N=3509) or mCSPC (N=572)
treated with XTANDI. Patients received XTANDI 160 mg (N=4081) or placebo
orally once daily (N=2472) or bicalutamide 50 mg orally once daily (N=387).
All patients continued androgen deprivation therapy (ADT). In these seven
trials, the median duration of treatment was 13.8 months (range: < 0.1 to 87.6)
in the XTANDI group.
In four placebo-controlled trials (AFFIRM, PROSPER, PREVAIL, and
ARCHES), the median duration of treatment was 14.3 months (range:
< 0.1 to 87.6) in the XTANDI group. In these four trials, the most common
adverse reactions (≥ 10%) that occurred more frequently (≥ 2% over placebo)
in the XTANDI-treated patients were asthenia/fatigue, back pain, hot flush,
constipation, arthralgia, decreased appetite, diarrhea, and hypertension.
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XTANDI® (enzalutamide) capsules, for oral use
XTANDI® (enzalutamide) tablets, for oral use
Initial U.S. Approval: 2012
BRIEF SUMMARY OF PRESCRIBING INFORMATION
The following is a brief summary. Please see the package insert for full
prescribing information.
INDICATIONS AND USAGE
XTANDI is an androgen receptor inhibitor indicated for the treatment of
patients with:
• castration-resistant prostate cancer
• metastatic castration-sensitive prostate cancer
CONTRAINDICATIONS
None.
WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS
Seizure
Seizure occurred in 0.5% of patients receiving XTANDI in seven randomized
clinical trials. In these trials, patients with predisposing factors for seizure
were generally excluded. Seizure occurred from 13 to 1776 days after
initiation of XTANDI. Patients experiencing seizure were permanently
discontinued from therapy, and all seizure events resolved.
In a single-arm trial designed to assess the risk of seizure in patients with
pre-disposing factors for seizure, 8 of 366 (2.2%) XTANDI-treated patients
experienced a seizure. Three of the 8 patients experienced a second seizure
during continued treatment with XTANDI after their first seizure resolved. It is
unknown whether anti-epileptic medications will prevent seizures with
XTANDI. Patients in the study had one or more of the following pre-disposing
factors: the use of medications that may lower the seizure threshold (~ 54%),
history of traumatic brain or head injury (~ 28%), history of cerebrovascular
accident or transient ischemic attack (~ 24%), and Alzheimer’s disease,
meningioma, or leptomeningeal disease from prostate cancer, unexplained
loss of consciousness within the last 12 months, past history of seizure,
presence of a space occupying lesion of the brain, history of arteriovenous
malformation, or history of brain infection (all < 5%). Approximately 17% of
patients had more than one risk factor.
Advise patients of the risk of developing a seizure while receiving XTANDI
and of engaging in any activity where sudden loss of consciousness could
cause serious harm to themselves or others.
Permanently discontinue XTANDI in patients who develop a seizure
during treatment.
Posterior Reversible Encephalopathy Syndrome (PRES)
There have been reports of posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome
(PRES) in patients receiving XTANDI. PRES is a neurological disorder which
can present with rapidly evolving symptoms including seizure, headache,
lethargy, confusion, blindness, and other visual and neurological
disturbances, with or without associated hypertension. A diagnosis of PRES
requires confirmation by brain imaging, preferably magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). Discontinue XTANDI in patients who develop PRES.
Hypersensitivity
Hypersensitivity reactions, including edema of the face (0.5%), tongue (0.1%),
or lip (0.1%) have been observed with enzalutamide in seven randomized
clinical trials. Pharyngeal edema has been reported in post-marketing cases.
Advise patients who experience any symptoms of hypersensitivity to
temporarily discontinue XTANDI and promptly seek medical care. Permanently
discontinue XTANDI for serious hypersensitivity reactions.
Ischemic Heart Disease
In the combined data of four randomized, placebo-controlled clinical studies,
ischemic heart disease occurred more commonly in patients on the XTANDI
arm compared to patients on the placebo arm (2.9% vs 1.3%). Grade 3-4
ischemic events occurred in 1.4% of patients on the XTANDI arm compared
to 0.7% on the placebo arm. Ischemic events led to death in 0.4% of patients
on the XTANDI arm compared to 0.1% on the placebo arm.
Monitor for signs and symptoms of ischemic heart disease. Optimize management
of cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, or dyslipidemia.
Discontinue XTANDI for Grade 3-4 ischemic heart disease.
Falls and Fractures
Falls and fractures occurred in patients receiving XTANDI. Evaluate patients for
fracture and fall risk. Monitor and manage patients at risk for fractures according
to established treatment guidelines and consider use of bone-targeted agents.

In the combined data of four randomized, placebo-controlled clinical studies,
falls occurred in 11% of patients treated with XTANDI compared to 4% of
patients treated with placebo. Falls were not associated with loss of
consciousness or seizure. Fractures occurred in 10% of patients treated
with XTANDI and in 4% of patients treated with placebo. Grade 3-4 fractures
occurred in 3% of patients treated with XTANDI and in 2% of patients
treated with placebo. The median time to onset of fracture was 336 days
(range: 2 to 1914 days) for patients treated with XTANDI. Routine bone
density assessment and treatment of osteoporosis with bone-targeted
agents were not performed in the studies.
Embryo-Fetal Toxicity
The safety and efficacy of XTANDI have not been established in females.
Based on animal reproductive studies and mechanism of action, XTANDI can
cause fetal harm and loss of pregnancy when administered to a pregnant
female. Advise males with female partners of reproductive potential to use
effective contraception during treatment with XTANDI and for 3 months after
the last dose of XTANDI.

Table 1. Adverse Reactions in AFFIRM
XTANDI
(N = 800)
Grade 1-41 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
General Disorders
51
9.0
Asthenic Conditions2
Peripheral Edema
15
1.0
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue Disorders
Back Pain
26
5.3
Arthralgia
21
2.5
Musculoskeletal Pain
15
1.3
Muscular Weakness
9.8
1.5
Musculoskeletal Stiffness
2.6
0.3
Gastrointestinal Disorders
Diarrhea
22
1.1
Vascular Disorders
Hot Flush
20
0.0
Hypertension
6.4
2.1
Nervous System Disorders
Headache
12
0.9
9.5
0.5
Dizziness3
Spinal Cord Compression and
7.4
6.6
Cauda Equina Syndrome
Paresthesia
6.6
0.0
Mental Impairment Disorders4
4.3
0.3
Hypoesthesia
4.0
0.3

Placebo
(N = 399)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
44
13

9.3
0.8

24
17
12
6.8
0.3

4.0
1.8
0.3
1.8
0.0

18

0.3

10
2.8

0.0
1.3

5.5
7.5

0.0
0.5

4.5

3.8

4.5
1.8
1.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
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Table 1. Adverse Reactions in AFFIRM (cont'd)
XTANDI
(N = 800)
Grade 1-41 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
Infections and Infestations
11
Upper Respiratory Tract Infection5
Lower Respiratory Tract And
8.5
Lung Infection6
Psychiatric Disorders
Insomnia
8.8
Anxiety
6.5
Renal and Urinary Disorders
Hematuria
6.9
Pollakiuria
4.8
Injury, Poisoning and Procedural Complications
Fall
4.6
Non-pathologic Fractures
4.0
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue Disorders
Pruritus
3.8
Dry Skin
3.5
Respiratory Disorders
Epistaxis
3.3
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 2. Adverse Reactions in PREVAIL (cont'd)
Placebo
(N = 399)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)

0.0

6.5

0.3

2.4

4.8

1.3

0.0
0.3

6.0
4.0

0.5
0.0

1.8
0.0

4.5
2.5

1.0
0.0

0.3
1.4

1.3
0.8

0.0
0.3

0.0
0.0

1.3
1.3

0.0
0.0

0.1

1.3

0.3

CTCAE v 4.
Includes asthenia and fatigue.
Includes dizziness and vertigo.
Includes amnesia, memory impairment, cognitive disorder, and disturbance in attention.
Includes nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory tract infection, sinusitis, rhinitis, pharyngitis,
and laryngitis.
Includes pneumonia, lower respiratory tract infection, bronchitis, and lung infection.

XTANDI
(N = 871)
Grade 1-41 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
General Disorders
47
3.4
Asthenic Conditions2
Peripheral Edema
12
0.2
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue Disorders
Back Pain
29
2.5
Arthralgia
21
1.6
Gastrointestinal Disorders
Constipation
23
0.7
Diarrhea
17
0.3
Vascular Disorders
Hot Flush
18
0.1
Hypertension
14
7.2
Nervous System Disorders
11
0.3
Dizziness3
Headache
11
0.2
Dysgeusia
7.6
0.1
5.7
0.0
Mental Impairment Disorders4
Restless Legs Syndrome
2.1
0.1
Respiratory Disorders
11
0.6
Dyspnea5
Infections and Infestations
16
0.0
Upper Respiratory Tract Infection6
Lower Respiratory Tract And
7.9
1.5
Lung Infection7
Psychiatric Disorders
Insomnia
8.2
0.1
Renal and Urinary Disorders
Hematuria
8.8
1.3
Injury, Poisoning and Procedural Complications
Fall
13
1.6
Non-Pathological Fracture
8.8
2.1
Metabolism and Nutrition Disorders
Decreased Appetite
19
0.3
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Placebo
(N = 844)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
33
8.2

2.8
0.4

22
16

3.0
1.1

17
14

0.4
0.4

7.8
4.1

0.0
2.3

7.1
7.0
3.7
1.3
0.4

0.0
0.4
0.0
0.1
0.0

8.5

0.6

11

0.0

4.7

1.1

5.7

0.0

5.8

1.3

5.3
3.0

0.7
1.1

16

0.7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0.8

8.5

0.2

0.0

1.4

0.0

CTCAE v 4.
Includes asthenia and fatigue.
Includes dizziness and vertigo.
Includes amnesia, memory impairment, cognitive disorder, and disturbance in attention.
Includes dyspnea, exertional dyspnea, and dyspnea at rest.
Includes nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory tract infection, sinusitis, rhinitis, pharyngitis,
and laryngitis.
Includes pneumonia, lower respiratory tract infection, bronchitis, and lung infection.

TERRAIN (NCT01288911): XTANDI versus Bicalutamide in Chemotherapy-naïve
Metastatic CRPC
TERRAIN enrolled 375 patients with metastatic CRPC who had not received
prior cytotoxic chemotherapy, of whom 372 received at least one dose of study
drug. The median duration of treatment was 11.6 months with XTANDI and
5.8 months with bicalutamide. Discontinuations with an adverse event as the
primary reason were reported for 7.6% of XTANDI-treated patients and 6.3%
of bicalutamide-treated patients. The most common adverse reactions leading
to treatment discontinuation were back pain and pathological fracture, which
occurred in 3.8% of XTANDI-treated patients for each event and in 2.1% and
1.6% of bicalutamide-treated patients, respectively. Table 3 shows overall and
common adverse reactions (≥ 10%) in XTANDI-treated patients.
Table 3. Adverse Reactions in TERRAIN
XTANDI
(N = 183)
Grade 1-41 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
94
39

Overall
General Disorders
32
1.6
Asthenic Conditions2
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue Disorders
Back Pain
19
2.7
16
1.1
Musculoskeletal Pain3
Vascular Disorders
Hot Flush
15
0
Hypertension
14
7.1
Gastrointestinal Disorders
Nausea
14
0
Constipation
13
1.1
Diarrhea
12
0
Infections and Infestations
12
0
Upper Respiratory Tract Infection4
Investigational
Weight Loss
11
0.5
1
2
3
4

Bicalutamide
(N = 189)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
94
38
23

1.1

18
14

1.6
0.5

11
7.4

0
4.2

18
13
9.0

0
0.5
1.1

6.3

0.5

7.9

0.5
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Table 2. Adverse Reactions in PREVAIL

Investigations
Weight Decreased
12
Reproductive System and Breast Disorders
Gynecomastia
3.4

Placebo
(N = 844)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)

S:10"

PREVAIL (NCT01212991): XTANDI versus Placebo in Chemotherapy-naïve
Metastatic CRPC
PREVAIL enrolled 1717 patients with metastatic CRPC who had not received
prior cytotoxic chemotherapy, of whom 1715 received at least one dose of
study drug. The median duration of treatment was 17.5 months with XTANDI
and 4.6 months with placebo. Grade 3-4 adverse reactions were reported in
44% of XTANDI-treated patients and 37% of placebo-treated patients.
Discontinuations due to adverse events were reported for 6% of XTANDItreated patients. The most common adverse reaction leading to treatment
discontinuation was fatigue/asthenia, which occurred in 1% of patients on
each treatment arm. Table 2 includes adverse reactions reported in PREVAIL
that occurred at a ≥ 2% higher frequency in the XTANDI arm compared to
the placebo arm.

XTANDI
(N = 871)
Grade 1-41 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)

CTCAE v 4.
Includes asthenia and fatigue.
Includes musculoskeletal pain and pain in extremity.
Includes nasopharyngitis, upper respiratory tract infection, sinusitis, rhinitis, pharyngitis,
and laryngitis.

PROSPER (NCT02003924): XTANDI versus Placebo in Non-metastatic
CRPC Patients
PROSPER enrolled 1401 patients with non-metastatic CRPC, of whom
1395 received at least one dose of study drug. Patients were randomized
2:1 and received either XTANDI at a dose of 160 mg once daily (N = 930) or
placebo (N = 465). The median duration of treatment at the time of analysis
was 18.4 months (range: 0.0 to 42 months) with XTANDI and 11.1 months
(range: 0.0 to 43 months) with placebo.
Overall, 32 patients (3.4%) receiving XTANDI died from adverse events.
The reasons for death with ≥ 2 patients included coronary artery disorders
(n = 7), sudden death (n = 2), cardiac arrhythmias (n = 2), general physical
health deterioration (n = 2), stroke (n = 2), and secondary malignancy (n = 5;
one each of acute myeloid leukemia, brain neoplasm, mesothelioma, small
cell lung cancer, and malignant neoplasm of unknown primary site). Three
patients (0.6%) receiving placebo died from adverse events of cardiac arrest
(n = 1), left ventricular failure (n = 1), and pancreatic carcinoma (n = 1). Grade
3 or higher adverse reactions were reported among 31% of XTANDI-treated
patients and 23% of placebo-treated patients. Discontinuations with an
adverse event as the primary reason were reported for 9.4% of XTANDItreated patients and 6.0% of placebo-treated patients. Of these, the most
common adverse event leading to treatment discontinuation was fatigue,
which occurred in 1.6% of the XTANDI-treated patients compared to none
of the placebo-treated patients. Table 4 shows adverse reactions reported in
PROSPER that occurred at a ≥ 2% higher frequency in the XTANDI arm than
in the placebo arm.
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Table 4. Adverse Reactions in PROSPER
XTANDI
(N = 930)
Grade 1-41 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
Metabolism and Nutrition Disorders
Decreased Appetite
9.6
0.2
Nervous System Disorders
12
0.5
Dizziness2
Headache
9.1
0.2
4.6
0.1
Cognitive And Attention Disorders3
Vascular Disorders
Hot Flush
13
0.1
Hypertension
12
4.6
Gastrointestinal Disorders
Nausea
11
0.3
Constipation
9.1
0.2
General Disorders and Administration Site Conditions
40
4.0
Asthenic Conditions4
Investigations
Weight Decreased
5.9
0.2
Injury, Poisoning and Procedural Complications
Fall
11
1.3
9.8
2.0
Fractures5
Psychiatric Disorders
Anxiety
2.8
0.2
1
2
3
4
5

Placebo
(N = 465)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
3.9

0.2

5.2
4.5
1.5

0
0
0

7.7
5.2

0
2.2

8.6
6.9

0
0.4

20

0.9

1.5

0

4.1
4.9

0.6
1.7

0.4

0

CTCAE v 4.
Includes dizziness and vertigo.
Includes amnesia, memory impairment, cognitive disorder, and disturbance in attention.
Includes asthenia and fatigue.
Includes all osseous fractures from all sites.

Placebo
(N = 574)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
2.6

0

2.1
0.3

0
0

22
5.6

0
1.7

20

1.6

4.0

0.2

4.2

1.0

1. CTCAE v 4.03.
2. Includes memory impairment, amnesia, cognitive disorder, dementia, disturbance in attention, transient
global amnesia, dementia alzheimer’s type, mental impairment, senile dementia and vascular dementia.
3. Includes asthenia and fatigue.
4. Includes Fracture related preferred terms under high level terms: fractures NEC; fractures and
dislocations NEC; limb fractures and dislocations; pelvic fractures and dislocations; skull and brain
therapeutic procedures; skull fractures, facial bone fractures and dislocations; spinal fractures and
dislocations; thoracic cage fractures and dislocations.
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XTANDI
(N = 3173)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
Hematology
Neutrophil count decreased
White blood cell decreased
Chemistry
Hyperglycemia
Hypermagnesemia
Hyponatremia
Hypercalcemia

Placebo
(N = 2282)
Grade 1-4 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)

20
17

0.9
0.4

17
9.8

0.4
0.2

83
16
13
6.8

3.2
0.1
1.4
0.1

75
13
8.6
4.5

3.1
0
1.5
0

Hypertension
In the combined data from four randomized placebo-controlled clinical trials,
hypertension was reported in 12% of patients receiving XTANDI and 5% of
patients receiving placebo. Medical history of hypertension was balanced
between arms. Hypertension led to study discontinuation in < 1% of patients
in each arm.
Post-Marketing Experience
The following additional adverse reactions have been identified during
post-approval use of XTANDI. Because these reactions were reported
voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not always possible to
reliably estimate the frequency or establish a causal relationship to
drug exposure.
Gastrointestinal Disorders: vomiting
Immune System Disorders: hypersensitivity (edema of the face, tongue, lip, or pharynx)
Neurological Disorders: posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES),
dysgeusia
Skin and Subcutaneous Tissue Disorders: rash, severe cutaneous adverse
reactions (including Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS), erythema
multiforme, toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN), drug reaction with eosinophilia
and systemic symptoms (DRESS) and acute generalized exanthematous
pustulosis (AGEP))
DRUG INTERACTIONS
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XTANDI
(N = 572)
Grade 1-41 Grade 3-4
(%)
(%)
Metabolism and Nutrition Disorders
Decreased Appetite
4.9
0.2
Nervous System Disorders
Cognitive and Memory Impairment2
4.5
0.7
Restless Legs Syndrome
2.4
0
Vascular Disorders
Hot Flush
27
0.3
Hypertension
8.0
3.3
General Disorders and Administration Site Conditions
24
1.7
Asthenic conditions3
Musculoskeletal and Connective Tissue Disorders
Musculoskeletal Pain
6.3
0.2
Injury, Poisoning and Procedural Complications
6.5
1.0
Fractures4

Table 6. Laboratory Abnormalities

S:10"

ARCHES (NCT02677896): XTANDI versus Placebo in Metastatic CSPC Patients
ARCHES randomized 1150 patients with mCSPC, of whom 1146 received at least
one dose of study drug. All patients received either a gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (GnRH) analogue concurrently or had bilateral orchiectomy. Patients
received either XTANDI at a dose of 160 mg once daily (N = 572) or placebo
(N = 574). The median duration of treatment was 12.8 months (range: 0.2 to 26.6
months) with XTANDI and 11.6 months (range: 0.2 to 24.6 months) with placebo.
Overall, 10 patients (1.7%) receiving XTANDI died from adverse events. The
reasons for death in ≥ 2 patients included heart disease (n = 3), sepsis (n = 2) and
pulmonary embolism (n = 2). Eight patients (1.4%) receiving placebo died from
adverse events. The reasons for death in ≥ 2 patients included heart disease (n = 2)
and sudden death (n = 2). Grade 3 or higher adverse events were reported in 24%
of patients treated with XTANDI. Permanent discontinuation due to adverse events
as the primary reason was reported in 4.9% of XTANDI-treated patients and 3.7%
of placebo-treated patients. The most common adverse events resulting in
permanent discontinuation in XTANDI-treated patients were alanine
aminotransferase increased, aspartate aminotransferase elevation, and seizure, each
in 0.3%. The most common adverse events leading to permanent discontinuation
in placebo-treated patients were arthralgia, and fatigue, each in 0.3%.
Dose reductions due to an adverse reaction occurred in 4.4% of patients who
received XTANDI. Fatigue/asthenia was the most frequent adverse reaction
requiring dose reduction in 2.1% of XTANDI-treated patients and 0.7% of
placebo-treated patients.
Table 5 shows adverse reactions reported in ARCHES that occurred at a
≥ 2% higher frequency in the XTANDI arm than in the placebo arm.
Table 5. Adverse Reactions in ARCHES

Laboratory Abnormalities
Table 6 shows laboratory abnormalities that occurred in ≥ 5% of patients,
and more frequently (> 2%) in the XTANDI arm compared to placebo in the
pooled, randomized, placebo-controlled studies.

Drugs that Inhibit CYP2C8
Co-administration of a strong CYP2C8 inhibitor (gemfibrozil) increased
the composite area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC)
of enzalutamide plus N-desmethyl enzalutamide by 2.2-fold. Co-administration
of XTANDI with strong CYP2C8 inhibitors should be avoided if possible.
If co-administration of XTANDI with a strong CYP2C8 inhibitor cannot be
avoided, reduce the dose of XTANDI.
Drugs that Induce CYP3A4
Co-administration of rifampin (strong CYP3A4 inducer and moderate
CYP2C8 inducer) decreased the composite AUC of enzalutamide plus
N-desmethyl enzalutamide by 37%. Co-administration of strong CYP3A4
inducers (e.g., carbamazepine, phenobarbital, phenytoin, rifabutin, rifampin,
rifapentine) with XTANDI should be avoided if possible. St John’s wort may
decrease enzalutamide exposure and should be avoided. If co-administration
of a strong CYP3A4 inducer with XTANDI cannot be avoided, increase the
dose of XTANDI.
Effect of XTANDI on Drug Metabolizing Enzymes
Enzalutamide is a strong CYP3A4 inducer and a moderate CYP2C9 and
CYP2C19 inducer in humans. At steady-state, XTANDI reduced the plasma
exposure to midazolam (CYP3A4 substrate), warfarin (CYP2C9 substrate),
and omeprazole (CYP2C19 substrate). Concomitant use of XTANDI with
narrow therapeutic index drugs that are metabolized by CYP3A4 (e.g.,
alfentanil, cyclosporine, dihydroergotamine, ergotamine, fentanyl, pimozide,
quinidine, sirolimus and tacrolimus), CYP2C9 (e.g., phenytoin, warfarin) and
CYP2C19 (e.g., S-mephenytoin, clopidogrel) should be avoided, as
enzalutamide may decrease their exposure. If co-administration with
warfarin cannot be avoided, conduct additional INR monitoring.
USE IN SPECIFIC POPULATIONS
Pregnancy
Risk Summary
The safety and efficacy of XTANDI have not been established in females.
Based on animal reproductive studies and mechanism of action, XTANDI can
cause fetal harm and loss of pregnancy. There are no human data on the use
of XTANDI in pregnant females. In animal reproduction studies, oral
administration of enzalutamide in pregnant mice during organogenesis
caused adverse developmental effects at doses lower than the maximum
recommended human dose (see Data).
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Data
Animal Data
In an embryo-fetal developmental toxicity study in mice, enzalutamide
caused developmental toxicity when administered at oral doses of 10 or
30 mg/kg/day throughout the period of organogenesis (gestational days 6-15).
Findings included embryo-fetal lethality (increased post-implantation loss
and resorptions) and decreased anogenital distance at ≥ 10 mg/kg/day, and
cleft palate and absent palatine bone at 30 mg/kg/day. Doses of 30 mg/kg/day
caused maternal toxicity. The doses tested in mice (1, 10 and 30 mg/kg/day)
resulted in systemic exposures (AUC) approximately 0.04, 0.4 and 1.1 times,
respectively, the exposures in patients. Enzalutamide did not cause
developmental toxicity in rabbits when administered throughout the period
of organogenesis (gestational days 6-18) at dose levels up to 10 mg/kg/day
(approximately 0.4 times the exposures in patients based on AUC).
In a pharmacokinetic study in pregnant rats with a single oral 30 mg/kg
enzalutamide administration on gestation day 14, enzalutamide and/or its
metabolites were present in the fetus at a Cmax that was approximately
0.3 times the concentration found in maternal plasma and occurred 4 hours
after administration.
Lactation
Risk Summary
The safety and efficacy of XTANDI have not been established in females.
There is no information available on the presence of XTANDI in human milk,
the effects of the drug on the breastfed infant, or the effects of the drug on
milk production. Enzalutamide and/or its metabolites were present in milk of
lactating rats (see Data).
Data
Following a single oral administration in lactating rats on postnatal day 14,
enzalutamide and/or its metabolites were present in milk at a Cmax that was
4 times higher than concentrations in the plasma and occurred 4 hours
after administration.
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Females and Males of Reproductive Potential
Contraception
Males
Based on findings in animal reproduction studies, advise male patients with
female partners of reproductive potential to use effective contraception
during treatment and for 3 months after the last dose of XTANDI.
Infertility
Males
Based on animal studies, XTANDI may impair fertility in males of
reproductive potential.
Pediatric Use
Safety and effectiveness of XTANDI in pediatric patients have not been established.
Geriatric Use
Of 4081 patients who received XTANDI in seven randomized, controlled
clinical trials, 78% were 65 and over, while 35% were 75 and over. No overall
differences in safety or effectiveness were observed between these patients
and younger patients. Other reported clinical experience has not identified
differences in responses between the elderly and younger patients, but
greater sensitivity of some older individuals cannot be ruled out.
Patients with Renal Impairment
A dedicated renal impairment trial for XTANDI has not been conducted. Based
on the population pharmacokinetic analysis using data from clinical trials in
patients with metastatic CRPC and healthy volunteers, no significant difference
in enzalutamide clearance was observed in patients with pre-existing mild to
moderate renal impairment (30 mL/min ≤ creatinine clearance [CrCL] ≤ 89 mL/
min) compared to patients and volunteers with baseline normal renal function
(CrCL ≥ 90 mL/min). No initial dosage adjustment is necessary for patients with
mild to moderate renal impairment. Severe renal impairment (CrCL < 30 mL/
min) and end-stage renal disease have not been assessed.
Patients with Hepatic Impairment
Dedicated hepatic impairment trials compared the composite systemic
exposure of enzalutamide plus N-desmethyl enzalutamide in volunteers with
baseline mild, moderate, or severe hepatic impairment (Child-Pugh Class A,
B, or C, respectively) versus healthy controls with normal hepatic function.
The composite AUC of enzalutamide plus N-desmethyl enzalutamide was
similar in volunteers with mild, moderate, or severe baseline hepatic
impairment compared to volunteers with normal hepatic function. No initial
dosage adjustment is necessary for patients with baseline mild, moderate,
or severe hepatic impairment.
OVERDOSAGE
In the event of an overdose, stop treatment with XTANDI and initiate general
supportive measures taking into consideration the half-life of 5.8 days. In a
dose escalation study, no seizures were reported at ≤ 240 mg daily, whereas
3 seizures were reported, 1 each at 360 mg, 480 mg, and 600 mg daily.
Patients may be at increased risk of seizure following an overdose.

NONCLINICAL TOXICOLOGY
Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility
A two-year carcinogenicity study was conducted in male and female rats
at oral enzalutamide doses of 10, 30, and 100 mg/kg/day. Enzalutamide
increased the incidence of benign Leydig cell tumors in the testes at all dose
levels tested (≥ 0.3 times the human exposure based on AUC) and combined
incidence of urothelial papilloma and carcinoma in the urinary bladder in
male rats at 100 mg/kg/day (1.4 times the human exposure based on AUC).
The findings in the testes are considered to be related to the pharmacological
activity of enzalutamide. Rats are regarded as more sensitive than humans to
developing interstitial cell tumors in the testes. Administration of enzalutamide
to male and female rasH2 transgenic mice by oral gavage daily for 26 weeks
did not result in increased incidence of neoplasms at doses up to 20 mg/kg/day.
Enzalutamide did not induce mutations in the bacterial reverse mutation
(Ames) assay and was not genotoxic in either the in vitro mouse lymphoma
thymidine kinase (Tk) gene mutation assay or the in vivo mouse
micronucleus assay.
Based on nonclinical findings in repeat-dose toxicology studies, which were
consistent with the pharmacological activity of enzalutamide, male fertility
may be impaired by treatment with XTANDI. In a 26-week study in rats,
atrophy of the prostate and seminal vesicles was observed at ≥ 30 mg/kg/day
(equal to the human exposure based on AUC). In 4-, 13-, and 39-week
studies in dogs, hypospermatogenesis and atrophy of the prostate and
epididymides were observed at ≥ 4 mg/kg/day (0.3 times the human
exposure based on AUC).
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Study: Many physicians are unaware
of their obligations under ADA
Thirty-six percent of respondents had little to no knowledge of legal responsibilities under the ADA
JEFF BENDIX
Bendix is a senior editor for Medical Economics®.

M

ore than 30 years after the Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA) became law, a study found that many American doctors
aren’t confident they can provide the same level of care to
patients with disabilities as those without disabilities, and a large
majority erroneously believe that people with disabilities have worse
quality of life than those without disabilities.
In a paper in Health Affairs,1 investigators from Massachusetts General
Hospital surveyed 714 physicians in outpatient practices nationwide regarding their perceptions of people with disabilities. They found that 82.4%
believe that people with disabilities have a worse quality of life than those
without, even though, in a 1999 study, more than half these people said their
quality of life was excellent or good.
“Our findings suggest that large proportions of practicing US physicians might hold biased or stigmatized perceptions of people with disability,”
the authors write, adding that the survey “did not assess whether participants appreciated that their perceptions are biased or instead believe that
their views are justified and therefore do not negatively affect” the care they
provide to patients with disabilities.
Passed in 1990, the ADA forbids discrimination against persons with
disability. Among other provisions, it requires doctors and patients to collaborate in deciding what reasonable accommodations are needed to ensure that
these patients get accessible and equitable care. However, the study found that
36% of respondents had little or no knowledge of their legal responsibilities
under the ADA, 68% felt they were at risk for ADA-related lawsuits, and 71%
could not correctly identify who determines reasonable accommodations.
“Despite the fact people with disabilities comprise 25% of the population, they often confront barriers to basic health care services such as physical
examinations, weight measurement, and effective communication with their
physicians,” lead author Lisa I. Iezzoni, MD, MSc, said in a news release,2
adding that “the lack of knowledge about who makes accommodation
decisions raises troubling questions about health care quality and equity.”
The investigators note that the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed aspects
of the health care system that disadvantage people with disability. For example, some state standards of care developed to guide resource allocation, such
as tests, intensive care unit beds and ventilators specifically excluded people
with disability. This caused the US Department of Health and Human
Services Office for Civil Rights to warn in March 2020 that “persons with
disabilities should not be denied medical care on the basis of stereotypes,
assessments of quality of life, or judgments about a person’s relative ‘worth’
based on the presence or absence of disabilities.”
Addressing the problem, the investigators say, will require more training
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about disability, including disability cultural competence and etiquette.
They also suggest finding ways for clinicians to gain greater empathy about
the challenges that people with disabilities face in their daily lives, such as
through house calls, and adding a disability module to Implicit Association
tests around race and ethnicity.

•
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CAREERS

CENTRAL NEW YORK

TEXAS

HIRING

Are you looking
for

BC/BE UROLOGISTS

Associated Medical Professional of New York is seeking BC/BE General
and Subspecialized Urologists for Private Equity physician partnership
opportunities located in Central New York. New physicians will enjoy partnership
with 30 physicians in multiple stages of their career, offering great mentorship. AMP
provides quality healthcare at 9 convenient locations and 9 hospitals around CNY.
Brand new surgery center, multiple ancillary profit centers, and group call options
provide work life balance for physicians. For fellowship trained physicians, there are
opportunities to create a niche practice. Qualified candidates will receive a sign on
bonus, robust benefits package, competitive salary, transition payment, student
loan assistance and moving expenses.
JOIN ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING GROUPS IN THE COUNTRY!
Central New York is a fantastic place to raise a family and
offers all the warmth and charm you can find in the region.

Site visits are being scheduled!
Contact Audrey Barker,Vice President Physician Recruitment
(740) 607-5924 (cell) | abarker@us-uro.com

Classiﬁeds

Unique all-cash/no-insurance
practice limited to vasectomy,
vasectomy reversal, male
fertility, low testosterone,
and cutting-edge treatment
of ED seeks associate leading
to partnership. Male fertility
and microsurgery fellowship
training preferred but willing
to train the right candidate.
Impeccable interpersonal skills
are a must. Located in the North
Dallas suburb of Frisco.
Find out more about our practice at
www.vasectomyreversaldoctor.com

talent?

For your recruitment ad
needs contact:
Joanna Shippoli
(440) 891-2615
jshippoli@mmhgroup.com

Contact Dr. Jeffrey Buch at
jbuch0920@gmail.com

NEVADA

Build the team you need

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GROWING UROLOGY PRACTICE WITH
AGREEABLE SCHEDULE IN A DYNAMIC, WORLD CLASS CITY?
Las Vegas Urology would love to welcome you aboard! Living and practicing
in the beautiful suburbs of the city, raising a family is hassle free and as
pleasant as in any midwestern town, Nevada boasts no state income tax and
was recently ranked the #10 city to relocate in the world by money.co.uk.
Las Vegas Urology offers a great starting salary and full benefits package,
and our established physicians will welcome you and serve as great mentors.
4-day work weeks and weekend call every fifth week will be offered. If you
or someone you know with these qualifications is interested, please inquire
with current CV and contact information and we look forward to welcoming
you to the team!

Contact me today to place your ad.
Joanna Shippoli | (440) 891-2615
jshippoli@mjhlifesciences.com
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EMAIL: Kromero@lasvegasurology.com
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MONEY MATTERS

What is your student loan
repayment strategy?
Loan repayment assistance programs and refinancing are options
Q. With student loan payments set to resume on

JEFF WITZ, CFP

Witz is educational
program director at
MEDIQUS Asset Advisors,
Inc in Chicago, Illinois.
He welcomes readers’
questions and can be
reached at 800-883-8555
or witz@mediqus.com.

The information in this
column is designed to
be authoritative. The
publisher is not
engaged in rendering
legal, investment, or
tax advice. If you
would like assistance
with your individual
investment strategy,
please email witz@
mediqus.com.
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February 1, 2022, what are some things I should be
considering?
A. The period of administrative forbearance on federal
student loans is set to expire January 31, 2022, and payments
will resume on February 1. Student loan relief was a major
component of the CARES Act passed by Congress and
signed into law by President Donald Trump in March 2020.
The provisions in the CARES Act suspended payments
on student loans, dropped the interest rate to 0%, and
suspended collections on student loans in default. After
multiple extensions by President Trump and President Joe
Biden, this relief for federal student loan borrowers is set to
end. Physicians who took advantage of this relief will once
again be expected to make payments on their loans.
Statistics show that today’s physicians leave their programs
having accumulated an average debt of approximately
$241,600.1 At this significant debt level, many physicians
look for strategies to reduce their interest accumulation and/
or reduce their monthly payments so they can direct more
resources toward other goals such as saving for a home,
retirement, and their children’s college educations. The
nearly 2 years of loan forbearance certainly assisted with
this, but with that program coming to an end, now is a good
opportunity to review the other options available.
Are you practicing medicine at a for-profit or nonprofit
organization? Public Service Loan Forgiveness is a hot-button
issue, but as long as it remains a viable option, it is one worth
considering for physicians with substantial student loan debt.
Many physicians complete their residencies and fellowships
at nonprofit hospitals. If you were paying toward your loans
during that time, you may already be 5 to 7 years into the
10-year (120 eligible payments) loan forgiveness process. The
months of 0 payments under the soon-to-end forbearance
program also count toward the 120 total eligible payments, so
you may be even closer to forgiveness eligibility.
Are there loan repayment assistance programs available to
you? The National Institutes of Health repays up to $50,000
per year of student loans if you agree to conduct medical research in needed fields. The National Health Service
Corps (NHSC) offers tax-free loan repayment assistance of
up to $50,000 for a 2-year commitment to qualified health
care providers who choose to take their skills to geographic
areas with inadequate medical care. In 2022, NHSC plans to

make approximately 3500 new awards to health professionals
serving in rural and underserved communities. Additionally,
most individual states have loan repayment assistance
programs for physicians who practice in their state facilities.
Is refi nancing a viable option? If you practice medicine
at a for-profit company, such as a private practice or private
equity group, refi nancing is worth exploring. Refi nancing
can dramatically reduce your interest rate and monthly
payments, especially with interest rates continuing to hover
near historical lows. The lower interest rate may result in
your paying less over the lifetime of the loan. However,
rates are often determined by a combination of credit score
and income.
Why is refi nancing, reducing your interest rate, and
reducing your monthly payment typically desirable? Aside
from the fact that the lower the interest rate, the lower the
interest accumulation over the lifetime of the loan, lower
monthly payments also provide some cash flow flexibility.
You can still choose to pay higher amounts to try and pay
the loan off sooner, or you can take the money saved and put
it toward another fi nancial goal.
The general rule of thumb on whether you should devote
additional resources toward paying down your debt vs saving
and investing is, if you believe you can earn a higher rate of
return by investing than the interest rate being charged on
the loan, saving and investing that money is theoretically
the smarter fi nancial move. However, investment returns
are rarely guaranteed whereas interest rates typically are. A
borrower’s risk tolerance should factor into this decision.
Finally, the personal well-being of the borrower also needs
to be considered. If loans are causing you significant anxiety or other health or lifestyle problems, your well-being
should take precedence and you should consider paying extra
toward the loans.
Everyone’s situation is unique, and many factors influence
which student loan repayment strategy is most beneficial.
Consult your fi nancial professional to determine which
option fits your needs best.

•
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Malpractice Consult

TURP allegedly results in
brain damage, death
Lawsuit was resolved at mediation for $3,500,000

A

ACACIA BRUSH
PERKO, ESQ

Perko is an attorney in the
Columbus, Ohio, office of
Reminger Co, LPA, where
she specializes in medical
malpractice defense
litigation and transactional
matters. She welcomes
your feedback on this
column at APerko@
reminger.com.
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65-year-old man presented to his urologist with symptoms of an enlarged prostate. He agreed to allow
the urologist to perform a transurethral resection
of the prostate (TURP) to remove half of the prostate. The
other half of the prostate was to be removed at a later time.
Prior to the TURP procedure, the urologist performed an
open procedure for the removal of bladder stones. The urologist then performed the TURP procedure. After half
of the enlarged prostate had been removed, a lab assessment indicated that decedent’s sodium levels were dropping.
Nonetheless, the defendant proceeded to remove the other
half of the enlarged prostate.
Approximately 50 minutes later, lab results reportedly showed
that decedent had experienced a life-threatening decrease in
sodium levels (hyponatremia) and critically elevated levels of
ammonia (hyperammonemia). As a result, the patient allegedly
suffered brain damage. He lapsed into a coma that lasted until his
death 9 months later.
The patient’s wife brought a medical malpractice suit
against the urologist, alleging that the urologist negligently
performed the TURP procedure. According to the plaintiff,
there is a time window of safety within which a TURP procedure can be performed with a high degree of success, both
for correction of the underlying medical problem and with
very little risk to the patient. However, if the TURP procedure goes longer than the window of safety, the patient is put
at undue risk for several complications unique to the TURP
procedure as distinct from an open prostatectomy, including
dilutional hyponatremia and hyperammonemia.
The plaintiff also pointed out that the urologist determined
the patient also had bladder stones and did an open procedure for
removal of the stones. The plaintiff contended that extending the
open procedure to remove the prostate would have been simple
to do, had little to no effect on the healing time for the patient
because an open procedure had already commenced, and would
have avoided all the risks associated with the TURP procedure.
Still, the urologist elected to proceed with a TURP procedure after open removal of the bladder stones, according to
the plaintiff. At the end of the safety window, the urologist
performed a lab assessment that confirmed that the patient’s
sodium was dropping. Even though the prostate was obviously
greatly enlarged and was at the end of the window of safety,
the urologist had removed 1 half of the prostate, and had the
patient’s consent to terminate the procedure and return at a

later time to compete the procedure, the urologist forged on
into an allegedly unnecessary dangerous zone.
Approximately 50 to 55 minutes later, the physician drew
lab values again that showed that the patient had experienced
a significant and life-threatening decrease in sodium levels

The plaintiff alleged that her
husband suffered brain damage
in the course of reversal of
the hyponatremia.
due to absorption of excess amounts of irrigant used in the
unnecessarily prolonged TURP procedure. The patient also
experienced critically elevated ammonia levels due to metabolism of the glycine irrigant.
The plaintiff alleged that her husband suffered brain damage
in the course of reversal of the hyponatremia. At the time
of his death, he incurred medical expenses of approximately
$1,000,000. The decedent was survived by his wife, 5 adult
children, and 21 grandchildren.
The defendant urologist contended that his care was within
all standards of care and denied any negligence. The case
proceeded through pretrial discovery, and the parties agreed to
participate in private mediation. The case resolved at mediation
for $3,500,000.

•

LEGAL PERSPECTIVE
Mediation offers parties an alternative venue for resolution outside the courtroom. There are some cases that
should be tried and others that may be better suited to
resolution through private negotiation or mediation. If
settlement is reached at mediation, that settlement eliminates parties’ time-consuming and resource-draining
participation in pretrial discovery, potential disclosure of
personal and proprietary information, commitment of
personal time, ongoing legal fees and expenses, unpredictability of verdict and judgment at trial, and unpredictability of appellate review of trial. Alternatively,
mediation and settlement offers immediate conclusion
and terms of resolution, which are unavailable through
court. In this instance, mediation allowed the parties
finality and closure.
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